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Dissertation Abstract 

My goal in this dissertation has been to investigate the use of narrative repetition 

in the Odyssey, and to show how the poet employs this device to suggest possible 

meanings to his audience. The poet, I argue, signals to the audience through the device 

of repetition that X and Y are alike, but through variations in those repetitions he poses 

questions and possible answers. 

Chapter One examines the position and function of the Telemachy in the Odyssey. 

Since father and son both travel by sea and face many similar trials, the traditional 

approach assumes the poet is showing how Telemachus is becoming like his father. The 

son does resemble his father, but the many qualitative differences between both the father 

and son should not be overlooked. From these differences I argue that the Telemachy 

occupies such a prominent position and has such an extensive narrative scope because the 

poet wished to represent, through the youthful and naive character of Telemachus, the 

end of the age of heroes. 

In Chapter Two I maintain that the Odyssey poet has Odysseus reprise the role of 

the Cyclops on Ithaca to emphasize Odysseus' successful combination of bie and metis. 

The Cyclopean motif is, I argue, also linked with the character of Achilles, who in the 

Odyssey is known simply for his glorious death and failure to take Troy by storm. 

Odysseus is revealed as the man who unites that apparent metislbie polarity that is 

nowhere more vividly described than in the Cyclopeia. Hence, the intertwining of the 

Cyclopean and Achillean themes. I propose that our poet is making the claim that his 

hero deserves the title of "Best of the Achaeans." 



Chapter Three investigates the role of three groups of young men in the poem 

(crew of Odysseus, young men of Phaeacia, and suitors), all of whom share several 

significant similarities and differences in their interactions with Odysseus. These three 

groupings of young men, I argue, afford comment on the nature of government and those 

governed. The Trojan war, the many years away from Ithaca, and the long return trip 

home, all dramatically highlight the very real problems that arise when men return home 

from a prolonged conflict. 



Introduction 

1 

Though repetition has long been recognized as a distinctive feature of Homeric 

poetry, it has often been misunderstood. Before the twentieth century, for example, it was 

explained either as a natural component of archaic poetry, or, according to the analytical 

school, evidence for the imperfect, patchwork job of a final redactor. It was not until the 

work of Milman Parry and his student Albert Lord that any systematic and rigorous attempt 

was undertaken to explain certain types of repetition (namely, those now known as formulae) 

as integral to oral poetry and necessary for its very composition.1 Book length studies have 

also been undertaken, for example, on type scenes (scenes of arrival and treatment of guests, 

arming, supplication, etc.) and character doublets.3 More recent scholarship, benefiting from 

new methods and ideas gleaned from studies in neoanalysis, orality, and narratology, has 

uncovered greater levels of sophistication with regard to repetition than had once been 

thought possible in an orally composed work. Still other scholars have begun to examine 

repetition that occurs over the length of the entire poem, a type known as narrative repetition. 

'Parry (1971), Lord (I960). 
2 Though the application of terminology is not always consistent, type scenes are also known as 'themes', and 

were labeled as such by Parry, who was followed in this practice by Lord (1960) 68-98; for the earliest study of 

type scenes, see Arend (1933). Powell (1977), applying Lord's 'thematic' approach to composition, identifies 

numerous themes in the Odyssey; for work specifically on scenes of arrival, see Reece (1993). 
3 For a good discussion of a variety of doubling patterns, see Fenik (1974). 
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Lowenstam's (1993) investigation of this phenomenon in the Iliad and Odyssey shows just 

how effective an interpretive tool this method can be. He focuses, for example, on the 

contrast between public and private in the Odyssey, noting the importance of this repeated 

opposition and how each new occurrence is in conversation with the one that precedes it and 

looks ahead to the one that is to follow.4 In other words, the argument is continually being 

refined and reshaped by the poet over the course of the poem. Most recently, Bruce Louden 

has applied Lowenstam's approach to both poems as well, offering some valuable but, in the 

end, much more mechanical insights.5 Though work of this nature has been done, there is 

still much to be investigated. It is with this type of repetition, one which occurs over larger 

distances and reflects/mirrors larger plot events and motifs, that this dissertation is concerned. 

Reworking of material by recombining elements scattered throughout the story is a 

method employed in both Homeric epics.6 I do not mean here the verbatim repetition of a 

4 (1993) 145-244. 
5 Louden (1999; 2006) insists on a compositional principle of patterns that are repeated three times over great 

lengths (for example, he argues [1999,69-103] that there is a pattern of three scenes of divine wrath in the 

Odyssey [Zeus-Helios, Zeus-Poseidon, Zeus-Athena]). While I agree with his view that the differences in each 

repeated scene are most significant, his procrustean determination to force the facts to fit the concept rather than 

the other way round mars some of his otherwise provocative insights. Why, for example, should we limit these 

scenes between gods to three? What of the first and second assembly scenes between Zeus and Athena? Are 

they merely preludes? Are they not part of this same pattern? Then maybe there are four parts to it? Would it 

not be less reductive to approach the material with the principle in mind that the differences in each subsequent 

narrative pattern, whether that be two or three or four repetitions, are used as a form of poetic argumentation, all 

parts of which are significant? This last point would also help to avoid overloading the final repetition with most 

of the significance, as Louden tends to do. 
6See, for example, Edwards (1980) 1-28 and Lowenstam (1993). 
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single phrase, line or whole paragraph, nor even type-scene repetition, but rather a 

combination of repeated elements of plot, language, and situation, a sort of mirror of earlier 

actions or events without perfect correspondence. Of course such repeated elements will 

either contain differences or occur in situations that are different, and these differences will 

be important, for it is through the differences that the poet, I will argue, makes his point. 

That is, the poet(s) of the Iliad and the Odyssey uses, among others, two important principles 

of composition, principles that not only aid the poet in composition, but also guide the 

audience's understanding. These principles are the use of juxtaposition and repetition. The 

poet generally tends to compare two things not to say how they are alike, but how, in fact, 

they are different.7 

It is no accident, for example, that in the final scene of the first book of the Iliad, 

shortly after we have witnessed the explosive conflict between Agamemnon and Achilles, we 

are privy to a meeting of the gods (1.533-611). Here, too, there is a conflict. Hera chides 

Zeus for keeping her in the dark about his designs for the future. Zeus puts her squarely in 

her place, remarking that none of the other gods would be able to offer her any help once he 

laid his implacable hands upon her (1.565-7: dAA' aviiovoa K&Qr\oo, £|ucu 6' £7XLn£L0£o 

[ivQop, I \xr\ vu XOL ou XQOttajacoaiv oaoi 0£oi e\o' kv 'OAu|arajL> / aoaov io\Q', 6t£ KEV 

7 As Lowenstam (1993) 9 puts it, "Very often in the Odyssey, repetition in narrative situations works in such a 

way that one occurrence presents a standard by which the next and subsequent occurrences can be judged." 



TOL ddnxovc, X^Qaci £<\>zw). The other gods are said to be disturbed at this turn of events, 

but instead of any grounds well of opposition to Zeus, the tense moment passes due to the 

intervention of Hephaestus, who attempts to persuade his mother not to push Zeus further. 

To make his point Hephaestus recounts how Zeus once threw him out of Olympus. His 

unintentionally humorous anecdote and his awkward appearance as cupbearer incite the gods 

to laughter, and the scene ends in general good cheer (1.571-600). Morever, the scene which 

immediately follows this depiction of divine bliss contains a complete reversal of the image 

of Zeus as king: Agamemnon's ill-advised test of his men's committment to the overthrow of 

Troy.9 

These mirroring scenes serve several functions. On the one hand, they serve to 

emphasize the difference between gods and men, how human affairs are truly tragic.10 On the 

The sentiment in these lines is very similar to that in Agamemnon's words to Achilles (1.185-7): auxoc; iarv 

KAiainv &£ to aov yiqac, 6§Q' EU el5rjg / oaaov cb£p/tEQO<; ei|u aidtv, axvyen be Kai. dAAog / low 

£|^OL cj)da6at ical 6|aoi£j9r)|a£vai dvTT|v. 
9 There are further parallels, of course. Odysseus saves the day, and in the process of returning the troops from a 

rush to the ships back to the assembly, he has to deal with Thersites. Now Thersites (whose introduction by the 

poet focuses on his physical shortcomings) clearly recalls Hephaestus from the previous scene (Thersites is said 

to have a limp FeboAKoe er)v, xcuAoc 5' ETEQOV noba, 2.217] as well), and the abuse of Thersites by Odysseus 

also rouses laughter among the troops just as Hephaestus' scene did among the gods. But once again, the 

emphasis is on the difference between the gods and mortals, ugliness among the gods elicits laughter, among 

men both laughter and hatred and pain. There is still another parallel: Zeus sends a deceptive dream, which 

eventually achieves its goal; Agamemnon attempts to deceive his troops, but the outcome is not what he intends 

(see Whitman [1958] 161). And, thus, Agamemnon's assertion of authority is contrasted once again with Zeus' 

example of actual authority. 
10 Gods' quarrels end in laughter, or at worst in wounds that are easily healed (compare 5.416-7, 899-906), while 

the conflicts of men end in death and the destruction of entire families, homes, cities, etc. 



other hand, the poet's juxtaposition of two scenes involving rulers, one who is obviously in 

charge of his fellows (Zeus), the other (Agamemnon) who has had his authority undermined 

on several occasions (first by Achilles, then by his own troops, and finally by Thersites), calls 

into question the legitimacy of the authority upon which Agamemnon stands. Immediately 

before this scene with Zeus among the gods, we hear of background events, of an earlier 

struggle in which Zeus was in danger of being subdued by his fellow Olympians. n This 

obviously refers to a time antecedent to Zeus' consolidation of power, which he 

accomplished, in part, by the fair distribution of honors to the other gods. This is precisely 

what Agamemnon is accused of not doing as the leader of the assembled Greek force,n and it 

is this shortcoming that sets in motion a series of events that will lead to the eventual loss of 

so many Argive lives. 

Another brief example from the opening of the Iliad will suffice to illustrate the 

ubiquity, the logic, and the importance of this pattern of repetition or 'mirroring' in Homeric 

epic. At the Iliad's outset (1.11-305) Agamemnon is asked by Chryses, priest of Apollo, to 

11 In Achilles' request to Thetis (1.396-406) he recalls a curious scene in which Zeus was severely threatened by 

the main divine proponents of the Achaeans, i.e., Poseidon, Hera and Athena, who tied him up; and it was only 

through the intervention ofThetis, who released him and summoned Briareus/Aegaeon, that Zeus was saved. 

Several other comments are made by Zeus and others that refer to conflict/competition among the gods, but in 

these incidents Zeus' authority is never truly compromised (8.5-27,15.18-24,19.95-133). It is useful here to 

recall Hesiod (Theogony 885), for there Zeus' fair distribution of honors is one of the means by which he is able 

to ensure harmony among them. 
12At 1.166-8 Achilles says: X£iQ£? i^aibiinova'- axao rjv TTOTE oacrjaoc iKX|Tca, / ao iTOy iqac noAu 

)-i£lCov. £ya) °' oAiyov xe cjjiAov xe / £QXO|j' e'xwv em vfjag, end K£ Kd|aa; TtoA£|aiCurv. 
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return his daughter Chryseis. Agamemnon, despite his men's objections, refuses and 

threatens the old man, who then walks along the sea shore and calls upon Apollo to avenge 

this affront to his honor. Apollo grants his request, and after a nine-day plague that destroys 

many in the army, Agamemnon is confronted by Achilles. Agamemnon begrudgingly agrees 

to return Chryseis, but he demands compensation for this loss, and eventually takes Achilles' 

girl Briseis. This action by Agamemnon is in itself a variant of the cause of the Trojan war: a 

woman taken from a man by another. Now Achilles, like Chryses before him, separates 

himself from his companions, sits upon the sea strand and prays to his mother, asking her to 

plead with Zeus to give him the honor he deserves. Zeus nods his assent to Thetis' demands, 

and the end result, of course, is the loss of many of the Argives in battle with the Trojans for 

as long as Achilles remains in his tent unconsoled. 

The parallels here are obvious: both Chryses and Achilles have lost a woman, both 

are abused by Agamemnon, both appeal to divine help for revenge, and both are ultimately 

vindicated. Critics have recognized these similarities in theme and situation, but have not 

focused on the differences.13 In the case of Chryses we learn that Agamemnon was wrong to 

disregard the god's prophet and his requests. This encounter between Agamemnon and 

Chryses sets the pattern against which we are to judge similar actions later in the poem. 

13 See, for example, Lord's (1960) 186-95 discussion of this passage. He analyzes the similarities from the point 

of composition by theme, how a poet envisions his poem in units that allow ready expansion or contraction. 
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When Agamemnon, for example, immediately involves himself in a similar situation, we 

might begin to wonder about his behavior, whether he is right to act as he does.14 And there 

is one more point to remember, one thing that sets these two scenes apart: Chryses accepts 

the offer from Agamemnon and prays to Apollo to relent, but Achilles will not accept 

Agamemnon's later offer in Book 9. And that is the source of much of the poem's tragedy. 

In this respect, Achilles actually shares in Agamemnon's earlier failure with regard to 

Chryses: the rejection of a proper ransom, properly offered.15 This is not to suggest a simple 

solution to a hotly debated question, i.e, whether Achilles is right to refuse Agamemnon's 

offer in Book 9. Rather I wish to demonstrate that this kind of repetition with changes is one 

of the poet's powerful tools for the presentation of ideas to his audience. He does not 

determine an orthodox 'reading' but suggests possibilities with this logic of repetition. The 

scene reminds the audience what losses men suffer when their leaders ignore what is best for 

the people. To remark, as many do, that such scenes or actions foreshadow those that follow 

misses half the point. This 'mirroring' accomplishes much more than merely preparing the 

14 Compare also Rabel (1988). 
15 The sequence of supplication with ransom is revisited, of course, in the most powerful way in the final 

supplication scene between Achilles and Priam in Book 24. See Wilson (2002a) 71-108 for an insightful 

discussion of the embassy to Achilles and a summary of previous scholarship on the topic (1-12). Beginning 

with a close reading of the language employed by Agamemnon and Achilles in Books 1 and 9, Wilson offers a 

nuanced interpretation of both Achilles' refusal of Agamemnon's offer in the latter book, and the larger issue of 

compensation in the Iliad. 



audience for events to come; it provides a point of comparison, a means to interpret actions 

by the intentional close juxtaposition and repetition of similar actions and situations. 

From the above examples, it is clear that there is much potential interpretive value in 

this approach. This type of repetition with differences, then, will be the subject of study of 

this dissertation. While the methodology itself is not new, the application of it to particular 

portions of the Odyssey is. Though both poems employ this method, I have chosen to focus 

on the Odyssey because its more complex narrative (i.e., it offers an expansive scope in space 

and time, looking now forward and now back; now here, and now there) and, consequently, 

more intricate interweaving of themes, will yield more significant results. The goal, then, of 

this dissertation is to demonstrate, following Austin's formulation of the Homeric corpus as 

"one vast and joyful paean to correspondence,"16 how the poet of the Odyssey uses narrative 

repetition to explore a variety of complex ideas. 

Austin (1975) 273. 



Chapter One: Telemachus and the Telemachy 

9 

Why does Telemachus make the trip to Pylos and Sparta, and why the Telemachy's 

prominent position in the poem?17 These two questions form the subject of the following 

chapter. Many answers have been proposed. That the Telemachy, for example, is a sort of 

paideia for Telemachus;18 that Athene leads Telemachus down the path to take revenge on 

the suitors and, in so doing, Telemachus becomes the sort of son who is a complement to his 

multi-faceted father;19 that the poet can thus have an occasion for relating the nostoi of the 

other Trojan heroes;20 that we learn about Odysseus through the narratives that others tell 

about him before we see him.21 

While these suggestions certainly help explain the poet's possible motives for 

beginning not with the hero but with his son, each is an insufficient cause on its own. It is 

true that Telemachus receives something of an education from Nestor and Menelaus 

concerning the character of his father and the world of heroes. But one could argue that his 

"The term itself appears to have been coined by Hennings (1858) 135ff. For a history of early analystic research 

on the problem of the Telemachy, see Klingner (1944) 5-55, and for a discussion of both early and later 

bibliography see Heubeck (1974) 87-113. The opinio communis today, however, is that the Telemachy is an 

integral part of the poem; see, for example, Heubeck (1987) vol. 1 17-8, and West (1987) vol. 1 51-66. 
l8Delebeque (1958) 137; Jaeger (1934) 55ff.; Kirk (1962) 359; Reinhardt (1948) 47; Scott (1917-18) 423-7; 

Woodhouse (1930) 210-14. 

"Rose (1967) 391-8. 
a Kirk (1962) 359; Woodhouse (1930) 209. 
a Scott (1917-18) 420-1. 
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real education or at least his motivation to act is achieved from the sudden arrival of Athena-

Mentes, who effects an almost immediate change in the young man (1.320ff.) over the course 

of one meal-time conversation. As for Telemachus as avenger, how does he become more 

of an apt son for his father if he merely speaks to Nestor and Menelaus? To be sure, he is 

introduced to examples of proper behavior in the households of Nestor and Menelaus, but 

these examples of proper hospitality and respect do not educate Telemachus; this is apparent 

from his first encounter with Athena-Mentes (1.113-318), which shows that he has been 

well-schooled in the treatment of guests.23 Thus, these juxtaposed scenes of proper and 

improper xenia are more for the audience's benefit than for Telemachus', paradigms for the 

audience to compare and contrast and, ultimately, judge the moral quality of the suitors. 

While it may be true that on this trip Telemachus learns not only about his father, but also 

how to negotiate safely among the world of men, it does not follow that the Telemachy exists 

in its present position for this reason. The poet could simply have chosen to begin with 

See West (1987) 55 for a reasonable objection to the view of Telemachus' trip as apaideia. This is not to 

suggest that Telemachus does not undergo any change over the course of the poem. Rather we should ask 

whether that change is the result of his experiences gained in the first four books and whether those changes are 

sufficient cause for the Telemachy's prominent position and length. For more recent discussion of Telemachus' 

character changes, see Beck (1988-9) 121-41and Heath (2001) 129-57. For a different view of Telemachus' 

development, see Olson (1995), especially 78-9. 
3 Telemachus is said to spot Athena long before all others (1.113). He greets her and says, in words reminiscent 

of old Nestor (3.69-70) and Menelaus (4.60-4), that when she has eaten, they will talk about what she needs 

(1.123-4): x&iQ£r ££tve, nag' &|a|ai §iAr\o£ai aviaq Intna / bdrwov 7iaaCTd|aevog |au0r]cr£ai OTTEO 

ae x0T> He then, following all proper guest/host protocol, leads her to a seat and offers her food and drink. 
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Odysseus. Or, if the poet felt it necessary to include Telemachus at the outset, he could just 

as easily have started with a brief summary of Telemachus' trip and his imminent return to 

Ithaca. As for the fact that the Telemachy conveniently allows the poet to relate the nostoi of 

the other Trojan heroes, this material could just as easily have been included in the Nekyia, 

where some of it is related: the story of Agamemnon's death, for example, is related by 

Agamemnon himself (11.405-34). And though we do learn more about Odysseus through 

the Telemachy, could not the same have been accomplished by more scenes set in Ithaca, 

from conversations between Penelope and Telemachus, Penelope and Eurycleia, Eumaeus 

and Philoetius, or other visitors to the palace? 

While each of the above suggestions may have been operative in the poet's decision 

to start with Telemachus, they do not account either for the considerable length or the 

prominent position of the Telemachy in our text. Each of the previous arguments simply 

assumes the Telemachy's existence, and most were formulated in defense of the poem's 

unity against the accusations of analysts, who asserted that it was artlessly tacked onto the 

front of our poem by a poetic hack.24 But no suggested answer fully explains why it is mere 

in the first place. 

Page (1955) 165-82 catalogues the many ways that the Telemachy has been faulted by previous Analytical 

scholars. 
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Before proposing an answer, I must first note one other point about the Telemachy, 

namely that it has often been observed that Telemachus' trip to Pylos and Sparta is in essence 

a mini-Odyssey, a sort of microcosm of the larger plot of Odysseus' travels and adventures.25 

And the most common interpretive approach to this similarity between father and son is to 

assert that the poet, by giving the son a voyage, is attempting to show how he resembles his 

father. Given, however, Homeric epic's equal propensity to use repetition to call attention to 

differences, as argued in my Introduction, and, hence, meanings, I contend that the poet 

preposes the Telemachy to invite the audience to compare the young hero and those of his 

generation to Odysseus. In this comparison, I will argue, Telemachus and his peers fall far 

short of the heroic capabilities and adventures of Odysseus and his Trojan war fellows. The 

poem is, in this view, a nostalgic look back at the greatness of the past and how that past is 

forever beyond reach except through the medium of song. In this interpretation I follow 

Richard Martin, who states that "by preposing the Telemachy and thus foregrounding the 

whole problem of father-son relations, the poet of the Odyssey made a conscious attempt to 

perform a poem about the end of a tradition." In other words, the Odyssey can be said to be 

a song of lament for a bygone era. 

25 For example Seitz (1950) 131-7; Heubeck (1954) 56-7; Clarke (1963) 138-45 and (1967) 40-44; Ruter (1969) 

141-2, 238-40; Austin (1975) 182-91; Powell (1977) 50-6; Apthorp(1980) 12-22; Tracy (1997) 374-5. 
35 Martin (1993) 240; he also links this argument to the notion that the Odyssey is also about the end of a type of 

oral poetry, for he comments, "Moreover, to speak of the end of heroic tradition, tailing out with the quite 

ordinary Telemachus, is also to comment on the end of a poetic tradition, epic verse as practiced by the poet of 
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This interpretation of the Telemachy dovetails nicely with a scholion to Iliad 1.5 

which suggests that the phrase employed there (Aide: 5' kxeAeiezo (3ouAr)) refers to Zeus' 

desire to rid the earth of the race of heroes. Zeus, the scholiast suggests, was prompted in 

this decision by Gala's complaints.27 Indeed, the Trojan war brought about the extinction of 

nearly all of the race of heroes. And in this post-Iliadic world those few that remain 

(primarily Nestor and Menelaus) play an almost ossified role, heroes condemned to recount 

the stories of past exploits but no longer engendering deeds worthy of song. In this poem, 

then, it is only Odysseus who represents the final threat to the now jealously guarded division 

of the mortal and divine spheres,28 but even he, by the poem's end, firmly and intentionally 

reestablishes himself in the post-heroic world of Ithaca.29 

the Odyssey itself, for the two are symbiotic." While I agree, in the main, with Martin's conclusions, I look at a 

different set of material that he has left uninvestigated, namely the detailed relationship of the Telemachy to 

Odysseus' nostos and to other related themes in the poem. 

vanThiel (2000) 5-6, D Scholiast on Iliad 1.5's "Aide; 6' ETEAEIETO |3ouAr)". dAAoi&£ and iaxoQia? 

xivog elnov £LQr]K£vaiT6v "O|ar|Q0v. (\>aoi yap rifj yfrv (3apca>|a£vnv uno dv8pamarv 

TToAuTrAnBEiac:, |ar|6£|ULai; dv0Qwncjv oucrnc; evoefitiac;, aiTf\aai TOV Aia Kov<piaQf\vai tot) dyOouc, 

KTA. 

28 See Clay (1983)180-212 and (1999). 
3 1 say intentionally here because Odysseus realizes and explicitly recalls, on at least one occasion, the danger of 

reaching too far, a danger faced by many heroes. In his boast to the Phaeacians about his prowress in archery, he 

is careful to compare himself only to those men who live today (8.215-28). He includes the example of Eurytus 

as a negative examplar of vying with the gods. A similar portrayal of impiety and its consequences as a result of 

heroic over-reaching is the story of the return and death of the lesser Ajax as related by Menelaus to Telemachus 

(4.499-511). Odysseus appears to have learned from his Trojan War peers' failures to curb that excessive 

striving that could result in impiety, the very offense that the scholiast mentions as the cause of the Trojan War. 

For a discussion of Odysseus' relationship with Athena and the former's careful and clever adoption of humility 

vis-a-vis the goddess, see Clay (1983) 186-212. 
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Eurytus' bow is an excellent example of Odysseus' relation to the gods. He tells the 

Phaeacians in Book 8 that he is an outstanding archer, but that he will not compare himself 

with the heroes of the past, some of whom actually vied with the gods. He mentions 

examples of those who did not know their place, and specifically names Eurytus who 

challenged Apollo in archery (8.223-5). We later learn that the bow that Eurytus used to 

compete with Apollo now belongs to Odysseus (21.11-41). But instead of challenging 

Apollo to an archery contest, Odysseus notes that the success of his shot at Antinous with 

this very bow is dependent upon Apollo's will (22.5-7). 

There really is no better hero to represent the end of the age of heroes. Odysseus is 

the quintessential everyman, but also the everyman idealized. He is a transitional figure to 

the degree that he partakes of the heroic and the banausic in equal portions. True, even when 

he does do carpentry work, his display of skill could be called heroic, such as the creation of 

the raft (5.243-62), his challenge to Eurymachus concerning farmwork (18.366-75), and the 

construction of his marriage bed (23.183-204), but these are not skills in which one imagines 

an Achilles to excel. Furthermore, Odysseus himself, while he does look back to the past and 

did partake in the Trojan war, is also a forward looking character. He alone of the heroes 

refers to himself on two occasions in the Iliad (2.260 and 4.354) not by his patronymic but by 
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his son's name, which shows that he can also define himself by his future and not simply by 

tradition.30 

There are early indications in the poem that Homer invites his audience to compare 

Odysseus and his generation to that of Telemachus and his peers. One may object to a 

comparison of the young and inexperienced Telemachus with a man world famous for his 

cunning and courage. Given Telemachus' age, this seems an unfair comparison, but if we 

look back at some incidents in Odysseus' adolescence we will see that the poem indicates 

that Odysseus could accomplish impressive deeds even at an early age. These passages 

imply that, though Odysseus certainly has learned through his experiences, he nonetheless 

always possessed the traits for which he has become famous. 

The hunting incident (19.386-466) that left him with a scar on his thigh is one such 

example. Odysseus is clearly quite young here, and, despite the obvious danger to himself, 

he stands his ground against the onslaught of the wild boar; and though he is wounded, he 

Futhermore, Odysseus returns home and there he recovers his bow, the weapon that he left upon his departure 

to Troy. For the bow as an example of a lesser heroic weapon, one associated with inferior men, one need only 

recall the cowardly archer Paris. Shewan(1911) 168-9 calls this characterization of archery into question. He 

notes that some important Iliadic characters (Teucer, Meriones, Philoctetes, and Apollo) were bowmen. 

Shewan's list of heroes, however, proves the point that archery was viewed as a lesser heroic weapon: notably 

absent from his list are the most important fighters of the Iliad. Edwards (1985) 24-5 rightly points out the 

dichotomy between proponents of archery and of spearmanship in the exchange between Paris and Diomedes 

after the latter was wounded in the foot by Paris (Iliad 11.369-95). 
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delivers a death blow to the animal with his spear. This scene, of course, emphasizes his 

endurance in the face of danger. 

More pertinent still is the story of how Odysseus came to possess the bow with which 

he kills the suitors (21.13-41). Iphitus, we are told, on his way to reclaim some horses from 

Heracles in Messene, met Odysseus, who was on a public mission to reclaim a flock of three 

hundred head and their herdsmen. Iphitus and Odysseus exchanged gifts, and Odysseus 

himself presumably returned with the cattle (21.17-21). 

f)A0e jLi£xa XQei0$' TO pa ol nac, 5fjfio<; ocbeAAe-
|af]Aa ya.Q kB, lQaxr\c, M£aof|vtoi avboec, aeiQav 
vr)uai 7xoAuKAr)Lai TQirjKoai' r)5e vo\xf\ac,. 
TWV £VEK' £^£air]v noAAiyv 666v fjA0£v Obvooevt;, 
naibvbc ecov- nod yap T]K£ 7Taxf]o aAAoi x£ y£oovT£c 

He came to collect a debt, which a whole people owed him. For men from 
Messenia stole flocks from Ithaca, three hundred head, and some herdsmen, 
and loaded them all in many-benched ships. It was for this that Odysseus 
took this mission, a long journey, though just a boy, for his father and the 
other elders sent him out on this task. 

There is one phrase that stands out clearly here: that Odysseus was still quite a young man 

(vcaiSvoc £arv) when he went on this expedition.31 The fact that his father and the city elders 

sent him on this mission at such a young age attests to his maturity and their confidence in his 

abilities. He is, after all, retrieving a herd of three hundred head, which represents a 

31 At 24.338 this adjective (the only other occurrence in the poem) is used by Odysseus to describe himself as a 

young boy following behind his father in the garden and asking him for a number of trees to plant. The word 

clearly refers to a rather youthful state. 
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considerable sum of money. The passage also implies, though this is not certain, that 

Odysseus would have been able to string and use the bow at this young age.32 He may, in fact, 

have used the weapon to recover the sheep. Even if he could not or did not use the bow, this 

episode was, then, surely a test of his skill as a speaker and negotiator. Thus this important 

action of Odysseus establishes him, though a very young man, as a speaker of words and a 

doer of deeds. 

Now, if we look again to the Iliad, we will see that the comparison between father 

and son that I am suggesting is, in fact, 'natural' to Homeric epic. For it is a common 

practice in the Iliad to motivate a warrior to fight bravely by reminding him of his father's 

exploits and calling into question either the son's paternity or inherited excellence, and 

sometimes both. This is exactly what Agamemnon does when he comes upon Diomedes, 

who seems to be delaying before battle (4.372ff.).33 He reminds Diomedes of his father 

Tydeus' lone fight against overwhelming numbers of Cadmaeons and how he overcame 

them all single-handedly. Agamemnon concludes his harangue with this biting statement 

(4.399-400): 

TOIOC; erjv TU&EIN; ALxcuAioc;- dAAd xov uiov 

yEtvaxo £io x^QEM H<*XT)> ^YOQ^ °£ T' a\x£iv(i) 

32 The importance of the practicality and the timeliness of gifts is twice mentioned in the poem: Athena to 

Telemachus (1.314-8), and Telemachus to Menelaus (4.600-19). This suggests that the young Odysseus was 

able to use the bow. 
33 Compare also Iliad 5.800-1. For a discussion of fathers and sons in the Iliad and Odyssey, see inter alios 

Finlay (1980) 267-73, Wohrle (1999), and Felson (1999) 89-98 and (2002) 35-50. 
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Such was Tydeus of Aetolia, but he fathered a son inferior to him in battle, 
but better in speech. 

In the Odyssey, by prefacing the poem with an extended narrative on the son, the poet, 

working within this poetic tradition, invites the audience to compare the son to the father. 

But the comparison is made not merely between the father and the son, but also, as we will 

see, between the age of heroes and the diminished generation that succeeds them. 

Telemachus and Odysseus are, in this interpretation, the representatives of each. This 

comparison between father and son is not only implicit, as I have suggested by the position 

of the Telemachy, but is made explicit in several statements over the course of the poem. 

The first exchange between Athena and Telemachus clearly reveals the power an 

appeal to paternity has to motivate a young man. Following traditional guest/host protocol, 

Telemachus waits until after Athena has eaten to ask her why she has come to Ithaca and if 

she knew his father. Athena in turn asks Telemachus if he really is Odysseus' son, noting 

that the young man shares his father's looks and eyes (1.207-12). Athena's approach here is 

clever. She knows the answer to her question already, but by asserting that the son shares 

features with his father, she begins the process of awakening Telemachus' conciousness of a 

connection to his father; however, Telemachus' response (ou yap nw xvc, kbv yovov 

avxbc, dviyvco that 'no one really knows for certain who his father is' [1.214-6]) reveals the 

degree to which his father's absence and the suitors' presence have eroded his sense of self. 
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So Athena once again says with confidence that Telemachus will amount to something since 

he is the son of Penelope. This time Athena makes an assertion about his mother, a parent of 

whom Telemachus actually has first-hand knowledge. Athena's next step is to arouse his 

indignation at the current situation (before this time Telemachus appears to have mingled 

with the suitors without much complaint).34 She then advises him to take an active role in his 

affairs, suggesting that, after he takes a trip to learn of his father's fate, he should consider 

how to destroy the suitors in his home (1.294-6). 

Athena's strategy is hardly different from the examples listed above from the Iliad. 

Though here the goddess does not explicitly state that Telemachus is acting in a way inferior 

to his father, she realizes, perhaps, that Telemachus is too fragile for such a direct approach, 

and so instead she reinforces the connection that he has to his father and mother, hoping 

thereby to rouse him to action. Finally, after all these positive assertions, she does chide him, 

noting his large size, and she tells him to put aside his childish ways (1.296-302). It is at this 

point that she makes an appeal for him to follow the example of one of his own agemates, 

Orestes. Once again, Athena is fully aware that Telemachus will not need to follow Orestes' 

example, nevertheless she mentions his famous deed. This approach, advising Telemachus 

to prepare for events that will not happen, is one cleverly applied by Athena. Like Odysseus, 

2.303-20,18.227-30 and 20.310-3. 



she clearly knows how to mix falsehood and truth in such a way that it persuades and 

motivates. 

Now Athena departs, and Telemachus rejoins the suitors. We have come full circle 

from the moment he first spied Athena. This sort of ring construction here is very effective: 

Telemachus finds himself once again in the midst of the suitors, but because of what has 

intervened he is no longer the same. The following action progresses rapidly, and 

Telemachus, if not matured, at least makes some attempts at asserting his role as 'man of the 

house'. 

First, comes the important interaction between Telemachus, the suitors and his 

mother. Phemius, we are told, is singing of the baleful return of the Achaeans (1.325-7). 

The subject of this song is important. Not only does it once again bring up the missing 

Odysseus,35 but it now does so in the context of epic song. Telemachus has just been told by 

Athena-Mentes about his father and how he looks like him, and now Phemius, too, sings of 

the events in which his father was enmeshed. This combination has a strong effect on 

Telemachus.36 Men who listen to such songs not only enjoy the performance, but they are 

35 Odysseus is not mentioned directly, but his absence is conspicuous and therefore a very felt presence, as 

Penelope's comments to Phemius and her complaint that the song reminds her too much of the husband she has 

lost (1.340-4) make clear. 

*Pucci (1987) 195-208 discusses the bewitching power of Phemius' poetry and the effect it has on Telemachus. 

Pucci also makes many intriguing comments, here, about Penelope's (vs. Telemachus') sober 'reading' of 

Phemius' song, and the relationship of Homer's song to Phemius'. 
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encouraged by the recounting of such deeds to emulate and perhaps hope to outdo their 

predecessors. In this context, Telemachus makes his first attempt to take control of the house 

of Odysseus. 

Penelope's plea to Phemius to put an end to the song is quickly cut short by her son 

(1.354-9): 

ou yap 'Obvooevc, olog dncbAEOE vocrxtjaov f\\j.aQ 

ev TQOITJ, noAAoi be Km dAAoi fytixEc, OAOVXO. 

dAA' £ig OIKOV iovoa xd o' avxf\c, epya KO|aiC£, 
laxov %' f)AaKaxT]v x£, Kai a\x<tyui6Aa\.oi K£AEU£ 

£Qyov £7TOiX£cr0af |uu8oc; 5' dvbqeooi \xEAr\oei 

nam, \xaAvoxa b' £|aoi- xou yao Kqdxoc, eox' kvi OIKOJ 

For Odysseus wasn't the only one to lose his homecoming at Troy; many 
other men perished too. But go to your room and see to your work, your 
web and shuttle, and tell your attendants to be about their tasks. Speech 
will be the concern of all the men, but especially to me. For the might in this 
house is mine. 

We are immediately taken aback by the abruptness of this speech and the powerful tone with 

which Telemachus addresses Penelope, who, herself, is struck by the sudden change in her 

son (1.361-2). But some have seen in this attempt by Telemachus to assert his authority in 

the house a clumsy and awkward overreaching by an inexperienced young man.37 The events 

Compare Martin (1993) 236-7, who likens Telemachus' assertion of authority to Hector's overbold attempt to 

act the part of the warrior and to remind Andromache of her proper place and occupation (the household, 

childcare, and weaving) despite the good information, both tactical and practical, that she was offering (Iliad 

6.490-493). Martin also remarks that the one man who utters a very similarly phrased utterance in the Odyssey 

does so in order to assert an authority that his wife appears to have usurped. This is the exchange between 

Alcinous, Echeneus, and Arete in the intermezzo (11.347-53, which end with these lines (352-3): TtO|a7tr| 6' 

file:///xEAr/oei
file:///xaAvoxa
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that immediately follow further buttresses this interpretation. Telemachus calls upon the 

suitors to leave his house, but if they will not, he summons them to an assembly on the next 

day before the assembled Ithacans (1.368-80). When Antinous sarcastically says that he 

hopes Telemachus is never made king of Ithaca, Telemachus then sets out the praises of 

TO 

kingship (1.389-98). This from a young man who until that very morning was content to sit 

among the suitors and think wishfully about his father's return. 

The final and illuminating detail in this display of Telemachus' new found boldness 

is his response to Eurymachus' query about the identity and purpose of the recent visitor to 

the palace. He tells the suitors exactly what Athena told him, with one exception. He knows 

avbgeooi \xeAr]ozi/ nam, |aaAiaxa 5' £|aoi' xou yaq Kpaxog ecrxf evi br\ix(+>). For a similar opinion of the 

tenor of Telemachus' statement, see West (1988) 120, who would rather see 1.356-9 excised since they are 

absent from some ancient editions and were athetized by Aristarchus. She also notes that these lines are similar 

to Iliad 6.490-3, Hector's admonition to Andromache to leave the matter of military tactics to men, and as such 

function too much like a quotation. In defense of these lines, Clark (2001) 337 makes the useful observation that 

Homeric poetry repeatedly reuses and recasts much traditional phraseology and that not all of these repeated 

lines can be taken as a quotation. He also asks this very perceptive question, which points out West's somewhat 

illogical approach to the lines in question (337): "If the passage from Book 1 of the Odyssey is a quotation of the 

passage in Book 6 of the Iliad, then is the passage from Book 11 of the Odyssey a quotation of Book 6 of the 

Iliad or Book 1 of the Odyssey?" While I agree with Clark's assessment of the genuineness of these lines, I 

differ with his view of the nature of Telemachus' words to Penelope. Following up on Martin's (1989) study of 

mythos and epos in the Iliad, Clark is inclined to think that Telemachus' assertion of authority here is positive, 

the attempt of a young man to claim his rightful place in the household through the appropriation of language 

designated as masculine. But Clark himself (352-3) also admits that Odyssean usage of mythos and epos is 

different from the Iliadic, and, as such, the results of his study are equivocal and allow for both readings of 

Telemachus' language here. 

38 This praise of kingship recalls the later and more charming interchange between Nausicaa and Odysseus 

(6.187-90), in which the former instructs the worldly wise veteran in the facts of life as handed down by Zeus. 



that the visitor is not who he claims to be but an immortal god (1.420: coc, <paxo 

TY)A£|aaxo<;, cbQgoi 5' aQavavqv Qeov eyvaj). Significantly, not only does Telemachus, 

unlike the suitors, have some insight into the true identity of Athena-Mentes, but he also 

hides this information from the suitors. By doing so, he has taken on, though it be an ever so 

small amount, some aspect of his father's metis. 

We are, however, ultimately disappointed in this aspect of Telemachus. His only 

other employment of deception is when he keeps the fact of the beggar's identity from his 

mother and Eumaeus. Then there is also his failure to close firmly the door to the storeroom 

that houses the weapons that he hid from the suitors (22.151-9). This oversight on 

Telemachus' part allows the suitors a fighting chance and ultimately lends Odysseus full 

heroic honors since he is able to show that he can fight not only with the bow but also with 

the real hero's weapon, the spear. Telemachus' error here also characterizes the young man 

as still immature and lacking in his own father's foresight even near the poem's end. 

On the day following Athena-Mentes' visit to Ithaca, Telemachus calls the first 

assembly to order, the first convened since Odysseus left for Troy (2.25-7). Despite 

Athena's attempts at making Telemachus more comely in appearance (2.12-3), the young 

man is disheartened at the results of this first assembly.39 Athena-Mentor now appears before 

39 Athena does the same for Odysseus at Phaeacia (8.18-23), but the results of his day in the agora and back in 

the palace are markedly different. 



him (2.260-9) as he walks the beach alone. The sequence, throwing down the speaker's 

scepter, withdrawing from the assembly, and conversing with a goddess, is reminiscent of 

another and more famous scene: Achilles' quarrel with Agamemnon and his subsequent 

withdrawal to the sea strand in Iliad 1.245-6, 348-427. The two also share another feature, 

the tears shed in frustration and anger. Achilles, however, does not weep in the assembly, 

only afterwards when he is alone and later with his mother; Telemachus, on the other hand, 

bursts into tears during the assembly (2.80-1).40 Perhaps this similarity is meant to be a 

comment on the marked difference between the young Achilles and the young Telemachus; 

the former had already sacked many a city when he was roughly Telemachus' age and could 

lay claim to the title of 'Best of the Achaeans' in warfare.41 

Athena must now boost the young man's confidence and firm up his resolve once 

again. In her statements to Telemachus we find one of the clearest expressions of an idea 

already implicit in her earlier discussion, and one that is a commonplace in Greek literature 

throughout its history: the idea of progressive degeneration. It is present in the earliest 

surviving poetry: openly stated here in 2.270-80, in the Iliad (4.372ff., 5.800-1), and also in 

""Martin (1993) 235 
41 Iliad 9.438-41 shows that he was very young when Peleus sent him off to fight for Agamemnon (... croi be. \x' 

£7X£(̂ TT£ ~Y£QU)V i.7T7Tr)AdTa ITqAEug / f]|aaxi xcjj OXE & EK <PQir\c, Aya^ii^iyovi ni^im / vr|mov ou nw 

ei.568' 6|aouou 7ioA£)aoio / ou&' ayooecuv, iva T/ avbqtc, agmQeniec, TEAEGOUCTI). 
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Hesiod's didactic epic (Op. K^ff.).42 Athena as Mentor tells Telemachus outright that most 

children are inferior to their father (2.276-7): 

navqoi y&Q toi nalbec, 6|aotoi reaTpi neAovxai, 

OL TxAeovEg Kaiaoug navqoi be xe naxQoc, dpdoug 

For few sons are like their father, the majority worse, few better. 

It is clear that she leaves room for the possibility that some few children may not only 

be as good as their father, but that some will also be even better. The Iliad is a poem devoted 

to one such son.'8 It is important, however, to remember the context of this statement, what 

Athena is attempting to accomplish. She wants to encourage Telemachus to give up the 

passive role that he has been playing and to take some decisive action concerning his father's 

whereabouts. Given Athena's consistent pattern,44 it is fair to say that, though Athena leaves 

room for Telemachus either to equal his father or even surpass him, she does not literally 

entertain that idea. While the audience is certainly not aware of Telemachus' final outcome 

at this point, only one of those statements will apply to Telemachus: that children are often 

inferior to their parents. The events of the poem itself bear this sentiment out, for 

Telemachus in the end will be no match for his father and will simply take on the role of 

^See also Nestor's comments Iliad 1.259-74,7.155-60. 

^Odysseus, too, appears to be superior to his father. Compare also Sthenelus', son of Capaneus, assertion to 

Agamemnon, that he and Diomedes are better than their father's generation because they and their companions 

accomplished what their fathers could not, the sack of Thebes (4.403-10). 

"**She similarly sets Nausicaa on track for a marriage with Odysseus, and similarly dismisses her when she is no 

longer needed. 



subordinate son. Nonetheless, what we should glean from this passage is the poet's emphasis 

on the past as a point of comparison with the present and the near certainty that each 

generation is less good than the one that preceded it. 

We reviewed the above material in order to convey a sense of the importance of the 

past as a means of motivation for the present generation, even when that present generation 

has little or no hope of actually surpassing or even equalling the accomplishments of the 

heroes of the past. This implies, even though the poet believes that he and his audience live 

in a diminished age, that poetry still serves a valuable function: it can motivate each 

succeeding generation to emulate its ancestors in much the same way that Athena sets 

Telemachus in motion by reminding him of his patrimony. Heroic poetry certainly played 

such a role; Plutarch's statement that Alexander's tutor, Lysimachus, called himself Phoenix, 

Alexander Achilles, and Philip Peleus, is evidence enough (vit. Alex. 5.8.1-6, 8.2.1-6).45 

The statements about the greatness of the past, how the heroes of old were far better 

than contemporary mortals, are voiced by representatives of the older generation. Nestor 

offers the most obvious example of this practice when he attempts to persuade Agamemnon 

and Achilles to listen to his advice; Nestor reminds them that he once fought men that were 

far superior to either of them (1.259-74). In the end, they do not heed his words of wisdom: 

45 Plutarch goes on to say that Alexander used to keep a copy of the Iliad under his pillow at night (vit. Alex. 

8.2.1-6). 
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Agamemnon takes Briseis, and Achilles withdraws from battle in his rage over 

Agamemnon's treatment of himself. The recognition that one's ancestors were great not only 

ennobles one's current status (hence the emphasis on identifying oneself by a patronymic),46 

but this recognition is also a source of great anxiety, as the exchange between Agamemnon 

and Diomedes makes clear (4.365-418). The attitude toward the past, then, is a complex one 

with the young prideful of their lineage, yet conscious of the need to outdo their 

predecessors.47 

We can now return to the ways in which the Odyssey's father and son are linked 

together by the narrative. The first and foremost example is the trip that Telemachus makes 

at the instigation of Athena. As we already noted, the similarities in the father's and son's 

voyages are significant enough to suggest that these are not here by chance, but by design. 

The very fact that Telemachus takes a trip at all may also be considered a point in favor of 

this interpretation. The poet's choice to have him journey to Pylos and Sparta is an odd one. 

At a time when his home and family are in great danger, it would behoove him to stay put, 

especially if he wants to keep watch over his own possessions and to ensure his mother's 

loyalty, a point brought up by numerous characters: Eurycleia (2.363-70), Nestor (3.313-6), 

Penelope (4.707-10), Athena herself (15.10-42), and Eumaeus (14,178-82). Odysseus, too, 

* Compare, for example, Glaucus' lengthy description of his noble lineage to Diomedes (Iliad 6.145-211). 
47 For a discussion of intergenerational conflict and rivalry, see Querbach (1976) 55-64. 
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when he hears from Athena that Telemachus is in Sparta, is perturbed and raises this 

pertinent question (13.417-19): 

TL7ix£ T' aq' ov 01 ££t7i£<;, evi cj)Q£ai ndvxa ibvla; 
f\ iva 7iou KaiKelvoc, CKACO^XEVOC, dAy£ a ^doxr) 
Ttovxov £7x' dxqvyexov, (3LOTOV be 01 aAAoi ibcoou 

You who know everything, why didn't you tell him? Or was it so that he 
might wander and suffer pain on the barren sea and that others devour his 
livelihood? 

Despite the apparent illogicality, the poet gains some advantage from having Telemachus 

visit these venerable heroes: fill in the gaps since the war (a complement to the narrative of 

the Iliad), tell of the events of Agamemnon's death and Orestes' revenge, introduce motifs of 

the exotic (primarily in Menelaus' travels), explain the disastrous homecomings as a result of 

divine wrath, and show how it could take up to ten years for someone to make it home from 

the war. 

Telemachus as the narratee of these stories is a sort of filter for the audience. We 

desire to hear these stories as much as Telemachus does, not only to hear the fate of 

Odysseus, Telemachus' reason for going in the first place, but of the returns of the remainder 

of the heroes. As the young son learns more about his father and the traits they share, so too 

do we, the audience, get our first glimpse of Odysseus, the real hero of the story. 

The scope of Telemachus' trip is important here, too. The young man travels from a 

known point on the compass, to other known points, and returns home firmly fixed in the 



geography of the visible world. The unexotic nature of this trip, contrasts with Odysseus' 

tales of his own wandering. Telemachus' trip is a purely human experience, one that men of 

Homer's audience might have taken or have known people who had. The young man 

encounters the heroic in words (stories) alone and not in deeds. Odysseus' travels, on the 

other hand, take him to the ends of the earth, beyond any mortals' ken. 

Telemachus' trip, in broad outline, shares elements with his father's in the following 

ways. Both are started and assisted on their journeys by Athena, both are tempted to forget 

their homecoming, both encounter powerful women, both have to seek advice from 

venerable figures of the past, both are faced with the danger of death at the hands of their 

enemies. An examination of the specifics of each of these similarities will make clear not 

only how the two are similar, but, and more importantly, to what degree they are different. 

Divine Assistance 

In the first assembly of the gods, Athena asks Zeus for permission to send Odysseus 

on his way home. In the course of their conversation, it is decided that Hermes will be sent 

to start Odysseus in motion, but that Athena herself will go to Ithaca and get Telemachus to 

inquire after his father by taking a trip to Pylos and Sparta (1.80-95). The father and the son 

are linked, once again, in the second assembly of the gods, in which Athena reiterates the 

urgency of Odysseus' nostos and also notes the dangerous situation in which Telemachus 



now finds himself because of the suitors' ambush at Asteris (5.7-27). The twin purposes of 

the first and second divine assembly, then, explicitly link the travels of Odysseus and 

Telemachus. 

When Athena-Mentor suddenly leaves Nestor and Telemachus, the old man suddenly 

realizes that he had been entertaining Athena. He exclaims that Telemachus surely will not 

turn out too badly if he has divine assistance at such a young age (3.375-9): 

d) CJJIAOQ ov o~e eoAna KCCKOV Kai dvaAKiv eoeodat, 

£1 6r| XOl VECjJ d)6£ 9£Ol 7lOjaTtf)£C; £7TOVXai. 

ov |a£v yaq xic, 6b' aAAog 'OAujania bcupax' EXOVXCOV, 

dAAd Aioc; Qvydvr\Q, ayeAe-vc] Taixoyiveia, 
f\ xoiKai nateo' eaBAov EV 'AQYELOLCTIV £x(.(aa. 

Friend, I don't think that you will turn out to be base and helpless if the gods 

are your escort at such a young age. For of the gods who hold Olympus, this 

was none other than the daughter of Zeus, who drives the booty home, who 

also honored your good father among the Argives. 

Once again the father and the son are explicitly linked here, but it is fair to say that Athena's 

relationship with Telemachus is of a very different nature than the one that she shares with 

Odysseus. A few examples will easily illustrate this point. 

After Eumaeus leaves the farm to head back into town to let Penelope know that 

Telemachus has arrived, Athena beckons to Odysseus to come outside (16.159-62): 

oxf] &£ KCLT dvxiBuQov KAIOIX]C, 'O&uofj'i (pavelaa-
ovb' dqa Tr|A£|uayoc l&£v dvTiov ovb' £v6r)cr£v, -
ou ydq 7tcoc navrsooi 6£oi (baivovxai evaqyelc,, -
dAA' 06uo"£u<; TE KUVEC; X£ L&OV, Kai 6' oi>x uAdovxo 
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She stood by the door to the hut, making herself visible to Odysseus. 
Telemachus neither saw her nor noticed her presence. For the gods do not 
appear openly to all men, but Odysseus and the dogs saw her, and they didn't 
bark. 

Not only does Telemachus not see her, but the poet adds the important comment that the 

gods do not make themselves visible to all men. In other words, Telemachus is not in the 

inner circle, as Achilles and Odysseus certainly are.48 

A still more remarkable passage is the exchange between Athena and her protege 

upon his arrival in Ithaca. There Athena not only discloses her identity to Odysseus, but she 

actually compares herself with him, noting that he is as superior to other humans in metis as 

she is to the rest of the gods (13.296-9).49 

Erukein and Thelxis 

Temptation is another theme that both father and son share on their journeys.50 For 

Telemachus these temptations can be put into two categories: the demands ofxenia and the 

* Athena does appear to Telemachus in a dream (15.1-9), but it is not stated there what form if any she adopts. 

Given the fact that she does not appear openly to him in any other scene, it is unlikely that she revealed herself to 

him here as Athena; compare de Jong (2001) 363-4. Hoekstra (1898) 232, on the other hand, thinks Athena does 

appear in propria persona, but then he notes that it is odd that Telemachus does not act surprised. I would add 

that it would be peculiar for Athena to show herself to Telemachus here and yet not do so at Eumaeus' hut, 

particularly since no one else was there to see her besides father and son. Why also the need to be invisible to 

Telemachus at 19.31-46, if she had already shown herself in person to him earlier? Odysseus realizes that the 

light they see reflected on the ceiling and walls comes from Athena, who carries a lamp for them. 

*For an insightful reading of this interaction and the possiblity that Odysseus actually excels even Athena in 

metis, see Clay (1983) 186-212. 

^See, for example, Apthorp's (1980) 13-22 excellent discussion. 
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allure of storytelling. These can be further defined as introducing the themes of 'holding 

back' and 'bewitching', both of which are central to many of Odysseus' adventures. 

The protocol of the guest-host relationship is something Telemachus follows as 

carefully as his two hosts Nestor and Menelaus; however, these two men, zealous as they are 

in the duty to entertain their guest, actually threaten Telemachus' timely nostos with their 

prolonged hospitality.51 In the fourth book, before we leave Telemachus and Peisistratus at 

Sparta and move on to Odysseus, Menelaus invites Telemachus to remain in Sparta for 

eleven or twelve days (588). Telemachus says that he would stay for up to a year, but he 

insists that Menelaus not keep him from home as he currently is doing (594, 599: ' ATQE'LOT], 

\xr\ bx\ \xe noAvv xoovov £v8d5' EOVKE . . . CTU 5e jae XQOVOV £v0d&' eouKEic). 

Again, in the final scenes before Telemachus departs from Menelaus' house, we 

witness Telemachus insisting once again that he must leave for home now as the situation 

there is dire, and his goods are in danger (15.64-66, 86-91). Menelaus, then, talks at some 

length about the importance of the host not forcing a guest to remain beyond his wishes and, 

conversely, not forcing the guest to leave before he is ready (15.68-74): 

Tr)A£|aax'/ ou xi o' eyco ye reoAuv xpovov £v8d&' egvEco 
i.£|a£vov voaxoio- V£j^£aad>|aai be KOX dAAc<j 
OCVSQL £,£tvo5oKcf)/ 6c, K' e^oxa |a£v c))iA£r]aiv, 
££oxa &' £x6aiQT]criv- d|a£(.vco 5' aloi\xa ndvxa. 

51 Compare Reece (1993) 93-99 who suggests that this rather awkward departure scene, containing more and 

varied elements of traditional departure scenes, portrays Menelaus' excited and zealous attempts at keeping his 

guest in place. 
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Icrov TOL KZXKOV koQ', 6<; x' OUK eBeAovxa v££cr0ai 
c;£LVOV £7tOXQUVTl K a i 6 g £aOX)|a£VOV KaX£PUKT]. 

XQf] ̂ £ivov naQ£ovxa cbtAav, £0£Aovxa bk ninneiv. 

Telemachus, no way will I hold you back here, eager as you are for home, for 
a long time. I'd get angry at any host who hosts to excess or who mistreats 
his guests to extremes. All things proper is best. It is equally wrong to urge 
on a guest who does not want to go and to detain the guest who is in a hurry 
to leave. One must treat well a guest when he's present, and send him on his 
way when he wants to leave. 

Immediately after uttering such sage advice, he somewhat paradoxically asks Telemachus if 

he would like to go immediately with him on a tour of Hellas and mid-Argos, filling their 

wagon with guest gifts. He assures Telemachus that no one would let them go away empty-

handed (15. 80-5). Telemachus wisely, if belatedly, rejects the offer, reiterating his need to 

head home immediately. 

Perhaps after having learned from his encounter with Menelaus, Telemachus avoids 

another possible delay on his trip home by asking Peisistratus to drop him at his ship instead 

of taking him back to Pylos (15.199-201): 

[xr] |a£ nagtS, dye vf\a, bioxQetyfc;, dAAa Ain' auxou, 
|ur| (a' 6 y£OCOV dfKOVxa Kaxdoxr\ cp £vi OLKCJ 

i£|a£vog c)3iA££tv- £|a£ &£ YO£cb ddooov i.K£ff8ai 

Don't drive me past the ship, Peisistratus, but leave me here, lest the old man 
hold me back against my will in his house, though I desire to go. I really 
need to go quickly. 

Once again Telemachus is concerned about being 'held back' from his home. His anxiety is 

confirmed by Peisistratus' response (15.209-14): 

EV ycLQ £yco xo&£ ol&a Kaxa 4>Q£va Kai Kaxa 0u(a6v-



oloc K£ivou 8u[a6c u7t£o|3Loc ou os. HEQV\O£I, 

dAA' auxog KOAECOV &£UQ' elaexai, ovbi e cbr]|ai 
a\\) iivai KEVEOV |udAa yap K£XoAa)a£Tai £|arcrjg. 

For I know this well in my mind and heart, so over-bearing is his temper that 

he will not let you go, but he himself will come here and invite you back, nor 

do I think that he will return empty-handed; for he will be very angry 

nevertheless. 

While both Menelaus and Nestor represent a real threat to Telemachus' timely 

homecoming because of their overzealous hospitality, Menelaus' stories represent 

Telemachus' second temptation. Telemachus says, in words very reminiscent of Alcinous' 

to Odysseus (11.362-76), that he could sit right there and listen to Menelaus for a whole year 

and no desire for his parents or home would seize him (4. 594-8): 

"Axpfi'ibr], yir\ br\ \AE TCOAUV XQOVOV £v0d5' £QUK£. 

Kmydp K' £k; iviavxdv eyco naqa aoiy' dv£XQi|nr]V 
f\ixE\oc ouoe K£ |a' OIKOU gAoi noOoc; ou&£ TOKX|CUV-

aivcoc ydo |au8oigiv £7i£crcri x£ croicriv dKOt)cov 
T£07io|aai- dAA' f\br\ (aotdvidCouatv exaiQOL 

Son of Atreus, don't now keep me here for a long time. I'd gladly sit right 
here at your side for a year, nor would any longing for my home or my 
parents take hold of me, for I delight in hearing your stories and words 
exceedingly. But now my companions are getting impatient. 

The word Telemachus uses here (terpomai) to describe his joy in listening appears frequently 

in descriptions of the pleasure derived from poetic performance.52 We will see with 

Odysseus how the power of words has the potential not only to please and hold back but also 

to destroy. 

21.422-3; 4.17-8; 8.44-5,91, 368,429, etc. 
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Though Helen does not figure as prominently as someone like Agamemnon does, she 

is a powerful presence in Sparta, and, as such, has some part to play in detaining Telemachus 

there. The narrator, emphasizing her importance, dilates at length on her entrance and her 

retainers, enumerating the various accoutrements that they bring for their mistress (4.120-37). 

And she takes immediate charge when she appears, instantly identifying Telemachus as the 

son of Odysseus (4.138-46). And in the course of the meal, the narrator offers a lengthy story 

of the power and the provenance of the drug that Helen puts in their cups to kill pain (4.219-

34). And, here too, before Helen begins her story, she enjoins the three men to sit and eat and 

listen to her words with pleasure (4.238-9: f\ xoi vuv baivvoQe Ka6r)f-i£voi £v laeyaQoicri 

/ Kai [auGoic T£P7t£a8£, "NOW, then, remain seated in the hall and dine, and take pleasure 

in story-telling"). Though her drugs seem merely to have had the effect of a soporific on 

Telemachus,53 her presence and her stories, combined with those of Menelaus, prove a very 

seductive force for Telemachus, who in the end appears to have stayed in Sparta a lot longer 

than he had originally intended.54 

3 His response to the stories is that they caused him more pain and that he wishes to go to sleep now (4.294-5). 

For a discussion of this passage and the effect these drugs may have had on Telemachus, see Clay (1994) 44. 
54 There has been much discussion generated about this topic, and opinions are varied. For a good review of the 

problem, scholarship, and bibliography on the topic, see Olson (1995) 91-119. I disagree, however, with Olson's 

interpretation of the facts; he claims that Telemachus stayed away from Ithaca for a total of only nine days. In 

his attempt to brush aside some very reasonable objections to such an interpretation (100-1 n. 24), Olson is 

forced to quibble over ambiguities. In one particular instance he overlooks a glaring fact: the problem of 

Telemachus' new found urgency in Sparta to get home quickly. Olson suggests that this comes from 

Telemachus' sudden realization that his goods in Ithaca are in danger of being lost to the suitors. I would agree 
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Odysseus, on the other hand, faces manifold temptations that endanger his and his 

men's homecoming: the lure of booty among the Cicones nearly costs his men their lives and, 

consequently, their nostos (9.39-61). The charms of the lotus plant (9.82-104) are said 

specifically to make whoever tastes of them forget his nostos.s The attractions of exploration 

and the expectation of a guest gift in Polyphemus' cave costs Odysseus still more men and 

almost his own life (9.106-564). Circe's drugs cause Odysseus' men to forget completely the 

return home (10.233-6).* These pharmaka lugra recall Helen's own special drugs (4.230: 

§aQ\jL(XKa, noAAa jaev eaOAa ix£\xvy[xiva, noAAa be Auyod). And the similarities between 

the experiences of father and son are here closer than they first appear. For just as 

with this interpretation if he had not been reminded (and probably already had been aware of beforehand) of this 

fact by Eurycleia (2.363-70) in very specific language (xircxE &£ xoi, 4>IAE XEKVOV, evi cj>oecri. xouxo vor)|aa / 

OTAETO . . . / ol 6E TOI auxuc' iovxt KXXKCX ^Qtxaoovxai dniooco, I cog KE 56ACO cf>8iqg, xd&£ 5' auxoi 

ndvxa Sdaovxai). I follow Shewan (1926) 31-7, Delebecque (1958) 18-41, Apthorp (1980) 1-22 (esp. 1-13), 

Reece (1993) 71-99, and de Jong's (2001) 362-4 interpretation that Telemachus actually stays in Sparta for a 

much longer time, for thirty-eight days in Delebecque's reckoning. I would also argue that, on the level of 

narrative time alone (ten books intervene before we see Telemachus again), the poet intentionally creates the 

impression that Telemachus has been gone from Ithaca far too long. If this impression were not desired, the poet 

could easily have put Telemachus back in Ithaca before turning to the story of Odysseus; however, by 

postponing the story of Telemachus' return, and synchronizing it with Odysseus' arrival in Ithaca, the narrative 

is more complex and sausfyingly interwoven. The father's and the son's trips are also more closely linked 

thereby. Moreover, why should the narrator have Athena rouse Telemachus from Sparta with such urgency 

(15.1-42) if he has only been there for eight days? 
55 xcov 5' 6g xig Acoxolo cbdyoi ^£Air]5Ea Kaonov, / OUKEX' anayytlAav 7rdAiv r)8£Aev ou&£ VEECTBCXI, / 

aAA' avxov |3ot3AovTO \xtx' dv5pdai AcoTOĉ dyoiCTi / Aanov £D£TTTO|a£voi |a£V£|a£V voaxou TE 

Aa6ioQai. 
56 elotv 5' doayayovaa Kaxd KAia(aoug xe Soovoug XE, / EV SE OXJHV XUQOV XE KCU dAcjHxa KCXI Î EAL 

XACOQOV / o'ivcjj noa|av£ico EKUKa- dvEiaLcryE SE aixco / cbdo^aKa Auyo', iva ndyyu AaBotaxo 

naxoiooc air\c. 
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Telemachus seems not to have been affected by Helen's 'good' drug but neverthless spent 

more time than he intended in Sparta, so, too, does Odysseus ultimately succumb to Circe. 

Despite Odysseus' cleverness and his ability, with the help of Hermes, to overcome Circe's 

drugs and power, his men have to remind him a whole year later that they need to be on their 

way home (10.471-4). The seduction of the Sirens' song, which bewitches all who hear it 

(at QOL t£ navxac, / avdqconovc, GeAyouaLv: 12.39-40), would have lured a lesser man to 

his death (12.39-54, 177-200). Significantly, the order of their songs suggests that it is the 

stories of Troy that would most likely entice Odysseus, and it is this same allure of stories of 

the past that tempted Telemachus in Sparta. Calypso's offer to Odysseus to share her 

immortality and to enjoy her ageless beauty (5.135-6,23.334-6) distracts him for some time 

at least. She, more than any other character, exemplifies the act of 'holding back' Odysseus 

from his homecoming.39 The penultimate challenge to Odysseus' successful return home is 

his stay in Phaeacia. Alcinous, too, it seems wants to make him his own, offering him land 

and his daughter as wife (7.313-14). Odysseus, like Telemachus in Sparta, says to his host 

on one occasion that he would be willing to stay in Phaeacia for an entire year if he could 

^KaitOTE [x' EKKaAioavzec, ecfxrv EQtrjQEQ ETCUQCH-/ Sauaovt', r\br\ vuv [juavr^aKeo naxqiboc air\c. 
33 That he was once enamored of Calypso and perhaps forgot for a while his homecoming is hinted at with such 

lines as these: ovbe. nox' oooe / SaKQuocjnv TEQCTOVTO, Kax£L(3£TO &£ yAvKvc, a'ubv / voaxov 65uQO|a£VCjJ, 

STIEl OUKETl f y v S a V S VU)Jc|3r|. 

sShe is said both to bewitch and to hold Odysseus back on numerous occasions; 1.55-7 is the most explicitly 

stated example: xou SirydxrjQ duoTrrvov 6&uQO|a£vov KaxeovKei, / aiei bk \xaAaKoiai KM ai|tuAtoicri 

Aoyoiai / 8£Ay£t, 6nco<; 'I9aKr\c, £7TIAT|<7£TCU. 

file:///xaAaKoiai
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return home with more goods (11.358-61). Ultimately, despite Alcinous' offer of marriage 

and a plethora of gifts, Odysseus' insistence on returning home and seeing his wife, 

combined with his gifts as a story-teller, wins him a safe escort home. 

Powerful women 

Strong women are a constant theme of the Odyssey. The focus on women in relation 

to men in this poem emphasizes the ambivalent nature of women. While Telemachus is 

staying with Menelaus, for instance, he has the opportunity to spend time with Helen, the 

renowned cause of the Trojan war and, therefore, indirectly the cause of Odysseus' long 

absence. She appears to be the real power in the house, anticipating Menelaus' thoughts and 

offering advice when he is stumped. For example, she correctly identifies Telemachus while 

her husband is still sitting and wondering who this stranger is (4.120-46). And when 

Menelaus is confounded by Peisistratus' request for an interpretation of the bird sign, Helen 

steps boldly forward and offers her explanation without hesitation (15.167-8). She also 

knows the arts of pharmakeia, a skill that is the epitome of ambiguity, which perhaps 

symbolizes her ambiguous position as the most beautiful woman and the most baleful to 

Helen is also a mortal parallel to the immortal Circe who plies her drugs and beauty to snare Odysseus and his 

men. 
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In addition to Helen, however, there is at least one more woman who is a potential 

obstacle to Telemachus' voyage. That is his old nurse Eurycleia. When we first see the two 

interact, it is apparent that she has a very close and maternal relationship with Telemachus. 

After Athena's first visit, after all the excitement that ensues when Telemachus makes his 

first awkward attempts at asserting his authority in his house, the poet ends the scene quietly 

(1.439-42): 

f) jaev xov nxvB,aoa KOU dcncrjaaaa xixcova, 
naoodAco dyKQ£|adaaaa rcapd TQTJTOIO-I Aexeacri, 
(3f] Q' l[xev £K 9aAd(aoio, GuQrjv 5' enEQVooe KOQCOVTJ 

dQyuQerj, eni bk KAr|i5' exdvvaoEv i|advxt 

She folded and smoothed out his tunic, hanging it on a peg beside his 
corded bed. She went to go from his bedroom, pulled his door shut with 
the silver handle, and locked it. 

These lines are a powerful comment on the young man's actual authority, and his 

dependence upon his nurse, despite the heady events of the day. Surely our poet delivered 

these lines with a smile. It is surprising, then, when Telemachus actually overrides her 

sensible objections to his trip to Pylos and Sparta. She reasonably appeals to his father's loss 

at sea, and the uselessness of such an enterprise at this time, especially when his possessions 

are in danger of being divided up by the suitors and his life under possible threat upon his 

return (2.363-70). 

Unlike his son, Odysseus is threatened in some way by every women he meets: Circe 

first with drugs and then with forgetfullness (9.31-2, 10.281-301,316-35,472-4), the 
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Laestrygonian princess and queen with death (10.104-14), Calypso with her promise of 

immortality (5.202-13), Nausicaa with marriage (7.308-15),61 and Arete with the power to 

deny his request for escort home (6.310-5). 

Threats to life from the Suitors 

The fear of landing among hostile peoples and the danger that they represent is a 

common theme in Odysseus' travels (6.119-21, 9.174-5,13.200-2). Odysseus' fears are 

justified by the actual threats of death he faces on his travels: Cicones, Cyclops, 

Laestrygonians, suitors. We hear fairly early in the narrative that the suitors have plans to 

kill Telemachus (4.663-72), a real threat and one that he and others rightly fear. Father and 

son share this same last threat. Telemachus' escape from this singular danger to his life 

mirrors in a small way his father's eventual escape from the threat of the suitors. Telemachus 

escapes by avoiding their trap, Odysseus by trapping them. 

Sources of information 

There are also similarities in the way father and son obtain vital information. Both 

must seek information from unerring sources. Nestor is described by Athena-Mentor as a 

61 He must skillfully flatter her on the beach to obtain an entree with the king, and yet at court he has to 

diplomatically reject the offer of marriage to Nausicaa and also explain the fact that he is wearing clothes that 

Nausicaa has just been washing at the beach. 
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man who will not tell a lie (3.19-20). Menelaus, too, is said to speak only the truth (3.327-8). 

Circe informs Odysseus that Teiresias, alone among the dead, still has the capacity of clear 

thinking (10.490-5). And Teiresias tells Odysseus to stand back from the trench so that he 

can speak unerringly to him (11.96). Both father and son are also initially reluctant about 

their need to obtain information from such awe-inspiring sources. Telemachus, for example, 

is hesitant and afraid to approach Nestor at first (3.21-4), and, a little later, when he asks 

Nestor for the details about Agamemnon's death, Telemachus says that Nestor seems like an 

immortal to him (3.246). Likewise, at Menelaus' palace Telemachus quietly whispers in awe 

{oifiaq, \x' ex£L euJOQOtovxa) to Peisitratus that this must be what Zeus' house is like (4.71-

5). And Menelaus' house is described by the narrator as a divine building (4.43 0£lov 

66|uov). Odysseus, of course, is greatly disturbed by the news that he must travel to Hades 

to consult Teiresias (10.496-500), and when he is there, he is rightly filled with fear of his 

surroundings as he awaits the arrival of the seer (11.42-50). 

There is still another feature that ties the two men's trips and adventures: that is the 

first Nekyia. Odysseus' exploits abroad culminate in this trip to the underworld. There he 

accomplishes a superhuman feat, one shared only by two other heroes in history (Sisyphus 

and Heracles, both of whom he meets in Hades). Both Teiresias (11.92-4), Anticleia 

(11.155-62), Achilles (11.473-6), Heracles (11.617-26), and Circe (12.21-2) comment on the 

extraordinary nature of this particular voyage. Odysseus not only consults Teiresias (the 
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purpose for his trip), but also encounters his mother, fellow soldiers from the Trojan war, 

heroines and heroes of old. In other words his trip is not only a quest for vital information 

but also a sort of grand review of the past, both of the mortal world (heroes and heroines) and 

of semi-divine/divine villains and heroes. This review invites us to evaluate Odysseus and 

see how he fares in comparison with the past. 

Telemachus' trip to the Peloponnese share another similarity with Odysseus' to 

Hades. Not only do both scenes allow the poet to fill in gaps from the nostoi of the other 

heroes from the Trojan War, but Telemachus' trip to Nestor and Menelaus, a search for 

information too, constitutes a trip to the past, to the world of the Trojan heroes. Both Nestor 

and Menelaus are viewed as gods by their young guests (3.244-6,4.71-5), extraordinary men 

that represent the great war and, in the case of Nestor, several previous generations of men. 

While in the Peloponnese Telemachus hears some of these stories of the past, discovers vital 

information about his father, and learns additional facts that he did not go there to discover, 

such as the story of the death of Agamemnon and Orestes' revenge. This is the same pattern 

followed in Odysseus' voyage to Hades, where he consults Teiresias first and then spends a 

great deal of time learning about the heroes and heroines of the past. Thus, Telemachus' 

trip can be seen as a symbolic Nekyia which, of course, pales in comparison with Odysseus'. 

62Menelaus' conversation with Proteus follows a similar trajectory. Sauzeau (2003) 90-1 notes that Menelaus' 

trip to Egypt has been previously suggested to be an equivalent to the underworld by Powell (1970) 420. Powell 
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Recent work done by Pierre Sauzeau bolsters this interpretation. He suggests that 

Pylos was, in Homer's day, thought to be aligned with the infernal regions. Other work, 

drawing on names from the Linear B tables discovered in Pylos, also suggests that Pylos was 

connected in the minds of the Greeks of the archaic period with the land of the dead.64 

Sauzeau and Bernard Sergent also adduce the curious passage in the Iliad (5.395-7) which 

mentions Hades in Pylos among the corpses (ev TIvAqj iv vgKuecrcri),65 and the name of 

Pylos itself (pyl-) may have brought with it images of Hades, whose gates (pylai) are referred 

to frequently. 

A connection with the underworld is certainly intriguing and would strengthen the 

argument that Telemachus' trip to Pylos and Sparta corresponds to Odysseus' voyage to 

Hades; however, it is not necessary for the argument's validity that this absolutely be the case. 

It is quite clear that Telemachus' trip to both Nestor and Menelaus functions in much the 

comments on the similarity between the death and burial of Elpenor and the loss of Menelaus' helmsman 

Phrontis, and he suggests (420) that each death is "somehow integral to the descent to the other world." 
ffl Sauzeau (2003) 77-102 sees in Telemachus' trip to Pylos a rite of passage, and the symbolic overtones of 

Hades suggested by Pylos represent Telemachus' encounter with death and his return to life and home through 

the help of a hero (Nestor) whose name is connected etymologically (82-3) with the notion of return (nostos). 

Sergent (1986) 5-39, especially 6-7, describes how, since no place had been identified with certainty as 

Homer's Pylos, the view that Pylos was a mythical entrance to the underworld held sway among scholars in the 

19th century. After the discovery of a 'real' Pylos at Ano Englianos, however, this view of Pylos quickly fell out 

of favor. Yet, Sergent argues, there is sufficient evidence in place and personal names in the Linear B tablets and 

from other Indo-European parallels (31-3) that supports the original idea that Pylos was once associated with 

Hades in Mycenean and even archaic Greece. 
ffi Sergent (1986) 7-9 and Sauzeau (2003) 80-83. 
ffiSergent (1986) 17-8 and Sauzeau (2003) 80-1. 



same way as Odysseus', who is also sent to question a venerable figure who holds unerring 

information that is vital for his future plans with regard to his home, his mother, and her 

suitors. 

More points of comparison 

When Menelaus was deprived of Helen, a pan-Hellenic army was recruited to 

retrieve her and to take vengeance on the Trojans. Though the suitors note that Telemachus 

might seek military aid from Nestor or Menelaus (2.325-7), this help never materializes and 

the topic is never broached by Telemachus.67 This is odd, since Menelaus repeatedly 

emphasizes the degree to which Odysseus was his greatest benefactor in the war, for whom 

he would even vacate one of the neighboring cities to inhabit as his own (4.171-82). After 

such a strong declaration of devotion, it is surprising that Menelaus does not once mention 

the possibility of sending help to Ithaca. He merely says that the suitors have made a grave 

mistake by wooing such a powerful man's wife, and he ends with the wish that Odysseus 

return and destroy the suitors (4.333-46). Now the poet, of course, can not have had Nestor 

or Menelaus seriously entertain and then refuse such an idea, an unthinkable move for these 

67 Surprisingly, the idea is mentioned in passing by Nestor in 3.216-7 (tig 6' ol&' ei KE 7TOTE crcjn |3iag 

d7TOT£i.a£Tai eAGwv, / r\ 6 ye jaouvog edrv f\ x.ai cru[arcavTec AYCUOU). And Peisistratus, when he first 

announces Telemachus to Menelaus, notes that his friend is in need of some advice or some action (4.163: dcj>Qa 

ol f\ it inoq vnoQr\zai f\i TI igyov). 



once courageous heroes. Yet both Menelaus and Nestor appear to act as if there is nothing to 

do but hope that Odysseus returns. 

That the suitors themselves, however, discuss Telemachus' mustering of a pan-

Achaean army is telling. This is not the only time the suitors air ideas left unpursued by 

Telemachus. In the passage mentioned above (2.325-30), the suitors are also said to wonder 

whether Telemachus may go to Ephyra to obtain poison to kill them by mixing it in their 

wine. If this idea has occurred to the suitors, presumably it could also have occurred to 

Telemachus. Perhaps the poet's immediate concern is to show the motivation behind the 

suitors' later decision to kill Telemachus (4.663-74): they are just starting to see him as a 

possible threat. This may be a partial explanation, but why bring up matters more than once 

that reveal a possible solution to the present crisis, solutions which, left uninvestigated by 

Telemachus, reveal his shortcomings vis-a-vis Odysseus? There is still another interpretation 

available that gives our poet credit for the ability to see beyond the immediate scene when 

introducing details into the narrative. 

We must remember that this is not the first time that Ephyra and poison have been 

mentioned. When Athena-Mentes informed Telemachus of her previous relationship with 

Odysseus, she recalled that her father had given this poison to Odysseus to use on his arrows 

(1.254-65). The fact that Ephyra and the poison are mentioned again, and within a relatively 

short distance, is remarkable. Again, one might object that poisoning the suitors would not 
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be very heroic, but, when one considers that Odysseus himself was content to use poisonous 

arrows, the objection loses force. Odysseus is not your typical hero; his son who, according 

to some, is supposed to be developing into a clever young man like his father, should follow 

suit. One could also argue that it was not the poet's intent here to write a poem in which 

Telemachus does away with the suitors himself. It is true that our story would then be quite a 

different one, but once again, just as with the tacit rejection of a pan-Hellenic army, the mere 

fact that this possibility is mentioned must be explained. It is not enough to say that the poet 

is only interested here in characterizing the wiles of Odysseus, an argument that would be 

stronger had Ephyra been mentioned only one time. My answer is twofold: 1) Telemachus is 

being compared with his father in the matter of the poison; and 2) that Nestor's and 

Menelaus' failure to offer military aid, or any help for that matter, is an intentional contrast 

between the times of the Trojan War and the realities of the post-heroic world. 

Telemachus as we have seen already, is not only young and inexperienced, but he 

also fails to resemble his father both in the degree of his cunning and daring. And 

Telemachus' youth, apparentiy, is no excuse as we saw already in the few enlightening 

stories about Odysseus' young adulthood. While Odysseus is not only capable but willing to 

use less than honorable means to achieve his goals, evidence for which is rife in the 

Apologue and in his Cretan tales, Telemachus, though given the hint that such a poison was 

m Compare also the Doloneia. 



available, and one that the suitors too were aware of, does not even consider such a tack. 

He is not Telemachus polytropos, but Telemachus pepnymenos, a sober and cautious young 

man, whose main function is to present a contrast to his father's polytropic nature. 

While Telemachus is certainly inferior to his father, Nestor and Menelaus do not 

fare well by comparison either. They primarily fall short when compared with their own 

previous behavior. These were men who could lead warriors to another land to defend their 

own honor and, importantly, for the sake of a woman. Penelope's situation, though certainly 

different from Helen's, is really a more just cause for aid. She, unlike Helen, is innocent of 

any infidelity, yet she is being forced to remarry against her will, while her suitors are 

mistreating her son and household. What fitter cause for rallying troops and going to war? 

This thought may have entered the mind of Homer's audience when they first heard of 

Telemachus' proposed trip, but it certainly did not escape their notice when the suitors in the 

courtyard of Odysseus' house discuss this very possibility as a motive for Telemachus' trip 

(2.325-7). And this further strengthens the argument that Telemachus' trip to the 

Peloponnese is really a mim-Nekyia. These heroes from the past are now retired, no longer 

s Certainly, when Athena first broaches the topic of the poison that her own father had given to Odysseus, 

Telemachus might have paid more attention and, if he were really like his father, he would at least have inquired 

into the possibility of getting some for himself. 
x Nestor's prayer to Athena, when he learns it is she who has been accompanying Telemachus, sums up the help 

he will provide Telemachus. He has just heard how the young man is beset by suitors, but he prays for kleos for 

himself, his children and his wife (3.380-4) with no mention of Telemachus' plight. 
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efficacious, men who, Siren-like, merely recall past events and enchant the young men with 

their recollections, but are themselves now incapable of action. 

There remains yet another indicator within the same episode discussed above (2.324-

36) that the poet intends his audience to hear these statements by the suitors as an invitation 

to compare Telemachus and Odysseus. While die first anonymous suitor expresses his 

concern that Telemachus might use this trip to garner support in Pylos or Sparta or even 

obtain poison from Ephyra to use against them, a second suitor takes the opposite approach, 

suggesting that Telemachus' proposed voyage may be the best thing for them since who 

knows, perhaps the young man will suffer the same fate as his father (332-3): 

Tig 6' olo', el K£ KaL avxbc, Ldrv KolArjc; era. vrpg 
TT|A£ cbiAa)V dn6Ar]xai dAco|a£vo<; coq, neq O&wcreug; 

Who knows whether he himself, too, will board the hollow ships and perish, 

wandering far from his family just as Odysseus did? 

The anonymous suitor finishes with the hope that they all will be able to divide up his 

property evenly among themselves. While diis sentiment is surely meant to be damaging to 

the suitors and is the first indication that they are not merely misguided youths but have 

designs on more than marriage; nevertheless, this clear statement of the paired fates of father 

and son links the two voyages and individuals, and necessarily draws a contrast between the 

two. 



References to the end of age of heroes 

Over the course of Odysseus' travels, we encounter another element that reiterates 

the difference between the past and present: the relationship that men have with the gods. In 

the first Nekyia, we hear of heroes of old who certainly were greater than Odysseus' peers, 

and some of these even vied with the gods (11.572-600). And the heroes of the Trojan war 

that we meet were either direct descendants of gods themselves or openly favored by the 

gods as they performed super-human feats of strength and courage. As for the living men 

that Odysseus meets, some share this affinity with the divine that seems the prerogative only 

of heroes. At the poem's outset we hear that Poseidon is absent from the divine council 

because he is visiting the Ethiopians who are offering him up a hecatomb (1.2Iff.). This 

brief mention of Poseidon surely sets out from the poem's very beginning the vast distances 

that our hero will wander, from one edge of the world to the other;71 the scene also reminds us 

that the Ethiopians are an isolated people, much like the god who is visiting them. Line 1.26 

(EVG1 6 ye xequexo baixi TKXQX}\JL£VOC,) implies that Poseidon is visibly present at the 

banquet.72 Furthermore, the Ethiopians, as they are characterized here, live at the ends of the 

world, and are the furthest of men (1.22-6). Their liminality suggests their special status, a 

71 The Ethiopians, like Calypso and later the Phaeacians, function as boundary markers for our poet: they inhabit 

the lands of the extreme west and east. 

^Compare also Iliad 1.423-5 in which Thetis informs Achilles that Zeus and the all the other gods have gone to 

spend eleven days with the Ethiopians. 
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trait shared also by the Phaeacians, who appear to live in the far west. But more importantly, 

since they are super-human, they share an additional feature with the Ethiopians: the gods 

openly walk among them. This Alcinous makes very clear, when he notes that it would be 

odd for Odysseus to be a god in disguise since the gods are not wont to appear in disguise 

among them (7.199-206). 

Alcinous' comment draws attention to the fact that such a face to face relationship 

with the gods is unusual elsewhere among men. We hear often from Ithaca and elsewhere 

how hard it is actually to see a god in person. The suitors even comment on this aspect of the 

gods (17.483-7):73 

'Avxivo', ou jaev KdA' £|3aA£<; bvovqvov dAr|Tr)v. 
ouA6|a£v', £i5r] rcou Tig ErcouQavioc; Qeoc, £cm-
KCLl T£ 6£Ol ^EIVOIOTV £OlKOT£<; dAAo&aTtOLCXl, 

navToloi TEAEQOVXEC,, EnioxQuxptixji n6A.r\ac„ 

avQQcbncov U(3QIV T£ Kai Euvojairyv £d)OQd)vx£g. 

Antinous, you didn't do right to hit that wretched wanderer. You're done for, 
if he's some god come down from the sky. The gods take on the guise of 
foreign men, all sorts and types, and they wander among their cities, taking 
note of their lawlessness and also of their good order. 

In fact, Odysseus and Menelaus alone in our poem actually converse with lesser gods, 

and Odysseus is the only one to speak face to face with a god of the stature of Athena. What 

BThe narrator's comment that the gods know each other on sight (5.79: ou yaQ x dYVWxeg Oeoi OAAT]AOLCTI 

TTEAOVTCU) only makes sense as an explanation if this is not the case between gods and men. Cf. also 16.160-2: 

ou5' aga Tr\A£\iaxo<; ibev dvxiov ou5' iv6r\azv, - / ou ydo ncoc. navxeom 8eoi cjxxivovTai evaoY^Ic, 

- / dAA' ObvoEVC. TE KUVEC; TE I5ov, Kai Q' OUX UAOCOVTO. 
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does all this have to do with the end of the age of heroes? As the exploits of the heroes are 

qualitatively superior to those of Telemachus' age, so too do the heroes have access to the 

divine that is neither shared by their offspring's generation nor by the poet's audience.% The 

fact that liminal peoples, not necessarily heroic or stricdy human, for that matter, enjoy this 

privilege, only emphasizes this difference. These exceptional people are now cut off from 

our existence and our experiences. 

Thus in the poem we have a stratification of layers of existence vis-a-vis the gods: 1) 

giants/ancient heroes/ancient villains (whom the god fought or fostered), 2) 

Phaeacians/Ethiopians/ (with whom the gods feast) 3) Trojan heroes (to some of whom the 

gods revealed themselves, and some they fostered and punished), 4) contemporary mortals 

(to whom the gods never appear directly, but appear via bird signs, omens, and prophecies). 

Hades contains all the former heroes and villains, the Phaeacians become inaccessible, the 

Ethiopians, practically speaking, are inaccessible, and the heroes have all faded away. 

The single most dramatic and explicit embodiment of the gap between the age of 

heroes and that of the suitors in the Odyssey is represented by Odysseus' bow. This is the 

pons asinorum of their time, the feat that literally separates the man from the boys. When the 

^Compare, too, Menelaus' conversation with Eidothea and Proteus. Helen also has prophetic insight (15.172-8), 

and Nestor'instantaneously and correctly divines that the god guiding Telemachus is Athena (3375-9). There 

are, of course, numerous instances in the Iliad in which the gods appear directly to the heroes or they easily see 

through the gods' disguise (1.357ff., 3.395ff., 5.330ff., 5.815ff., etc.). The most famous encounter between god 

and man in the Iliad is Athena's appearance to Achilles in 1.194-221. 
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suitors fail to string Odysseus' bow, Eurymachus bemoans this sad fate. His words are most 

instructive. He repeatedly laments the fact that he and his peers are so far inferior to 

Odysseus that they can not even string the bow, let alone attempt to shoot an arrow from it 

(21.249-55). He also states his concern that all of them will be a shame to later generations 

(21.320-9). This statement combines the dual aspect of looking to the past as a means of self-

definition and projecting an image of oneself from the present that others will emulate in the 

future. In the end, however, the suitors are ultimately the object of shame, causing 

themselves to be remembered in a song of blame, like Clytemnestra's axuyEQf] doi6r| and 

XaAEni] cj)fj|au;. 

Even Telemachus' actions here are illuminating. He tries three times to string the 

bow and three times he fails (21.124-7). On the fourth pull, he would have achieved his goal, 

but his father's nod of disapproval makes him feign failure (21.128-9). In this respect, he 

proves himself physically superior to the suitors, with the exception of Antinous, but we 

hardly believe that Telemachus would have been able to draw back an arrow, hold it steadily 

enough, and shoot it through the ax heads. Furthermore, it is clear that this test requires his 

75 We wonder if Antinous, who never has the chance to string the bow, may not have been able to perform as 

well as Telemachus at this competition. Antinous is certainly concerned about it, and by suggesting that they put 

off the competition to the next day he is trying to buy time (21.257-68). 
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entire strength, but his father strings it as easily as a bard strings his lyre, and he does all this 

while sitting down (21.404-23).76 

The second Nekyia (24.1-204), as well as the first, is important for our argument. In 

both underworld scenes, we see and hear from heroes of the past. In the final Nekyia, the 

narrator reintroduces some of the same heroes from the Trojan war featured in the first 

Nekyia and the souls of the recently deceased suitors. Where scenes occur in a poem often 

mean as much or more than what they actually say or show. This scene is no different. As 

the first Nekyia firmly defines Odysseus with respect to the past, so the second Nekyia 

defines Odysseus and his peers with respect to the present generation. For it is now, in Book 

24, that we have nearly come to the end of the poem. Our hero has defeated his young 

enemies and is preparing for the final conflict. The first Nekyia's panel of heroes gave us a 

look into the remote past, with examples of both good and bad behavior, both male and 

female. Now, too, the most important heroes from the Trojan War return once again to 

signal the end of the performance. The scene functions much like an encore in theatre,77 and 

% Again, that Telemachus is actually able to string the bow characterizes him positively as the son of Odysseus, 

but the degree to which his father's strength outstrips him is highlighted in this scene. One could object that this 

is an unfair comparison, a young Telemachus vs. a mature Odysseus, but the exploits of Odysseus as a young 

man (discussed above) argue against such a characterization. 
77 For a similar view, see Martin (1993) 240. 
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in this underworld episode, our hero is represented as outshining even the great Agamemnon 

and Achilles.78 

We might expect, given the strong Diadic atmosphere that is recalled here by the 

second Nekyia, that there would be some sort of Diadic battle to follow; the poet surely uses 

this scene to create a sense of the danger and excitement that is to come in the combat 

between Odysseus and the suitors' parents and relatives. The entire final section of the poem 

beginning with the Nekyia and ending with Athena's intervention is rife with Iliadic motifs, 

imagery, details.79 But the battle itself is hardly of epic proportions and hardly fulfills the 

expectations created by the scenes preceding it. The final battle is somewhat dissapointing. 

Laertes' one-kill aristeia looks heroic, but the enemy is quickly made to scatter by Athena. 

Odysseus pursues the enemy despite Athena's warning and is only stopped from killing all 

See Chapter Two for a discussion of this aspect of the second Nekyia. 

^Scenes of arming (22.113-15,122-5), drawing swords (22.88-93), throwing spears (22.252-286), and vaunting 

over a fallen enemy (22.287-91). At 22.93-4, during the mnesterophonia, we find OJ(J.WV |a£CTarryuq, bux bk 

OTr)0ecj(j>iv eAaaae' / bourrnaev 5e rteacov, %Q6va b' r\Aaat navel [xtx(bncf), the first line of which 

occurs four times in battle scenes in the Iliad (5.41,57; 8.259; 11.448) and one time with a different ending 

(16.807); and similarly at 24.524-6 (battle with Ithacans) we see KCU |3dA£v EvneiQea KOQU9O$ bia 

XaAKonaQr]ov. / r\b' OUK eyx0? kQVto, bwaiQO bk elaaxo X«AK6?' / bovwr\aev bk ntacov, aQa|3r|a£ 

bk t£ux£ £7t' ca>x(jj; we find 525 twice in the Iliad; 526 occurs six times in the Iliad, the first half of which 

(bovnr\oev bk neacjv) occurs thirteen times. There are numerous other occurences of lines and half lines that 

also appear in the Iliad; for example, the second half of 22.82 appears four times in the Iliad. One might object 

that there is no real reason to connect these lines with the Iliad since the language of battle belongs to a long epic 

tradition, to which the Odyssey belongs and is making free use of here. But given the numerous references to the 

Trojan War in this poem, and the fact that Athena-Mentes goads on Odysseus in the mnesterophonia by 

reminding him specifically of the nine years war at Troy (22.226-35), it is highly unlikely that no reference to the 

Iliad is being made here. 
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his own people by Zeus' thunderbolt and Athena's second admonition. What is not Iliadic is 

the opposition, the townsmen of Ithaca. They are not heroes, they did not go off to the 

Trojan war, they are more akin to the poet's audience than to the heroes. And thus the poem 

ends on a truly disturbing note: a hero returns home only to come dangerously close to 

destroying his own people.80 

Conclusion 

We have shown, then, the many ways that Telemachus' trip to Pylos and Sparta 

mirror his father's wanderings, and we have also pointed out those aspects of the poem that 

make reference to a diminished age. We have also discussed some of the differences 

between Telemachus and Odysseus. We have now to review those differences and to 

speculate as to what they might mean. 

While Telemachus' trip is short and remains entirely in the 'real' world, Odysseus' is 

lengthy and takes in all horizons. Telemachus encounters temptation, but his temptations are 

limited to the allure of stories and the pleasures of xenia, Odysseus' temptations test the very 

mettle of the hero and constantly threaten his return home. Telemachus enjoys the protection 

and guidance of Athena, while Odysseus converses with her face to face. While Telemachus 

may not, according to Athena, fall entirely short of Odysseus and Penelope, Odysseus is 

80 For more on the tactic of ending the Odyssey in this way, see the discussion in chapter three. 



called by the goddess herself a match for the gods in his wit, and as far above the rest of 

mortals in his metis and doloi as she is above the other gods. Telemachus travels in relative 

safety, with a goddess to guide him, to consult two old men from nearby towns; Odysseus 

journeys to Hades, consults the seer Teiresias, converses with heroes and heroines from the 

past, and is compared favorably to the great Heracles. Telemachus, with the greatest of 

difficulty, can string Odysseus' bow, and the suitors fail to accomplish even this; Odysseus 

himself strings the weapon with consummate skill and the greatest of ease. In sum, the 

differences are both quantitative and qualitative. 

These differences suggest that Telemachus, though he shares some of his father's 

characteristics, and though he certainly becomes capable of fighting beside his father,81 is no 

Odysseus. The suitors and their generation of young men are more like us than Odysseus. 

When we see, via the poet's special vision, the gods arrayed against the suitors who are blind 

to the divine anger that they have aroused, we see in their situation our own. That is, the 

suitors, like the audience, have no insight or vision into the workings of the divine. Nowhere 

is this division between the age of heroes and the present diminished age more aptly depicted 

than in the final verses of our poem. There Odysseus destroys with ease all opposition and 

the people, no match for an Hiadic hero, flee in fear. More importantly still, Athena, who is 

So, too, is the cowherd Philoetius. Eumaeus does also, but we eventually learn that he is a king's scion. 
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said to make peace between both parties, does so not openly as a powerful goddess but in the 

guise of Mentor, a mere human being (24.546-8): 

OQKia 5' av Kaxomode |U£T' d^cj)OT£Qoiaiv £9r)K£ 

TlaAAac, AGrjvair), KOUQT] Aide; aiytoxoio, 

MfVTOQi £L5o|a£vr) f]|a£v S£|aac; r\be Kai avbryj 

And then afterwards she made pacts between them, Pallas Athena, daughter 
of aegis-bearing Zeus, like Mentor in form and voice. 

The poem, then, ends quietly yet firmly in a time we all know, a time when the gods no 

longer openly mingle with men. And we are reminded that now it is only the poet who, 

through the aid of the Muses, has access to the divine machinery of the universe. One may 

object that the gods often disguise themselves elsewhere in the Iliad and the Odyssey and so 

this ending does not emphasize the withdrawal of gods from men. Yet in the former poem, 

the gods are both more openly and secretly involved in man's affairs; in the latter, the gods 

appear openly only to a much smaller number of individuals, and all of these people 

(Ethiopians and Phaeacians), by the poem's end, are no longer accessible to the rest of 

humanity. By closing the poem with a god in disguise, given the ever diminishing 

appearance of the gods in the Odyssey, the poet emphasizes two aspects of the diminished 

age in which the poet and his audience now live: the gods are forever inaccessible to men, 

and only the poet can see this divine apparatus.82 

82 It is also possible in this final scene that Odysseus recognizes Mentor as Athena in disguise, which, if true, 

would further underscore the gap that exists between the world of heroes and the currently diminished age. 

Athena appears as Mentor in Book 22, and the lines that describe her appearance and Odysseus' joy at the sight 
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The Iliad ends similarly with its portrayal of the funeral of the all too human Hector, 

but that ending is only a moment's breathing space, the calm before the storm. Hector's 

death and funeral are, after all, a narrative substitute for the eventual and inevitable fall of 

Troy itself. Many acts of heroism are still to come, and much death. In our poem, on the 

other hand, the poet ends with an image of reconciliation. This brief scene looks ahead to 

that time when Odysseus will rule his people in peace as Teiresias prophesied to Odysseus in 

Hades. Odysseus will travel far into the interior to plant his oar to appease Poseidon, but he 

will return home to end his days in a land flourishing and tranquil until an easy death from 

the sea overcomes him. There remain no more obstacles that call for heroic characters to 

master. 

of her (22.206-7: MEVTOQI dSojarvr) f]|a£V bi\xa.q, r\be Kai auorjv. / x\]v b' OSUCTEUI; yr|0r]<7£V i&cbv Kai 

|au0ov ££i7i£) are almost identical to these lines (24.405-6: MEVTOQI ElSo|a£VT] r\[xkv bi\xaq, r\bk Kai avbr\v. 

I xqv fi£v ibcjv yr]8r)CT£ noAviAac, bloc, Obvoaevc,). The narrator adds, after Odysseus' address to Athena 

in Book 22 that he knew that it was Athena (22.210: co<; cj)dt' 6i6|aevoc; Aaoacroov £ja|a£v' A0r)vr)v). The 

two passages are nearly identical, and so are the situations in which Odysseus finds himself. In each he is faced 

with a very difficult task and would benefit greatly from Athena's aid. Another similarity between these two 

passages suggests the poet may have expected his audience to recall the former when hearing the latter. In Book 

22 (224-38) after Odysseus addresses Athena-Mentor, she motivates him to fight harder by reminding him of his 

earlier exploits in Troy and mockingly suggesting that perhaps he has lost his earlier fighting spirit. In the 

poem's final scene, we find a similar pattern, but this time Odysseus adopts Athena's earlier role. After he 

rejoices at the sight of Athena-Mentor, he immediately turns to Telemachus and motivates him to fight by 

playfully mocking Telemachus in a way that recalls Athena's earlier words to himself. And, so, perhaps 

Odysseus stands in here for the goddess who may no longer return to Ithaca. 
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Chapter Two: Cave Man of Ithaca 

The story of Odysseus and Polyphemus in Book 9 of the Odyssey is, on one level at 

least, a charmingly gruesome portrayal of brain vs. brawn (or metis vs. bie), with Odysseus 

starring as metis or cunning and Polyphemus bie or might. This scene is not only amusing 

and pleasing, but its themes of guest-host relationships and the proper and improper treatment 

of strangers is a central one to the Odyssey. And, accordingly, most scholarship on this 

episode's importance for the poem has focused on Polyphemus' 'bad' behavior as a model 

that looks ahead to, and ultimately condemns, the behavior of the suitors in Ithaca.83 Indeed, 

there are quite a few parallels here. What follows is a brief survey of a few notable examples. 

Polyphemus offers Odysseus a cruel guest gift, promising that he will eat him last of 

all his companions (9.369-70: 

Ouxiv iyto nujaaxov £&0|uai |u£xa ola' Exdooiai, 
rove, b' aAAovc, ngooQev- TO be xoi Efivrjiov ioxai. 

I will eat Nobody, along with his companions, last, the others before; that will 
be your guestgift. 

Similarly, among the suitors, one Ctesippus says he, too, will give Odysseus a guest gift 

(20.296-300): 

aAA' aye oi Kai £ycu bib ££iviov, ocboa vuxi avxoc, 
r)£ AOETQOXOCJL) bcor\ yeaac, r\i xcp dAAa> 
5[aa)a)v, OLKaxa 5co(aax' 'O&uacrrpc; 6£ioio. 

83 See, for example, the studies of Reece (1993), and Said (1979). 



&C, £L7td)V £QQLl|}£ |3O6Q Ttoba XE^Ql Tt£XX£L171' 
K£i(ii£vov EK Kav£oto Aa|3cov-... 

Come on, let me give him a guest gift so that he himself can give it as a 
reward to the water bearer or some other of the servants who work in godlike 
Odysseus' halls. So he spoke and with his strong hand he grabbed an ox's 
hoof that was lying in a basket and threw it. 

Ctesippus, here, clearly perverts the guest/host protocol with this hostile joke, offering the 

guest an ox's hoof as a xeinion® In addition, the phrase with which Ctesippus is introduced 

(dvrjQ dQe^xiaxux eibcbc.) is applied elsewhere in the poem only to Polyphemus (9.189, 

428). This combination, then, of a mockery of guest-gifts and the repeated negative formula 

(d0£|aioria Eidax;) indicates that the poet is linking the suitors with Polyphemus. 

Excessive eating is another characteristic shared by the suitors and Polyphemus. The 

suitors are constantly described as devouring the house and livelihood of Odysseus. They 

drink endless wine and meat in their effort to force Penelope to make a choice to marry one 

of them, a sort of punishment for her delaying tactic with the shroud of Laertes. Polyphemus, 

of course, is notable for his devouring of Odysseus' men, despite their pleas for mercy and 

the rights of guests. 

The poet, then, inserts elements from the Cyclopeia in his depiction of the suitors on 

Ithaca into the second half of the poem, creating thereby a damning portrait of the young 

mReece (1993) 176-9 offers a fine analysis of the many verbal and behavioral correspondences between 

Polyphemus and Ctesippus. See also Said (1979) 31-2. 
ffiReece (1993) 174 notes the following examples: pi|3owcrKa) 2.203; baqbanxio 14.92, 16.315; e5cu 1.160, 

375; 14.377,417; 18.280,21.332; ioQiw 4.318; Kaxibco 17.378; cbdyw 15.12. 
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men's behavior. This interpretation, however, focuses solely on how the two parties (i.e., the 

suitors and Polyphemus) are alike and how this similarity between the two parties functions 

as an indictment of the suitors. Not only are they alike in their mistreatment of Odysseus, but 

both also suffer punishment at his hands. In other words, their similarities suggest 

comparison and an equality between them. What the first deserves, so also does the second. 

This paired behavior that leads to the paired fates of both, however, is only one example of 

how the poet uses repetition. The use of repetition to imply that one person or event is like 

another and deserves, whether good or bad, the same treatment or result as another person or 

event is straightforward, simple, and so obvious that it hardly merits mentioning. That a one-

eyed, cave-dwelling ogre does not respect normal human customs is no real surprise, but for 

the very elite of a human society to behave in ways reminiscent of this beast is a far greater 

transgression, and one worthy, presumably, of divine punishment at the hands of a returning 

hero. 

Focusing solely on the obvious similarities between these two parties, has, however, 

led scholars to overlook the many correspondences between Odysseus among the suitors and 

Polyphemus. Now this type of repetition is rather more interesting because it does not 

*Signficant previous discussion of some similarity between the two is limited to: Austin (1983), who offers a 

Freudian analysis of the pair; Alden (1993), who is the most thorough and includes a useful discussion of the 

many ways in which the two share features, offers a somewhat unsatisfactory explanation for this phenomenon, 

relying on Fenik's (1974: 133-232, and especially 142) work on character doublets; and Bakker (2002) who, 

following Alden's lead, takes a different approach, noting the connections between Odysseus and Polyphemus in 
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simply suggest a one to one relationship between Odysseus and Polyphemus. The repetition 

of phrases, scenes, imagery, etc., that functions on the principle not of sameness (except, of 

course, initially in order to get the audience's attention) but of difference is much more 

dynamic and suggests possible answers but does not, as the simple form of repetition does, 

determine meaning. It opens up the audience's experience of the narrative and allows the 

listener to participate more actively in grasping the poem's possible meanings. 

The idea that Odysseus and Polyphemus are linked in some way is certainly 

intriguing, and also, on first glance, seems somewhat absurd. The question immediately 

comes to mind, Why does Odysseus among the suitors co-opt so many aspects of 

Polyphemus, who plays in that earlier episode Odysseus' polar opposite? As with the 

preceding chapter, here, too, the approach will be to look first at the similarities and then the 

differences in order to attempt to answer this very perplexing question. A possibility that I 

will suggest is that the character of Achilles as he is presented in the Odyssey lies at the heart 

of this question. 

A.T. Edwards has demonstrated the numerous ways in which the Odyssey poet 

clearly pits Odysseus' metis against Achilles' hie, ultimately claiming for his hero and his 

regard to the latter's name and its relation to Odysseus' many epithets that begin with poly-. Bakker remarks that 

Polyphemus' name only becomes known through Odysseus' telling of his story, which links the beast also with 

the poet Phemius, whose very name is part of Polyphemus'. 
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poetry superiority over Achilles and, therefore, the Iliad. Through an investigation of the 

ways in which the two heroes gain kleos, Achilles as front fighter (promos oner) and 

Odysseus through ambush (lochos), Edwards shows how Odysseus in Ithaca sets an ambush 

for the suitors but defeats them in the capacity of a promos oner. In other words, Odysseus is 

ultimately superior to Achilles because of his ability to combine in his person both metis and 

bie® It is this very synthesis that I will argue our poet is attempting to create in the many 

correspondences he develops between Odysseus among the suitors and Polyphemus. 

References to the Cyclopeia in Ithaca 

First, what clues are there that the Cyclopeia is in the mind of the poet when 

Odysseus arrives in Ithaca and mingles with the suitors? There are two prominent ones. The 

first takes place when Odysseus awakes on the shores of Ithaca but is unaware that he is 

home (13.200-2). He exclaims: 

co jaot £yw, T£cov a&ze (3QOTCOV ic, yauxv hcdvco; 

f] Q' Ot y* l3(3QLCTTatX£ KCU dYQIOl OVbt SlKCUOl, 

f)£ cbiA6£avoi KCU crcptv vooc, eoxi Qzovbr]c;; 

Damn! Whose land have I come to now? Are they violent and savage 
and unjust or friendly to strangers and god-fearing men? 

8/Edwards (1985). 
88 For a discussion of this synthesis of metis and bie in Odysseus, see below and also Wilson (2005) 16-17 and 

Cook (1995) 145-52 and (1999) 149-67. 



Odysseus utters this same phrase just two other times in the poem, the first on his arrival at 

Scheria (6.119-21) and the second before he sets out to reconnoiter the land of the Cyclopes 

(9.175-7). Now, finally on the shores of Ithaca, he is asking, in effect, will this land be 

inhabited by people like the Phaeacians or the Cyclopes? And the answer, interestingly, is 

both. Just as Odysseus recombines elements of the Cyclopeia in his home so, too, do the 

Ithacans represent examples of both good xenia (Eumaeus) and bad (suitors). 

The second scene and one that explicitly recalls the Cyclopeia takes place the night 

before Odysseus kills the suitors. As he lies down to sleep he can hear his maids running 

about the place for a night time tryst with the suitors. This causes him to exclaim aloud to 

himself: 

xixAaQi 5r), KQaoir)- KCU KUVXEQOV &AAO TCOT' exArjg 

f]|aaTt Tcji), 6T£ [IOI |a£Vo<; aax^oc, r\o9ie KUKACJI|> 

icf>6i|aou<; EXCLQOVC;- <JV 5' £x6A|Liag odpqa OE [xijtic, 

e^ayay' ££, avtQOio otopfivov QavieoQai. 

Come on now, heart, endure! You endured far worse on that day when the 
Cyclops, monster-man, devoured my mighty comrades. Still you endured 
until your cunning led you, certain you were dead, out of the eave (20:18-21). 

Here, Odysseus mentions directly the beast and his cave. His reference to the narrative of the 

events in the cave is a verbal reminder to himself that just as he had then to endure 

Polyphemus' cannibalism,89 so now, too, he must endure the maids' infidelity if he is not to 

®When Odysseus, enraged at Polyphemus' first meal of manflesh, contemplates stabbing the monster, he 

suddenly realizes that to do so would mean their certain doom since they would not be able to remove the stone 
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be the victim again, this time in his own 'cave'. The connection with events in Polyphemus' 

place is made even stronger in the very next verses, in which Odysseus, unable to sleep, is 

visited by Athena. He asks a most pertinent question, "What happens if I do kill the suitors?" 

(20.41-3): 

nqbc, b' £XL xat xo&£ jaelCov evl d)Q£oi ̂ £Q|ar|QiCco-
ei 7T£Q yaq Kxeivauai Aioc; x£ oeQev xe EKTJXI, 

rcfj K£v UTi£KnQocJ)i;yoi(ai; xd OE tyga&oQca avcoya. 

And this, too, is an even bigger concern: If you and Zeus will it and I kill the 
suitors, how can I possibly escape? Tell me your plan. 

As with the maids, Odysseus must not act without thinking or he will be caught in his own 

house and be surrounded again, this time not by the assembled Cyclopes but by his own 

townspeople. In fact, this is just what Odysseus fears, when he tells Telemachus, 

immediately after the mnesterophonia, how important it is that the people imagine that a 

wedding feast is being celebrated in the courtyard (23.137-40): 

|af] ngooQe KA£0<; EVQV dxrvou rata aoxv y£vr]xat 

dvbgcbv \jLvr\oxr\Qcov, ngiv y' r^xeac, £A0£|a£v eE,co 

dyQov eg r)|U£T£Qov 7TOAU&£V6Q£OV. ivda b' eneixa 

4>Qao"cr6|a£0', OTXL K£ K£Q5O<; 'OAUIUTUCX; iyyvaAiE,r\, 

Lest the rumor of the suitors' slaughter spread abroad before we get out to our 
orchard. And there, then, we'll see what plan Olympian Zeus will hand us. 

from the cave's entrance (9.299-305). For a discussion of the similarities between these two situations, see also 

Clay (1983) 121-5. 

file:///jLvr/oxr/Qcov
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These, then, are some concrete examples of the poet returning to the theme of the 

Cyclopeia immediately upon the arrival of Odysseus in Ithaca and on the very night before 

Odysseus destroys the suitors. As the final example above illustrates, there are also many 

parallels that Odysseus and Polyphemus share in their situations. 

Situational Parallels 

Polyphemus returns home to find strangers there who have eaten his food (9.231-3), 

and who have also planned to pack up whatever cheeses they can carry and drive off the 

sheep penned in the cave (9.226-7)—as they eventually do (9.464-6). Similarly, Odysseus 

arrives home to find a band of young men consuming his flocks, drinking his wine and 

wooing his wife. These same suitors also intend to divide up Odysseus' possessions (16.384-

5, 20.215-6). 

Polyphemus, to ensure that the interlopers in his cave have no means of escape, sets 

an enormous rock over its entrance (9.240-3). When Odysseus disguised as a beggar first 

arrives at his home, he remarks to Eumaeus on how well built the king's palace and doors are, 

noting that no one could take the house by force or storm (9UQCU &' £U£QK££c; fieri / 

6LKAI5£<;- OU KEV TLC; |UIV dvf]p vneoonALaoaixo ?° "The double doors are stout; 

'"There is some disagreement about the verb's (uneoonAiacrcuTo) meaning here. LSJ note that according to 

Aristarchus it means 'to take by force', while others have interpreted it as 'to despise or belittle'. For a 

discussion of its various meanings, see Russo (1992) 32. The meaning 'to despise' here makes little sense since 
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no man could overpower them" [17.267-8]). And, like Polyphemus, Odysseus, too, locks 

tight the doors to his home so that the suitors will not be able to escape (o~ol bi, OIAOITLE 5i£, 

Qvgac, gmxMAoiaai auAfjc / KArjiom KAT]L5L, QOCOC, 5' eni beo^xov if\Aai [21.240-1]: 

"But you, noble Philoetius, I order to bolt shut the doors of the courtyard and quickly bind 

them"). 

The blinded Polyphemus removes the stone from the cave's doorway and sets 

himself squarely in the middle of the exit in anticipation of his enemies' attempted escape 

(9.415-8): 

KUKAOH}? oe o-T£vdx«v xe Kdi cbbivcov dbv\r\au 
X£Qoi i^Aacjjoajv, and ja£v Ai9ov elAe QVQ&OJV, 

avxbc b' £ivi Qvqr\oi KaQiCexo X£U3£ nExdooaQ, 
£'i xivd nov \xex' oeoai Ad(3oi oxeixovxa GuQaCf 

And the Cyclops, groaning and moaning in pain felt around with his hands 
and took the stone from the door. He himself sat down then in the doorway 
spanning the entrance with his hands in the hope that he might catch someone 
walking out with the sheep. 

Compare this to Odysseus' response to the suitors' attempt to break through to the outside 

(22.126-30): 

opgoGupr]91 be TIC £CTK£V £u6jar]TCjL) EVITOIXCJJ, 

Odysseus had just commented upon the stateliness of the place in comparison to its surroundings (17.264-5: 

Eujaai', f\ jadAa 5f| td&e bcb^aia KOA' OSuofjog' / QEUX 5' dQiyvan:' ecru KaL £v noAAotaiv ibeoQai). 

Regardless of the meaning operative here, both interpretations support the notion that Odysseus' walls are 

mighty. 
a There is no certainty as to the exact definition of this word. It clearly must mean something like a passageway. 

For one discussion of the possible layout of the megaron of Odysseus' house, see Pocock (1965) 23-32; see also 

Fernandez-Galiano (1992) 244-5. 
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diKQcnaxov be nag' ovbbv evoxaQioq, luEyaQoio 
f\v oboe, ec, AavQr\v, oavibec, b' exov ev aoagvlai-
TX]V 'ObvoEvc foodtegQat dvcoyei 5iov ixbop|36v 
ioxaoT' dyx' auxfjg- \xia 5' oir] yivec' £cboo|ar| 

There was a backdoor in the well-built wall, which was hard by the edge of 

the threshhold of the finely columned megaron and led to a passageway. 

Well-fitted double doors kept this route shut. Odysseus told the godlike 

swine-herd to stand beside this door and guard its single approach. 

When Agelaus considers taking this doorway, Melanthius comments on the futility of the 

effort, noting that one brave man alone can keep away all attackers (22.135-8). Thus 

Odysseus here has covered all his bases to ensure that the suitors will not be able to get out. 

Odysseus, ever resourceful, even sees to it that the maids are kept quiet by telling Eumaeus to 

order the women to shut themselves up in the inner part of the house (21.234-9, 381-5). 

Odysseus' attempt to completely seal off his house, allowing no escape, recalls 

another detail of the events in the Cyclops' cave: his use of the false name Outis. There the 

beast shouts to his fellow Cyclopes and receives no help because they think Polyphemus is 

mad (9.409-12). In a clever reversal of events in the cave, Odysseus now makes sure that not 

only will the suitors not escape, but that they will also not be able to alert the townspeople by 

shouting to them from one of the exits (22.76-8,132-4). In both situations Odysseus keeps 

his enemy from seeking external aid, but this time he is the one keeping his victims inside 

and their allies unawares. 



Finally, in what is surely a parody of Odysseus' and his companions' escape from the 

cave by hiding under Polyphemus' sheep, the herald Medon avoids death at the hands of the 

'monstrous' Odysseus by cowering under an oxhide until he gets the all clear from 

Telemachus (22.361-3): 

coq cjxxxo, TOO 5' f\Kovae Mebcov nenvv^eva eibdx;-

TCE7lV!]COC, yCXQ £K£LTO U7t6 0QOVOV, dfiCJX &£ b£.Q\JL(X 

eoTO |3ooc veoSaoTQV, aAucxKarv Kr\qa [aeAaivav 

So he spoke, and the wise herald Medon heard him; for he had crouched 

down and was hiding under a chair, and he had wrapped around himself the 

newly flayed skin of an ox, avoiding grim death. 

While this scene is comic, it is also instructive. Unlike the man-eating ogre, Odysseus 

exhibits some humanity and justice by sparing the life of the good herald. 

In addition to these situational parallels, Odysseus and Polyphemus share numerous 

elements in regard to bie, some of which are parallels in behavior and others in language. 

Bodily Stature and Strength 

Odysseus likens the ease with which Polyphemus sets the rock, which not even 

twenty-two four-wheeled wagons could move (9.241-2),92upon the cave's entrance to a man 

This description of Polyphemus' door (rock), which would require many wagons to move it, is not unlike the 

description of the door to Achilles' hut in Iliad 24.453-6, albeit on a grander scale: 8UQT]V &' E'X£ \iOVVoc, 

imfihvf, I EiAdTivoi;, TOV TQEIC, |aev £niQQT]cro-£crKOV Axcuoi, / TQEII; 5' avaoiyeoKOv ^£yaAr]v KAr)i6a 

Ouodcov / xd)v aAAarv' AXIAEU? 5' ao' iniQQr]00£aKZ xai ofoc;. For more on the connection between 

Achilles, Polyphemus and Odysseus, see below. 

file:///iOVVoc


putting a lid on a quiver of arrows (9.313-4: QT]'i&{ax; dcbfiAarv 0up£pv \xsyav auxdp 

£7X£ixa / dty £7X£9r]x'/ cue £tT£ cbapexprj 7xd)|u' £7u6£ir)). This brief archery simile looks 

forward to the slaughter of the suitors by a master bowman. For in Ithaca, Odysseus himself, 

even while seated, strings the bow that the suitors cannot begin to bend with the same ease 

that a bard strings his lyre (21.404-11): 

cue dp' £cjxxv ^vrjoxfiPEC- dxdp noAv\jir\xic, 'Obvooevc;, 
avx'iK' £7i£L \xiya TO£OV efiaoxaoe Kai i&s. ndvxrj, 
cue ox' dvrjp cb6o|aiYyoc £7uo-xd|ii£VPc KC& dpiofjc 
6r]'i5uDc exdvyooe v£cu rt£pi KOAAOTU YPP&T]V, 

atyac, d|acbox£Qco9£v £uoxp£cb£c Evxfppv pipg, 
coc dp' dx£o a7tou5f]c: xdvvoev niya x6£ov 'O&uaaEuc. 
&££ix£pr| 5' dpa x£iQt Aa|3cbv n£ipr|c7axp v£upf|c-
f] &' U7i6 KOAPV d£ia£, X^AI&PVI £iK£Ar) avbr\v. 

So spoke the suitors. But wiley Odysseus, when he had tested the great bow 
and looked it all over, just like a man who knows his lyre and his song easily 
stretches a string round a new peg, fitting the well-spun sheep's gut to both 
ends, just so without any effort did Odysseus string the great bow. Taking 
hold of it with his right hand, he tested the string. It sang out beautifully, with 
a voice like that of a swallow. 

In other words, just as Polyphemus' strength far exceeds that of Odysseus and his men, so 

too does Odysseus' might far outstrip the suitors', a fact that is mentioned at least three times 

in the narrative by the suitors themselves, who are ashamed before future generations that 

they may fall so short of Odysseus in this archery competition.93 

21.184-5,21.253-5 (dAA' ei 5f| Toaaovbe [3ir|c emSeueec eiftgy / dvtLSeou 'OSvof|oc 6 T' OV 

bvva\iea9a xavvaoaiI xoi,ov'iAeyx^ &e Kai eacro|a£voi.<Ti nvQiodai) and 24.170-1. And at 21.85-95 

file:///xsyav
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In addition to sheer physical strength, the size of both Polyphemus9* and Odysseus is 

commented upon on several occasions. Odysseus notes the huge size of Polyphemus, even 

once comparing him to an enormous mountain: 

£v0a 6' dvf]Q evtau£ TIEACJOIOC 6g pa xd \xf\Aa 
oloc, 7ux|aatv£CTK£v dnonQoQev- ovbk ja£x' dAAoug 
ncoAelx', dAA' drcdv£U0£V EGJV d0£|atcrtux rj&r). 
Kai yaq 9a0|a' EXEXUKXP 7t£Aa)piPV, ovbe. ECOKEI 

dvSQi y£ aixocjjdyCjL), dAAd qiw uAqevxt 
uv|̂ ]Aa)v oqecov, 6 x£ cbaivfixai olov dm' dAAa)v. 

And there dwelt a monstrosity of a man, who shepherded his sheep far off 
and all by himself; he didn't spend time with the others; he kept his distance 
and recognized no laws. He was a shock to see, a real giant, not like a man 
fed on grain, but like a wooded peak in the mountains, high and visible above 
all the rest (9.187-92). 

The suitors, too, are surprised by the great size of Odysseus' limbs when he strips down for a 

fight with the beggar Irus (18.66-71): 

auxdp 'Obvooevc, 

Ccocraxo \xkv Q&Keoiv neqi \Ar\bea, tyaive be |ur|pouc 
KQAOUC X£ |U£ydAouq x£, cbdv£v be oi £i)p££q d)|aoi 
gxr|8£a x£ axipaooi. x£ (3payiov£q- auxdp 'A0fjvr) 
dyxi 7iaQLaxa|a£vr) \xe.Ae' f\Abave noifi£vt Aacov. 
[avrjaxfjofc b' aqa 7idvx£C u7i£pcbidAa)c dydaavxp-

So Odysseus tucked up his rags and wrapped them round his middle, 
revealing fine, large thighs, broad shoulders and a mighty chest and arms; and 

we hear from Antinous himself how much Odysseus excells all other men, for he had once, as a young boy, seen 

the hero with his own eyes. 
94In addition to the passage cited above, there are numerous other comments that attest to Polyphemus' size and 

strength (9.233, 241, 296, 340,423,481,499,537-8), especially the description of his massive club that 

Odysseus compares to a ship's mast in length and width (9.319-24). 

file:///xf/Aa
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Athena stood near the shepherd of the people and filled out his limbs. Then 
the suitors, all of them, were overcome with awe. 

Polyphemus' combination of size and strength, as the passages cited above illustrate, 

makes him a formidable opponent to men of normal size. Odysseus also, in relation to the 

suitors, is an indomitable foe, whose hands are twice described by the latter as invincible 

(ddnxovc, 22.70,248), a phrase reserved in the Iliad primarily for heroes during their 

aristeia. This adjective occurs only one other time in the Odyssey, and there it is used by 

Achilles of his own hands (11.502).95 

Lawlessness/Own Lawgiver 

When Odysseus first introduces the Cyclopes to his Phaeacian hosts, he declares that 

they regard no laws, and defines them with the line: KuKAconcuv 5' eg yalav vmeocbiaAojv 

d6£|aiaxcov ("lawless Cyclopes" [9.106]). He adds that each Cyclops makes his own rules 

in his own household for his wife and children (ev oneooi yAacbuQOicri, Qeixiaxeveibk 

EKaoTOQ I naibcov r)6' aAoxarv, ouo' dMrjAcuv oAiyoucR [9.114-5]). Odysseus, too, 

sets up the rules in his own household,96 flatly rejecting, for example, Eurymachus' offer of a 

fair compensation for the flocks that he and his fellow suitors have consumed and for the 

On this connection between Odysseus and Achilles more will be said below. 

Alden (1993) 87 and Bakker (2002) 137 both note this shared feature. 
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wrongs that they have done (22.60-7).97 While it could be argued that Eurymachus' offer is 

disingenuous,98 he does make a strong appeal, combining his offer of a more than ample 

recompense with the injunction to Odysseus to spare his 'own people' (22.54-9): 

vuv 5' 6 \xkv £v |aoiQT] nifyaxai, ou 5 £cb£i&£o Aadrv 
CTCOV axaq a\jL\xec, oniaQev dQeood\xs.voiKaxa bf\\xov 

OOOa TOt £K7t£7TOT.aiKal £&r|60TaL £V \AEyaQOVJlV, 

TL|Ltf]v d|adn<; dyovTEc; ££tKocrdpoiov EXUXOTOC, 

XOAKOV XE XQUCTOV %' dnoba)oo\xev, £u; 6 K£ CTOV KT)Q 

iavBrj. 

But now he's (Antinous) been killed, and deservedly so, but you spare your 
own people. We afterwards, to appease you, will go out into the country and 
gather up as much as we have drunk and eaten in your halls. We, in addition, 
will bring you payment of twenty cattle, each of us, and pay you back bronze 
and gold till your heart is soothed. 

We should also include here the punishment of the maids (22.436-73). Certainly 

some form of punishment other than execution would have been possible: public shaming, 

dismissal, exile, etc. The emphasis in the narrative, however, is upon the complete and total 

retribution that Odysseus and his family visits upon any and all who proved disloyal in any 

way. 

We have already seen positive examples of offers made to offended parties in Book Eight: 1) Ares and 

Aphrodite to Hephaestus (8.347-58), and Laodamus to Odysseus (8.396-415). We might expect Odysseus at this 

point to follow this pattern. 
98 For example, he blames all the wrongs perpetrated by the suitors on Antinous (22.47-9) although he himself is 

also culpable for planning Telemachus' death (16.448). 
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Blood, Death and Food Imagery 
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While Odysseus compares Polyphemus' eating habits to a mountain ranging lion 

(f]oQiE b' cbc x£ Aecov oofcrixoofooc ovb' dniAetmv, / eyKaxd x£ o&QKac, x£ KCU 

oaxea |aueAo£Vxa [9.288-93]), the narrator likens Odysseus' appearance as he walks 

among the dead to a Hon who has just eaten an ox, spattered with blood on his hands and his 

feet (22.401-6): 

£UQ£V £7t£ix' X)bvof)a | a £ x d KXa|U£VOlO"l VEKUOmV 

aif^axi Kai AuGpco 7i£7TaAay|a£vov ci3c x£ Afovxa, 
6c, go. x£ (3£(3QO)Kwg |3oo<; EQX^CXI dyoauAoto-
7idv 5' dqa ot CTXT]8QC X£ 7taor]id x' d^c)3ox£oco6£v 
ai[j.ax6£vxa 7i£Aeu 6ELVO^ 5' eic, dma ibeoQav 
&c, 'Oduaxui; 7t£ndAaKxo nobac, xai x^Q^ U7t£Q0£v 

She found him then among the corpses spattered with blood and gore like a 
lion who has come from just having eaten an ox in the field, and his chest and 
jowls, all of them are bloodied, and he is a fright to see, just so was Odysseus 
spattered with blood on his feet and on his hands above. 

Unlike the Iliad's over forty examples, lion similies in the Odyssey are relatively rare. 

Of the seven that appear in our poem, five are applied to Odysseus, one to Polyphemus, and 

one to Penelope." The lion similes applied to Polyphemus and Odysseus all belong to the 

marauding Hon type.100 As we saw above, the simile applied to Polyphemus emphasized his 

*Of Odysseus: 4.332-40 = 17.124-31, 6.130-6, 23.48 = 22.402; of Polyphemus: 9.288; of Penelope 4.791. For a 

discussion of the importance of lion similes to the overall plan of the Odyssey, see Wilson (2002) 231-54; for a 

different interpretation of lion similes, see Redfield (1975) 186-92 and Mueller (1984) 116-20. 

^The simile applied to Penelope is a beleaguered lion simile, a different class of lion similes than the aggressive 

lion type according to Wilson (2002) 231 -2. ' -
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animal savagery, noting how he ate Odysseus' companions, bolting them down flesh, bones, 

guts and all. The lion similes applied to Odysseus serve several purposes. Each obviously 

emphasizes his overwhelming strength in the face of defenseless or foolhardy opponents, as 

is clearly the case in 4.332-40 and 6.130-6, where he is likened to a lion that returns to his lair 

only to find a group of young deer left by their mother. While that simile mentions their 

unseemly death (deacea noxpov), it does not graphically portray the details, focusing 

instead on the folly of the mother's choice. The simile quoted above, however, dwells on the 

gory details of slaughter, emphasizing the blood-bespattered body of the Hon who has just 

killed his prey. What clearly links Odysseus in this scene with Polyphemus, then, is not only 

the fact that both are compared to lions but that the emphasis in both similes is on the bestial 

nature of the two characters. 

While Polyphemus makes a meal of Odysseus' men, Odysseus himself speaks of the 

death that he will inflict upon the suitors as a prepared meal (21.428-30: vuv 5' copr) Tcai. 

&OQ7TOV 'Axaiotoxv T£Ti;K£g8ai/ gv cbdei, avxaQ £7t£ixa KalaAAax; ktyiaaoBai/ 

jaoAnfj Kai (J>6Q|LUYYI- xa ydg x' dva9r||aaxa Scuxoc;, "Now the time is right for a dinner 

to be set for the Achaeans while there is still light, but later also it will be time for other merry 

making to the sound of song and lyre; for these are the accompaniments of a feast").101 

u Earlier the narrator himself had employed similar language with regard to the death of the suitors (20.392^: 

boqnov 5' OUK dv TCCOC cwaqkntoov dAAo yEvoixo, / otov &f] xdx' £|aeAA£ Bed Kai KaQTEQog dvf)Q / 
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Odysseus' reference to song and music is pointed here since the narrator had just likened 

Odysseus' stringing of the bow to a bard stringing his lyre (21.405-13). In other words, 

Odysseus is beginning to regain control of the reins of his own house. As host, he now offers 

a dinner banquet to his guests with all of the trappings that accompany any good communal 

meal. But this banquet is a complete reversal of a normal one, and now turns the tables on 

the suitors much as they had turned the guest/host protocol on its head. In other words, now 

Odysseus offers death instead of food and the twanging of a bow string in the place of the 

lyre's sweet strains.102 

Continuing with the imagery of the suitors as food, the narrator describes the routed 

young men, attempting to find places to hide, as small, defenseless birds chased by 

marauding raptors (22.302-6). Lastly, when all the suitors have been cut down and are lying 

stretched out on Odysseus' floor, the narrator compares them to fish caught in a net, poured 

out upon the sand and left to die in the sun's rays (22.381-8).!CS This final scene has greater 

resonance since it recalls Hephaestus' clever net, with which he caught his adulterous wife 

and her lover Ares (8.296-9). This simile, then, emphasizes both the might of Odysseus and 

0rja£|a.£vai- TTQOTEQOI yag an\cia. jar)Xav6wvxo, "Nothing else could be less charming than a dinner such 

as a goddess and a mighty man were about to set before them; the [suitors] were the first to commit wrongs"). 

^Reece (1992) 178-81. 
103 Compare also the gruesome scene of the Laestrygonians as they net and spear Odysseus' men (10.121-4), 

which lends a shade of cannabilism to this scene's simile. 
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his use of cunning, his twin tools, to defeat the seemingly overwhelming multitude of suitors 

arrayed against him.im 

The repeated images of flowing blood and brains abound in both episodes. 

Polyphemus dashes the heads of his victims against the ground like puppies, wetting the earth 

with their brains and blood (9.289-90: o~uv be bvco |udQ»ipac; &q, xe oKvAaKac, noxiyair] / 

KOTTT'1 EK 6' £yK£(baAog xaH^0L^ Q££/ beve be yalav). While the dying suitors lie 

groaning in Odysseus' megaron from death blows to the head, the floor is said to flow with 

blood (22.308-9: xvnxov £mcrcQOc})dSr)v- xcbv be. oxovoc, GJQVUT' d£iKf)t; / KQ&XGOV 

TU7XTOILIEVC0V, 5d7t£&ov 5' anew ai\uxxi Qvev, "They struck them left and right; an awful 

groan arose from them as they were struck in the head, and the whole floor flowed with 

blood").105 And Polyphemus says that if he could only catch 'Nobody' he would spatter the 

floor with his brains (9.458-9: TCO K£ OL £yK£cj)aA6c ye 5id oneoc, dAAuSu; aAAr\ / 

9avo|a£vou Qatoixo nqbc. ovbei, Kab be x e\xo\ KT)Q / Awcbr)a£L£ KaKwv, xd jaoi 

ovxibavbq, noqev Ouxig, ["Then his brains throughout the cave, hither and yon, would be 

splattered when his head is dashed against the floor, and that would relieve my heart of pains, 

which that good-for-nothing Nobody inflicted upon me"]). Likewise, Athena assures 

Odysseus that the suitors will certainly spatter the floor with their brains and blood (13.394-6: 

""Compare also 21.241 that mentions the binding (the same word Demodocus uses of Ares' net [bio\A.oc,]) with 

which Odysseus has Philoetius ensure that his palace doors are firmly shut. 
105 Similarly expressed at 24.184-5. 
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Kai TLV' oico / ai|aaxi x' £yK£cf)aAa) x£ 7xaAa£,£|a£v donexov ou5a<; / dvbQcov 

\xvr\ovr\Q(x)v, 01 TOL pioxov KaxfiSouaiv, "And I think that one of the suitors who devour 

your livelihood will spatter the boundless earth with his blood and brains"). 

In this connection, we should also take note of the narrator's description of the suitors 

and Theoclymenus' eerie prophecy to them, in which the seer claims the walls and the 

beautiful column bases are spattered with blood (20.347-57): 

olb' f]br\ yva0|uolaLy£Aa)cov dAAoxgiioicriv, 
al|uocb6ouKxa be br\ Koea rjcr8iov dooe b' dqa otyecov 

6aKQuocbiv 7xi.|a7iAavxo, yoov 6' co'Lexo Qv\xog. 

xolai be Kai |U£X££m£ 0£oicAv|a£VO(; 0£O£i5f]<;-
d 6EIAOL, XL KCUCOV xobe ndoxexe; VUKXI LIEV UJU£COV 

EiAuaxai K£cj)aAai x£ nqdocond x£ VEQBE X£ yovva, 

oi|acJVT] be bebr\e, beb&KQvvxai be naqeuxi, 

aiiiaxt 5' iqqdbaxai xolxoi KaAai x£ [a£cr6&[aai-
e\fc(bAcov be nAeov TCQOQVQOV, rcAeir) 6£ KalauAr), 
i£|a£vcov "EQ£|36CT&£ vnb Coc^ov- r]£Aiog be. 

ovqavov e.£,an6AooAe, KOKT} b' enibebQo^xev axAvc;. 

And now they laughed, but with jaws not their own, and they ate meat 
defiled with blood. Their eyes filled with tears, and their hearts turned to 
lament. And among them spoke god-like Theoclymenus. "O wretched 
men, what is this awful thing you suffer? Your heads and faces and knees 
beneath are all wrapped up in night, and lament overtakes you, and your 
cheeks are tear-stained, and the walls and the beautiful pillar bases are 
spattered with blood. The forecourt is full, full too is the inner court, of 
shades making for the shadows, seeking Erebos. And the sun has 
disappeared from the sky, and an evil mist has encircled you." 
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While the opening lines clearly recall the gruesome omens on Thrinakia, the emphasis on 

blood and darkness here is also reminiscent of the gore in Polyphemus' cave; this time, 

however, it is the imagined gore and blood spilled by Odysseus' soon to be victims instead of 

the life blood of his companions in Polyphemus' cave. 

Finally, in the case of Antinous, Odysseus' first kill, the blood that flows from his 

nostrils is described with an adjective dv&QO|a£0<; 'of man, human'(22.19) that is used only 

four times in the Odyssey; the other three occurrences are all applied to Polyphemus' meals 

of man-flesh (9.297, 347, 374).107 Odysseus' first victim, then, is connected semantically 

with the Cyclops' victims, which suggests that the type of slaughter that is to ensue will be as 

bloody and inexorable as Polyphemus'. 

Savagery/Brutality 

Polyphemus summarily rejects Odysseus' plea for mercy, saying he would not spare 

Odysseus or his companions in order to avoid the wrath of Zeus, but only if he himself wills 

it (9.277-8: ou&' dv eyco Atog £X.9oc; dA£ud|a£vo<; 7T£cbi&ot|ar|v / oi)x£ oev ouG' 

ffiThe connection between Odysseus' companions and the suitors is already drawn in the poem's first book. In 

the proem, for example, Odysseus' companions are said to have died because of their own folly, that is, that they 

ate the cattle of the sun (1.7-9). When we first encounter the suitors, we are told that they are sitting on the skins 

of the cattle of Odysseus that they themselves have slaughtered (1.106-8). 
107 Said (1979) 40-1 and Reece (1993) 174-5 both discuss this connection but to make a different point: that the 

poet is linking the punishment visited upon the suitors with that applied to Polyphemus. 



exdgcov, £i jaf] QV\JLOC, \JLE KeAeuoi, "I would not spare, not even to avoid the hostility of 

Zeus, either you or your companions, unless my heart so bid me"). When Leodes, whom 

even the narrator sympathetically describes as disgusted with the other suitors' reckless acts 

(dTaaGaAiai [21.146-7]), begs for mercy, Odysseus' reply is pitiless and terse. He asserts 

that Leodes, as the suitors' prophet, probably prayed for his death, and, without further ado, 

cuts off Leodes' head (22.321-5).1C8 Likewise, when Eurymachus makes an offer of 

compensation for wrongs done, Odysseus rejects this offer out of hand, only accepting death 

as compensation (22.61-4: EuQU|aax', ou5' el jaoi naxgcoia ndvx' dnobolxe, / oooa xe 

vOv u|a|a' ecru KCU a 7to8£V aAA' enidelxe, / ovbi K£v ON; ETL X£LQ<*<; £|adc; Arj^aifii 

cpovcno, / TIQLV ndoav [i\r\axf\qac, vnEQ^aoir[v d7xoT£laaL, "Eurymachus, not even if 

you give back to me all your inheritance, as much you now have and even if you add others 

from elsewhere, not even so would I cease my hands from slaughter before you suitors pay 

back all your wrongdoings"). Moreover, knowing full well that his slaughter of the suitors 

will precipitate reprisals,109 Odysseus nevertheless carries out his wishes and even takes on 

the assembled Ithacans, his own people, and is narrowly dissuaded from killing them all (icai 

vu KE bi] ndvxac oAeoav Kai 8fjKav avooxovc / el \xr) 'AQr\vair\, KOVQT\ Aide, 

1(BNote the parallel here between Odysseus' original warning conversations with the suitors and later his attitude 

of mercilessness toward Eurymachus and Leodes. 
ffiIn his discussion with Athena he cannot sleep because he is worried about how he will escape the wrath of the 

suitors' family and friends (20.36-43) 
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atyioxoio, / f\voEV cbanrfj, Kaxa 5' EOXEGE Aaov anavxa, "And now they would have 

destroyed them all and kept them from returning home, if Athena, the daughter of aegis-

bearing Zeus, had not shouted aloud, and checked all the people." [24.528-30]).uo 

Polyphemus' gruesome meal preparations (9.288-93, 311, 344) also find an echo in 

Odysseus' and his allies' treatment of the unfaithful maids and the cruel goatherd Melanthius. 

Odysseus, for example, instructs Telemachus, Philoetius, and Eumaeus to kill the maids by 

hacking them with swords until they die and forget the sex that they had had with the suitors 

in secret (22.440-5). So, too, is Melanthius dealt with savagely. During the battle with the 

suitors, Odysseus instructs Philoetius and Eumaeus to bind Melanthius with a rope, hoist him 

up a column till he hits the rafters, and leave him to dangle in pain (22.172-77). In the 

aftermath of the slaughter, we are told that in their anger they (presumably Telemachus, 

Philoetius, and Eumaeus) mutilate111 his body (22.474-7): 

£K o£ MeAdvOtov fjyov dva TTQOQVQOV t£ KXXI ai)Ar)v 

TOO 5' and [aev plvdq %e Km ovaxa vrjAa yaAKO) 

Td[avov [xr]bEd x' iieqvoav, KVOIV d)[id bdoaoQau 

X^dc, x' f]&£ nobac, KOTIXOV K£KOTT]6TI 0i)|ucp 

They led Melanthius out the door and into the courtyard. They cutoff his 
nose and ears with pitiless bronze and ripped his genitals out and gave them 

mCompare also 24.542-5: Sioyevei; AaeQTidSr], noAv[xr\xav' O&uacreO, / laxeo, navt bi veiKO? 

6|aoii'ou TtToAsjaoio, / [xr\ rajg TOI KQovi6r]g KexoAwcre'cai euQuona Zeug. / cbc, cj)dx' 'A8Tjvair|, 6 5' 

£7t£i0£TO, X«IQ£ 0£ Qv\lCp. 

111 It is unclear whether they are mutilating his corpse, or whether they are torturing and killing him. See 

Fernandez-Galliano (1992) 304-5 for comment on the ambiguity of these lines. 



to the dogs to eat raw, and they chopped off his hands and feet m their great 
anger. 

Melanthius suffers the very fate with which Antinous first threatened the beggar Irus (18.83-

87): "2 

al Kev & ouxoc VIKT|OT] KQEUJOCOV X£ yevrjTai, 
n£\xtyco & f\nE\Qovbe, (3aAd>v £v vrjt (aeAaivrj, 
£tc "Ex£xov |3aaiAf|a, (3QOTCOV br\Ax]\xova rcavxarv, 
6c K' and piva xd|arjcri Kai ovaxa vr)A£t X«AKO) 

\xrfiea x' eHeovoac, ocorj KUCTLV cbfaa bdoaoQai 

If he defeats you and proves himself stronger, I will throw you into a black 
ship and send you off to the mainland, to king Echetus, the destroyer of all 
mortal men, who will cut off your nose and ears with pitiless bronze and 
rip out your genitals and feed them raw to the dogs. 

The language used to describe the mutilation done to Melanthius is worded very similarly to 

the earlier threat of what Echetus would do to anyone who comes under his control. It is no 

accident that, though Antinous threatens to send the beggar off to Echetus ("the destroyer of 

all men," (3QOXCOV 5r]Ar||aova rcavxarv), it is Odysseus who actually proves to be the 

destroyer of men in Ithaca, overseeing, as he does, the total destruction of the suitors and 

even the gruesome deaths of the maids and Melanthius.113 

Antinous later threatens Odysseus with the nearly the same consequences in his story of the fate of Eurytion 

(21.288-310). 
m While Odysseus does not take a direct part in the death of the maidens or in the mutilation of Melanthius, he 

does give the orders that end in the death of both. For more on the mutilation of Melanthius and the death of the 

maids, see chapter three below. 

file:///xrfiea
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If we recall here Theoclymenus' prophecy and its emphasis on darkness and death, it 

may not be too far-fetched to suggest that Odysseus' house has become an entranceway to 

the underworld. The adoption of Echetus' practices further emphasizes this link with the 

underworld, for Echetus' name may have some connection with infernal regions. Besides the 

transparent meaning 'Holder', at least one scholar has suggested that this character may 

represent a popular folktale ogre, a kind of troll or underground demon.114 This connection 

with Hades suggested by Echetus is further buttressed by Theoclymenus' prophecy, which 

emphasizes the darkness and lamentation of Odysseus' house, a sort of antechamber to the 

next world. Compare Theoclymenus' words cited above, for example, with the following 

lines from the Nekyia (11.14-9): 

£v0a &£ Ki|a|a£Q{a)V av&Qcov bf\\JLOC, xe noAig re, 

rjgpi Kai v£cj)£Ar] K£KaAu[a|U£voi- ovbe nox avxovc, 

HJAtoc cjxx£8a)v KaxabiqKexai aKTivfomv, 
ou0' bnox' av oxeixr\oi node, ovgavbv doxEQoevxa, 

ovQ' ox av aif; £7x1 yalav an' ovoavoQev nQoxQanr\xaL, 

aAA' £7x1 vuE 6Aof] xexaxai o£iAoiai [3ooTotcri 

And there is the land and city of Cimmerian men, covered up in mist and 
cloud. Never once does bright Helios look down upon them with his rays, 
neither when he goes up to the starry heaven, nor when he turns earthward 
from the sky, but deathly night is stretched across wretched mortals there. 

Fernandez-Galiano (1992) 181 on lines 21.299-304. 
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In both scenes men are covered in night and darkness; they are described as wretched mortals, 

on whom the sun ceases to shine. This recalls the darkness115 and brutality of the cave of the 

Cyclops, who fully intended to spare no one, eating Nobody himself last of all (9.369-70). 

Differences and Interpretation 

Now that we have reviewed some of the many parallels of situation, behavior, 

imagery, and language shared by Odysseus and Polyphemus, how do we account for them? 

Clearly, despite the many similarities between the two characters, Odysseus does not become 

a Cyclops in Ithaca. The differences between them are numerous. Odysseus, for one, finally 

does relent and intentionally chooses not to kill all his enemies. He does not actually eat his 

victims. While the suitors are certainly not all bad and do not all deserve the death that they 

receive, Odysseus does, in confronting them, attempt to right a manifest injustice; 

Polyphemus' actions, on the other hand, have nothing to do with justice. Odysseus also 

gives his enemies warnings and a chance either to leave or to reform their behavior. And 

while Odysseus surely is like Polyphemus in his sheer size and strength in comparison to the 

suitors, he greatly differs with his former opponent in the employment of cunning. The poet 

humorously points out Polyphemus' mental hebetude in those moments when he attempts to 

115 While the darkness of the cave is not directly mentioned, Polyphemus' fire (9.251: KCU TOTE TXVQ dveKcue 

ical tioibev, EIQETO 6' fj|a£ag), which he did not kindle for cooking, is what alerts the Cyclops to the presence 

of the intruders. 
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outwit Odysseus (9.282-3,402-14,440-3). The suitors, on the other hand, face in Odysseus 

an opponent who is not only very powerful but also exceedingly clever, an enemy of the 

worst kind. Thus Odysseus is able, through the use of both bie and metis to do that which 

Polyphemus could not: avenge the harm done him by his enemies. It is only through this 

combination, then, of cleverness and physical strength and violence that Odysseus can 

overcome his enemies. 

This brings us to yet another question: why it is important that Odysseus exhibit both 

cunning and might? The answer we suggested at the beginning of this chapter, following 

Edwards' lead, is that this synthesis of metis and bie is employed by the Odyssey poet to 

claim for his hero primacy over Achilles and, thus, the rightful title of 'Best of the Achaeans'. 

But why connect this synthesis of metis and Cyclopean bie to the Achilles vs. Odysseus 

theme in the first place? A review of the portrayal of Achilles in the Odyssey will illustrate 

how the themes of Achilles and Polyphemus and Odysseus are interwoven by the poet. 

Achilles in the Odyssey 

The most explicit depiction of the two heroes in direct conflict is Demodocus' first 

song (8.73-82), in which Achilles and Odysseus, who are described as the best of the 

Achaeans, are said to have quarrelled (vgucoc 'OSwofpc Kai IIr|A£t5£cu 'AxiAfjoc / coc, 

note 5r)QiaavTo decoy iv baixi QaAeir] / EKnayAoia' eneeoaiv, avaE, 5' avbgcov 



' Aya|U£|avarv / x«iQ£ VOC-J, 6 x' aptcrcoi 'Axatcov 6T]QLO<X>VTO, "[He sang] of the quarrel 

of Odysseus and Achilles, son of Peleus, how they once exchanged harsh words at a fine 

banquet of the gods, and the lord of men Agamemnon rejoiced in his heart since the 'Best of 

the Achaeans' were quarrelling" [8.75-8]). It is clear from the passage that a conflict is 

present, but the cause of contention is unnamed; however, the scholia to this passage suggest 

that the disagreement was over the best means of sacking Troy: Achilles championing He, 

Odysseus metis.116 This brief scene, then, that shares many features of vocabulary and 

language with the opening of the Iliad, may attest to an alternative epic tradition in which not 

Agamemnon but Odysseus was pitted against Achilles. Homer's audience, then, would need 

no comment on the quarrel's content.117 

Though it is true that the substance of their quarrel is not explicitly mentioned, the 

content of Demodocus' following two songs, both of which emphasize the superiority of 

metis, appears to support the observations of the scholia. The bard's second performance is 

about Ares and Aphrodite who are literally 'caught' in bed by Hephaestus. This story is 

11 Dindorff (1855) vol. 1,362 (B.E. scholia: Kai 6 |aev AXIAAEIK; eAeyE Si' avSqeiav aAcJvai TO "IAiov, 6 

be 'Obvooevc, Sia nr|x«vfjc K a i 4>QOVT1o'£C0C^; N a 8 v (1979) 15-25,45-6; Clay (1983) 96-112. 
117 Or, as Clay (1983) 102 puts it, this song of Demodocus' refers not to any real poem or even poetic tradition 

but presents the Iliad through the lens of the Odyssey poet, whose hero is Odysseus, not Achilles. This 

interpretation is also taken up by Edwards (1985) 69, who describes the Odyssey poet's stance toward the Iliad 

as one of cunning: "It lays a verbal, poetic ambush for Achilles and the tradition which promotes him as an 

ethical and spiritual model." For the view that the Odyssey poet simplifies Achilles' character in order to 

highlight his hero's accomplishments, see King (1987) 45-9. Wilson (2005) 16-17 argues similarly on the 

relation of Achilles to Odysseus in the Odyssey. 
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replete with the vocabulary of cunning and skill. For example, Hephaestus' net is called a 

66Ao<; at least three times (276,282,317), it is also called clever (boAoevxa, 281), 

Hephaestus himself is termed KAUTOT£XVT]V (286), his net is described as full of skill 

(5ea|uoi / T£XVT]£VT£<; 296-7), and Hephaestus is given the eptithet rcoAucbQovoc;, 

'ingenious', T£x.vac; eioogocooi noAucbQOvcx; 'Hcjxucrcoio (327), which epithet, in fact, 

he shares solely with Odysseus (1.83,14.424,20.239,329,21.204).118 

Demodocus' third song once again returns us to the topic of the Trojan war, 

specifically the wooden horse (8.499-520), the very means by which Odysseus' metis 

overcame the impregnable city of Troy. If this is indeed what Achilles and Odysseus' 

quarrel was about, then the poet cleverly reminds us whose position on taking Troy was 

successful. The first song sung by Demodocus, then, sets out the paradigm of metis vs. bie as 

represented by the struggle between Achilles and Odysseus, while the next two songs argue 

for the priority of metis. 

There are two additional places in the Odyssey in which Achilles is prominently 

featured, the two Nekyia scenes from books 11 and 24. In the first and most famous scene 

118 For more on the connection between the song of Ares and Aphrodite and the larger plot of the poem, see 

Rose's (1969a) dissertation on this topic. Burkert (1960) 130-44 also discusses this episode in his attempt to 

show how it is integral to the many themes of the larger poem: the victory of cleverness over nature. Burkert 

uses this episode to explain what he believes is a unique development of the Odyssey poet, namely a separation 

of the burlesque presentation of the gods from the morally 'pure' Zeus, who takes no noticeable part in this 

humorous scene. 
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Odysseus meets Achilles among a group of Iliadic all-stars, a sort of who's who list of Trojan 

war heroes: Agamemnon, Patroclus, Ajax, and Antilochus. Edwards has done much to 

elucidate these two encounters between Odysseus and Achilles. He notes that the very first 

words that Achilles uses to address Odysseus betray a competitive attitude towards the latter 

(11.473-6):119 

5ioy£V£<; AaEQTid&r], noAv\xr\X(xv' Obvooev, 
Q-X£TAL£, T17IT1 £TL |a£iCov £vl cbQ£aL \xf\OEai £Qyov; 
ncoc £xAr|c vA'io6cr&£ KaT£A0£|aev, k\9a xe VEKQOL 

dcj)Qa&££<; vaiouci, |3QOTCI)V d&coAa Ka|aovTcov; 

Zeus born, son of Laertes, much-resourceful Odysseus, what bolder deed still, 
stubborn as you are, will you contrive? How did you dare to come down to 
Hades, where witless corpses dwell, the shadows of dead men? 

Note especially the begrudging tone in O~X£TAI£ and almost exasperated amazement in the 

phrase ncoc, £xAr|g. Achilles' choice of words betrays an irritation that this former rival of 

his has pursued him even into the depths of Hades. 

After Odysseus' brief attempt at assuaging Achilles' feelings, Achilles' response is 

once again hostile and extreme as he warns Odysseus not to talk to him about death. 

Achilles even renounces his own heroic death as now meaningless, preferring to be a thete on 

earth to a king among the dead (11.488-91). And his questions concerning his father and his 

son reveal, in part, why he is disenchanted with a warrior's kleos (11.492-503). He focuses 

Edwards (1985) 49-50. 

file:///xf/OEai


mostly on his father, expressing his anxiety over Peleus' vulnerability to his enemies without 

his famous son's might there to protect him. Moreover, despite the fact that he is elated at 

the news of Neoptolemus' heroic exploits (11.538-40), his disavowal of Iliadic kleos and his 

longing for even a servant's life should not be overlooked. And Odysseus' manipulation of 

IT) 

Achilles by choosing to dispense with the topic of Peleus and to focus on Neoptolemus is 

key. As Edward notes: "In his second speech, Odysseus presents a Neoptolemus who equals 

the achievement of his father as a spearfighter, but submits to Odysseus as his mentor." In 

other words, while Neoptolemus is a glorious fighter like his father, he nevertheless is 

inferior in counsel to Odysseus, to whom he looks for the signal to leave the wooden horse; 

and it is the latter who brings him to Troy (1.1.505-37). More importantly still, Achilles' 

anxiety over his father and son suggests a comparison with the fate of Odysseus. For 

Odysseus will, unlike Achilles, return home, even from Hades, and be able both to enjoy the 

presence of his son and his father and to ensure his father's safety; in fact, in the poem's final 

scenes all three are arrayed together against the people of Ithaca (24.513-5). 

The importance of Achilles in the second Nekyia lies both in the content of his 

conversation and in the position of this conversation in the narrative. When we encounter 

him this second time, he is talking to Agamemnon about his own funeral at Troy. On the 

w Achilles specifically asks about both his son and his father (11.492-503), focusing the majority of his thoughts 

on his father's condition. 
0Edwards(1985)65. 
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surface of things, his appearance here seems loosely connected at best with the death of the 

suitors. The motive for Agamemnon's presence is much more explicit: his nostos and 

murder offers a clear point of contrast with Odysseus and Penelope, emphasizing the degree 

to which this couple has excelled even the great Agamemnon and his unfaithful wife 

Clytemnestra. His sad and most pitiable death at the hands of his wife is mentioned 

specifically by Achilles (24.24-34), a point Agamemnon repeats again in his conversation 

with the shades of the suitors and draws a direct parallel between Clytemnestra and Penelope, 

praising the latter, and cursing the former (24.192-202). 

In both Nekyia scenes Agamemnon and Achilles are the only Trojan war heroes to 

have speaking parts, and both characters were the prime contenders in the Iliad for the title of 

'Best of the Achaeans'. The poet then invites us to compare the fates of these two heroes 

with Odysseus.122 Agamemnon is clearly bested: a failed Odysseus who, though he makes it 

home successfully, is killed at a banquet in his own palace. Again, the comparison with 

Odysseus is clearly made by Agamemnon himself (24.192-202). As for Achilles, he receives 

an encomium from Agamemnon that is remarkable for its length and detail (about sixty lines), 

which glorifies Achilles' life and death, and claims for Achilles an eternal KAEOC, £O~9A6V 

(24.35-97). Despite this lengthy praise of Achilles, the entire discussion is framed on both 

m See, for example, King's (1987) 45-9 succinct discussion of the comparison of the three heroes, with Odysseus 

enjoying preeminence; compare also de Jong (2001) 4 and 565-7. 
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sides by the appearance of the suitors in Hades. This lends the scene between Agamemnon 

and Achilles a digressive quality. In other words, the results of Odysseus' aristeia with the 

suitors frame this important scene. Indeed, as soon as Agamemnon hears Amphimedon's 

tale of the mnesterophonia, he launches into an ebullient hymn of praise for both Odysseus 

and Penelope. We have here, then, in a very short space and in the same scene, praise of 

both Achilles and Odysseus. It is this juxtaposition of Achilles' claim to fame with 

Odysseus' that invites us to compare the two heroes. 

Agamemnon's form of address to each hero further strengthens the point of 

comparison: each speech opens with the same honorific adjective followed by each hero's 

father's name, and ends with an epithet particularly appropriate to each in this context: 6A|3ie 

IlrjAeoc; uii, Qeoic, enieiKEA' AxiAAeu (24.36) and 6A(3LE AaeQxao nai, rcoAu|ar)xav' 

'Obvooev (24.192).m Achilles is truly god-like, for even the gods were present at his 

funeral; and Odysseus is certainly a man of many devices, for he just defeated the suitors 

with his cunning plans. They are both blessed, but Achilles remains in the underworld while 

Odysseus is in the very process of winning back his kingdom and ensuring a peaceful old age 

and a secure throne for himself, his wife, and his son. His kleos, too, just as Achilles', albeit 

shared with Penelope, will never perish but form the stuff of song for generations to come 

(24.196-8). Odysseus, then, not only achieves the KAEOC, dc]50tTOV of Achilles, but also the 

BHeubeck (1992) 380. 



vocrxcx; that was denied to both Agamemnon and Achilles. And, thus, it is apparent that the 

stories of Agamemnon and Achilles are included, in part, to further emphasize Odysseus' 

accomplishments: he succeeds where the other two fail. 

There are still other indications in the text that lead us to compare Achilles and 

Odysseus. One has to do with a phenomenon known as omophagia, or the eating of raw 

flesh.124 As noted above, the Cyclops is most horrifying to Odysseus and his men for this 

very reason. It is true that if he cooked Odysseus' companions, they still would have been 

terrified, but the image of Polyphemus devouring the men raw certainly emphasizes his 

cruelty and savagery, and renders his defeat at the hands of Odysseus all the more 

remarkable. Though this trait of the Cyclops is a clear indication of his savagery and 

barbarity, he shares this attribute with both Achilles and Odysseus. 

In one of the most memorable scenes from the Iliad, Achilles answers the dying 

Hector's plea for a proper burial with this caustic rejection (22.345-7): 

[xr\ ja£ KUOV youvwv youvdCeo \xf\ be TOKT\COV 

al ydq ncoc, auxov |ae |u£voc; Kai 8u|aog a\r\r\ 

cb^' d7TOxa|Liv6|a£vov Kpea £&|a£vau ola eoQ-yac, 

Don't, you dog, supplicate me by my knees nor by my parents. Would that 
somehow my might and my heart would drive me to cut you up and eat you 
raw! Such wrong you have done me! 

For a discussion of the link between destructive bie and omophagia, see Wilson (2002) 238-48. 



Though Achilles does not actually eat Hector raw, he does go on to mutilate his body in 

direct disregard of human convention (24.39-54,113-19). At Patroclus' funeral, he also 

sacrifices twelve Trojan youths on the pyre (23.175-6). ̂  Hecuba refers once to Achilles as 

an omestes man (24.27).m 

As we saw earlier, Odysseus' treatment of the suitors had been described by the 

narrator and by Odysseus himself with language that emphasized his own savagery. While 

he represents the forces of culture and civilization in his encounter with the Cyclops, among 

the suitors he takes on much of his former adversary's ruthlessness. This is most evident in 

the treatment of the goat herd Melanthius. Though Odysseus himself does not mutilate 

Melanthius, his minions do. And this act of theirs, the feeding of Melanthius' genitals to the 

dogs, is a violent and even cannibalistic act. Even if we grant our hero some pardon here 

since he himself did not participate in this mutilation, his treatment of the suitors was 

certainly savage. The several lion similes discussed above that referred to the suitors as prey 

and Odysseus as predator further link Odysseus to the bestial realm. And, as we also noted 

The narrator describes his action thus: Kaica be cf>Q£cri |ar)6£xo e.Qja. 
m She herself, at 24.212-3, says that she would eat Achilles' liver in requital for his treatment of Hector. 

Otherwise, reference to the eating of raw flesh is very rare in the Iliad, and with one exception is only applied to 

animals. That exception is Hera's outrage toward the Trojans (4.34-6). Segal (1974) 298, notes that this word 

(omestes) is reserved elsewhere only for "lions or fish that devour human bodies," and he observes that when it is 

"applied to humans it marks a special intensity of hatred exceeding civilized limits." 
127 Said (1979) 27 on this passage comments that dogs are inherently linked with their masters and that this action 

is a sort of cannibalism. For another discussion of dogs in relation to men (especially with reference to nature vs. 

culture themes) and for the term 'vicarious cannibalism', see Redfield (1975) 193-99. 
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above, while Odysseus is walking among the corpses of the dead men, he is described in a 

simile as a blood-spattered lion who has just eaten an ox, a comparison applied in the 

Odyssey only to one other character, Polyphemus (9.291-3). In the lines that immediately 

follow this simile, there is also a very grim depiction of Odysseus walking among the 

sprawled bodies of the suitors to ensure that none have escaped death, a scene which further 

develops Odysseus' animal-like savagery (22.381-2). 

Again, though Odysseus and Achilles do not actually eat raw human flesh as 

Polyphemus does, the linking of this theme with both heroes indicates the degree to which 

they have removed themselves from the usual order of things. The threat of the breakdown 

between the spheres of the human and the bestial128 connects them to Polyphemus, who 

embodies this very combination of uncivilized and human features. 

The second answer to our question of why we should connect the 

Odysseus/Polphemus complex with the Odysseus/Achilles conflict lies in the organization of 

material. The themes of metis and bie that inform the Cyclopeia and reappear in the 

slaughter of the suitors are inextricably linked with the appearances of Achilles in the 

Odyssey. 

See Segal (1974), especially 298-9. 

Segal (1974) 299-300. 
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Demodocus' first song (8.73-82), as we saw above, in which Achilles and Odysseus, 

described as the best of the Achaeans, are said to be quarrelling, appears to propose an 

argument on the subject of metis vs. bie. Demodocus' next two songs embody this very 

theme, with his final song (8.499-520) about the wooden horse proving that Odysseus' 

choice of strategy was, in the end, the right one. It is in this context, one replete with themes 

of metis vs. bie, that the tale of the Cyclops (most of Book 9) follows almost immediately. 

Likewise, at the climax of the adventure stories, the first Nekyia (Book Eleven), Odysseus 

himself meets Achilles in the underworld. Thus, the appearances/mentions of Achilles in the 

first half of the Odyssey frame the Cyclopeia. 

In the poem's latter half a similar interweaving occurs. Nearly all the parallels 

between Odysseus and Polyphemus occur immediately before, during, or immediately after 

the mnesterophonia (that is, Books 20-22). Achilles reappears in the second Nekyia 

(beginning of Book 24), in the presence of the recently slaughtered suitors. Thus, Achilles' 

appearance with them in Hades links him once again with the Odysseus/Polyphemus 

complex. This nexus of narrative and theme, then, is a strong argument for reading 

Odysseus' adoption of Cyclopean bie as one more expression of the poet's desire to 

demonstrate his hero's superiority over Achilles. 
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Odysseus' Achillean Attributes 

An additional feature that invites us to compare Odysseus and Achilles is the 

former's adoption of Achillean attributes in Ithaca on both the level of vocabulary and action. 

The phrase cheiras aaptous 'irresistible hands' which was mentioned above links Odysseus 

and Achilles, This phrase occurs eight times in the Iliad and three times in the Odyssey. In 

the latter, it is applied once to Achilles (11.502) and twice to Odysseus (22.70, 248). 

Edwards notes that in the Iliad this phrase is reserved almost exclusively for a man fighting 

as a promos oner and often in an aristeia. From this fact, he argues that Achilles' use of the 

phrase in the Odyssey is an expression of that hero's wish for one last aristeia, the very 

means by which he has always received kleos in the capacity of a promos aner. 13° But, 

ironically, it is Odysseus who is given that honor by the poet. 

There are several scenes in the Odyssey in which Odysseus' actions and speech 

appear to allude to passages from the Iliad. Compare, for example, Odysseus' response to 

Eurymachus' offer of compensation with Achilles' reply to Agamemnon's offer in the 

embassy scene from book 9: 

xov 5' &Q' vnobga L5d)v nqooetyr] noAv[xr]xic, 'Obvooexx;-

EuQU|aax', ovb' el jaoi naiQoSia ndvx' dnobolxe, 
ooaa x£ vuv i)\x\x' eoxl Km E! nodev dAA' emQelxe, 

ovbi KEV (be, £TL xE{QaS £^«c; Arj^aijai dxyvoto, 
TXQIV ndoav \xvr\oxf\Qac, urc£Q(3acrir)v dnoxelaai (Od. 22.60-7) 

Edwards (1985) 58-9. 

file:///xvr/oxf/Qac
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Wiley Odysseus scowled at him and said: "Eurymachus, not even if you gave 
to me all your paternal inheritance, as much as you now possess and whatever 
else you might add to it from elsewhere, not even so would I stop my hands 
from killing until you suitors pay back your wrongdoing in full." 

Compare this to Achilles' response to Agamemnon's ambassadors (//. 9.379-80, 386-7): 

ou5' ei (aot beviaKic, XE Kal ebcocrdKu; xocra boir\ 

oooa TE oi vuv ecrxi, Kal EI 7io0ev aAAa yfivoixo, 
* * * 

ovbe KEV dx; £xt Oujaov £|aov 7T£LCT£I' 'Aya^xiyivcov 

TCQLV y' and naoav £|aoi bo\xe\ai Qv\uxAy£a Acu(3r)v. 

Not even if he should give to me ten times, even twenty times as much as he 
now offers, and even if there be more that comes to him from elsewhere... 
not even so would Agamemnon persuade my mind until he first pays back to 
me all his heart biting disgrace. 

While Achilles' sentiments are given much greater treatment and his rejection of 

Agamemnon's offer is quite lengthy, Odysseus' response to Eurymachus resembles Achilles' 

famous words, employing similar phrases, the same rhetorical progression (not even if you 

offered X and Y and added Z, would I . . . ) , and the same final insistence on retribution.131 

Odysseus' words here are also reminiscent of Achilles' comments to the dying Hector 

(22.344-5, 349-52): 

Tov &' ag' vnobqa Ibdrv nQOoxcJrr] nobac, COKVC, 'AxiAAeug-
\JLV\ |a£ KUOV youvarv youvdCfio |af] &£ xoKfjarv-... 
ovb' £LK£V &£KdKig T£ Kai £iKoaivr|Qix' cmoiva 
crxrjcrwa' £v6d5' ayovx£<;, vnooxcovxai be Kai aAAa, 

See also Schein (1999) 352-6 and Wilson (2002) 248 for a discussion of the similarities between these two 

passages. 
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ou6' el Kev o' auxov XQvoty igvoaodai dvaryoi 
AaQ6avi5r|g Tlqia^xoc,... 

Swift-footed Achilles scowled and said to him: "Don't, you dog, supplicate 
me nor appeal to my parents.... Not even if they gathered and set up here 
ten, even twenty times the ransom, and promised still more, not even if 
Dardanian Priam ordered to pay your weight out in gold... 

Finally, when Odysseus is pursuing the Ithacans, whom Athena's sudden appearance 

has sent into headlong flight, it is the goddess herself who must stop Odysseus from 

destroying all his own countrymen (24.526-48). This recalls an equally important scene in 

the Iliad in which Athena stops Achilles from killing Agamemnon (1.188-222). It is after all 

a result of this quarrel that Achilles is partly responsible for the countless deaths that ensue 

among the Greek forces at Troy. In other words, Odysseus in the last few lines of the poem 

is coming dangerously close to becoming an Achilles, and is only stopped by Athena's 

warning. Odysseus finally does relent, recalling his former self-restraint, brought on by none 

other than the very same goddess of good counsel. 

In addition to inviting the audience to compare the two heroes, Odysseus' adoption of 

Achillean behaviors and attitudes in Ithaca also underscores the dangers associated with the 

employment of brute force. While Odysseus certainly must regain control of his household 



and his kingdom, the means of accomplishing such a task also threaten to undermine the very 

thing that the hero wishes to establish: a peaceful kingdom.132 

Conclusion 

As we have seen, then, the poet, since he endows Odysseus in the Ithacan sequence 

with Cyclopean and Iliadic characteristics, while also granting him his usual metis, does not 

simply argue for the priority of metis over bie. Odysseus' superiority over Achilles, in fact, 

lies in his capacity to employ both qualities equally. In other words, it is not simply a matter 

of brain vs. brawn. Odysseus' ambidexterity, so to speak, is neatly summed up in these lines 

from the Iliad (11.5-9): 

O~TT) 5' in' 'OSuo-Q-fpc; |a£YaKr|T£'t vrfi jaeAaivr], 

f\ 6' £v \xeoodx(j^ £OK£ y£ycov£|a£v d|acboT£Qa)a£, 

r)|u£v en' AlavTcx; KAiaiac; T£Aa|uarvia5ao 

r)5' en' 'AxiAAfjog TOL 6' iojaxa vf\ac eioac, 

eiqvoav, r\voqir\ nicruvoiKalKaqrelyeiocbv-

[Hera] stood on Odysseus' black, wide-bellied ship, which was in the very 
middle, to shout out to both sides, both to the huts of Ajax, son of Telamon, 
and to that of Achilles, for they had beached their well-balanced ships at 
either end, trusting in their manliness and in the might of their hands. 

As Cook (1995) 152 puts it, 'The Odyssey affirms that the very qualities which make heroism possible 

inherently threaten the social order, even as they are used to punish the suitors for their crimes against it. ... The 

Odyssey does not shrink from dramatizing the paradox of cultural foundation: as Odysseus restores order he 

becomes assimilated to the forces of disorder." 
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Both Ajax and Achilles take the outer positions, presumably the more open to attack, 

precisely because they trust in their physical prowress. Odysseus, on the other hand, 

assumes the middle position, one which could be considered less heroic but perhaps more 

emblematic of his avoidance of extremes, a hero more fully integrated and in tune with the 

troops. 

For an interpretation of Odysseus' place in the Catalogue of Ships and in the arrangement of the ships at Troy, 

see Clay (1999a) 363-7. While I agree with Clay's reading of the significance of this passage, I would add that 

the position of the passage in the Iliad's narrative also contributes to such a reading. There are two parallel 

scenes that frame the embassy to Achilles in Book 9 and the Doloneia in Book 10: 8.222-6 and 11.5-9. In the 

first, Hera motivates Agamemnon to rouse the troops, which he does from the prow of Odysseus' ship; in the 

second, quoted above, Eris lands on Odysseus' ship immediately after the Doloneia, a scene in which Odysseus' 

metis receives special notice. It is perhaps noteworthy that Diomedes carries out the violent activity (bie) in the 

Doloneia, while Odysseus plays the role of adviser and planner of events (metis); in other words, the Doloneia 

can be seen as a dramatic enactment of metis working with bie. Additionally, since Diomedes is an ersatz 

Achilles in this portion of the Iliad, his co-operation with Odysseus perhaps highlights the failure of 

Agamemnon to effectively employ Achilles in this war against the Trojans. Moreover, the position of Odysseus' 

ship on the shores of Troy mirrors the position that the Doloneia takes in the narrative. That is, the Doloneia 

immediately follows the failed embassy to Achilles (Book 9) and immediately precedes the aristeia of 

Agamemnon (Book 11), two heroes in this poem who lay claim to the title of 'Best of the Achaeans'. Perhaps 

this suggests that the pair Odysseus/Diomedes, the combined operation of metis and bie, would be a better choice 

to lead the war against the Trojans. Moreover, each time that Achilles and Agamemnon either quarrel or attempt 

to reconcile, Odysseus can be found in their midst as a kind of mediator. In addition to the example from Books 

9-11 discussed above, after the assembly has been dismissed in Book 1 and Agamemnon is about to send his 

men to take Briseis, Odysseus is the one who escorts Chryseis to Chryses and ends the plague. That scene is 

immediately followed by Achilles' withdrawal to the shore and his interview with Thetis. Thus, Odysseus' 

useful trip interrupts the hostility of the earlier events in Book 1 and contrasts sharply with Achilles' subsequent 

prayer to Thetis for revenge. Likewise, after the death of Patroclus, when Achilles wishes to return to battle in 

Book 19, Odysseus not only ensures that Agamemnon present Achilles with Briseis and the other gifts, but he 

also argues most effectively against Achilles that the men need a break from the fighting. 
wHis argument with Achilles about the soldiers' need to eat before entering battle (19.215-37) is an excellent 

example. So, too, is his silencing of Thersites and the restraining of the troops in the Diapeira of Book 2. 
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This nexus of Achillean, Cyclopean and Odyssean themes is reiterated by the 

inclusion of details from the story of the sacking of Troy in Odysseus' return to and eventual 

reintergration with Ithaca and the Ithacans. As Demodocus' stories in Phaeacia vindicated 

Odysseus' approach to the overthrow of Troy, so the same hero, employing similar devices 

in new situations, overcomes the obstacles that beset him at home. We hear from Helen, for 

example, that Odysseus disguised himself as a beggar in order to enter Troy town and obtain 

vital information (4.244-61); in Ithaca he also takes on the role of beggar, but this time to 

enter a beseiged house, the first step in the recovery of his kingdom.135 Similarly, in the cave 

of the Cyclops, he took on an assumed name (Outis), which facilitated his escape; and in 

order to avoid that monster's clutches, he hid himself and his men under the belly of sheep 

(9.424-36). Now, in Ithaca, he calls himself Aethon and, on the night before the 

mnesterophonia when he readies himself for sleep, he lies down under the fleece of sheep 

that have been killed by the suitors (20.1-3). This detail recalls the cave of the Cyclops, but 

now instead of hiding under the ram to escape, he is literally wrapped in an emblem of the 

suitors' consumption of his goods; nevertheless he must endure the suitors' outrageous 

behavior and their sexual liaisons with his maids to ensure that he will be able to exact 

complete vengeance from them. Yet he is only able to succeed by resolutely assuming 

another persona and suffering, as at Troy and in the cave, the consequences of the adoption 

135 This parallel is already noted by the Q scholiast (Dindorff [1855] vol. 1,197). 
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of a false identity. Like Proteus, Odysseus always appears able to penetrate and escape by 

means of disguise, himself a sort of shapeshifter. Like Helen in Troy, only Penelope is able 

to cause Odysseus to reveal himself by her clever lie about their marriage bed.136 Throughout 

the poem Odysseus in propria persona is in charge of his own representation and story, but 

on that one occasion he is finally caught, like Proteus by Menelaus, and forced by Penelope 

to reveal his true self. 

By revisiting Trojan war themes in Odysseus' recovery of his home, the poet has 

brought the Trojan story full circle: the hero who brought down Troy by a ruse, regains his 

home by a ruse. While the Cyclopeia told by Odysseus and the stories about him in Troy 

(related by Helen, Menelaus, and Demodocus) set out Odysseus' claim to metis and doloi, it 

is the poem's end that highlights his bie, but a bie tempered with metis. Thus, Odysseus in 

Ithaca recalls the Cyclops, but he does not become the Cyclops. In the Cyclopeia, the 

Helen alone recognized Odysseus in Troy (4.250), and after bathing him she finally extracted from him his 

plans for taking Troy (4.251-8). Penelope's behavior at times is also reminiscent of Helen's. In fact in one 

passage (23.215-30), in an attempt to explain her own hesitation in accepting Odysseus' claim to be her husband, 

she actually exonerates Helen, saying that she would not have left her husband and home had she known that she 

would be led back home again and that so many men would die on her behalf. She had no real recourse since, 

according to Penelope, she was led on by a god. This is an implicit comparison of Helen and Penelope (Heubeck 

[1992] 337). It also reminds us that Penelope, like Helen, is the cause of the death of many men. The difference, 

of course, is that Penelope, unlike Helen, has been proved faithful, and her husband has recovered her without 

the help of an army. In fact, it is possible to see in the characters of Penelope, Clytemnestra, and Helen a pattern 

similar to that in Odysseus, Agamemnon, and Menelaus. As Odysseus wins renown for his clever homecoming 

(vs. Agamemnon's) and for his wife's fidelity (in this he more fortunate than both Agamemnon and Menelaus), 

so does Penelope stand out as exceptional when compared to the faithless Helen and the treacherous 

Clytemnestra. 
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competition was of metis vs. bie. Now, at home in Ithaca, it is metis joined with hie vs. the 

younger generation who possess neither. He recalls the Cyclopeia only to outdo it. Likewise, 

he recalls Achilles, only to outstrip him. In other words, the Achilles themes that appear in 

the Odyssey are there to remind us of the competition our hero has with the hero of the Iliad. 

But unlike Achilles, who in this poem is known simply for his glorious death and failure to 

take Troy by storm, championing only one element of the metislbie polarity, Odysseus is 

now revealed as the man who unites that apparent polarity that is nowhere more vividly 

described than in the Cyclopeia. Hence, the intertwining of the Cyclopean and Achillean 

themes. As with the comparison of Odysseus with Agamemnon and Achilles discussed 

above, where we saw that both heroes were necessary to represent the two arenas in which 

Odysseus ultimately triumphs (nostos and kleos), so, too, do Achilles and Polyphemus 

highlight two additional aspects of our hero. In a comparison with Polyphemus, Odysseus' 

cunning is clearly emphasized. But, through the use of bie, Odysseus is able to do what 

Polyphemus could not: punish his enemies. And what of Achilles? The hero represents not 

only bie in this poem but, and perhaps equally important, the rewards of kleos from a 

glorious death in battle. Achilles himself is made to undercut this type of kleos in the poem 

when he claims that it would be better to be a poor man on earth than a king in the 

underworld (11.488-91). This admission proclaims that Odysseus' successful nostos makes 

Odysseus the more blessed and ultimately a greater hero than one who dies bravely and 
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gloriously in battle. The Hiadic ideal of glory on the battlefield loses its pride of place when 

viewed from the perspective of the survivors of war. And, again, Odysseus' combination of 

cunning and force, that synthesis of bie and metis, is the winning ingredient in his eventual 

return home and defeat of the suitors and their parents. 
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Chapter Three: Odysseus and Bands of Young Men 

In the Odyssey there are from the outset numerous incidents in which groups of 

young men play an important role. These youths can be separated into three discrete units: 1) 

the companions of Odysseus, 2) young noble men in Scheria, 3) youthful suitors in Ithaca. 

Odysseus' interaction with these three groups is vital to the plot of the poem: he loses the 

first group, faces a challenge to his honor with the second, and by overcoming the third he 

clears the way for the final reintegration into his oikos and the resumption of the kingship of 

his land. These three sequences are linked together by our poet with a variety of repetitions: 

scenes, motifs, situations, attitudes, and behaviors. 

I am not the first to suggest that these three groups be compared. Horace already 

connects the three in his Epistles,w More recently at least two scholars noted the three bands 

of young men shared some similarities.138 More recently still, Bruce Louden has discussed 

some of the ways that these three groups are linked and what this connection might mean. 

While I agree with Louden's arguments for connecting the three parties, I differ in my 

137 Epistle 1.2.24-31 (cf. Louden [1999] 14, n. 65). Horace considers the Phaeacians as given over to luxury, an 

accusation already hinted at in the scholia to Odyssey 8.100 and 248; see Dickie (1983) 244 for additional 

references to the attitude of the ancients toward the Phaeacians. For a discussion of this passage in Horace see 

Mayer's (1994) commentary on this section, 115-16. While he does not include the crew of Odysseus, Rose 

(1969) 391 does see an implied comparison between the young men of Phaeacia and the suitors of Penelope, 

particularly in the use of the term hyperphialoi to describe them both. 

^Powell (1977) 33, Farron (1979-80) 87. 
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conclusions regarding the import of such a linkage.139 That is, I concur with Louden's stated 

methodology, looking at patterns of repetition and noting how the differences suggest 

questions and perhaps answers, but his interpretation of these three groups relies in the main 

on their similarities. He argues, with resort to Near Eastern parallels (principally the Sodom 

and Gomorrah story from Genesis), that all the three are linked because they are all punished 

by a divine power. That is he sees Odysseus' return and revenge on the suitors as belonging 

to another story type that features the breaking "of a divine interdiction followed by an angry 

god destroying a large population."140 Though the idea is intriguing, the Phaeacians cause 

Louden some difficulty since their fate is left uncertain in the poem, and Louden is forced to 

appeal to the Phaeacian ship that Poseidon turns into a rock (petrifying, of course, the entire 

crew) as the link that keeps these three groups and his interpretation (that each major 

sequence ends in an apocalyptic scene of divine vengeance) intact. 

In our interpretation of these three groups, what these repetitions with differences 

suggest will be our focus.141 Just as Odysseus' journey from people to people offers the 

"^Louden (1999) 14-30, 31-4,90-103. He follows Kearns (1982) 2-8 and Reece (1993) 181-7 in this theoxenic 

interpretation. 
wLouden(1999)95. 
141 That there are three groups of young men here and not four or two does not support Louden' s thesis of the 

importance of three in composition. This simply happens to be the number the poet used to makehis point on 

this particular occasion. The many couples (the most prominent are: Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, Menelaus 

and Helen, Alcinous and Arete, Hephaestus and Aphrodite) in the Odyssey that provide paradigms of 

matrimonial harmony or the lack thereof, against which Odysseus and Penelope are to be judged, make this clear. 
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audience some perspective on the variety of governments and societies available to 

mankind,m so too do these three groupings of young men afford comment on the nature of 

government and those governed: Odysseus' relationship to his men, Alcinous' to his subjects, 

and the Ithacans to the suitors and to Odysseus. Perhaps another way of putting it is that this 

poem is also a story of generational conflict and how best to handle the education of the 

young and successfully transfer power to the succeeding generation without bloodshed. 

Young men are also at a transitional point in a culture and represent a danger to the 

established order; generational conflict is inevitable, but a society and its individuals can be 

judged by the way each channels or directs those youthful energies toward a positive end or 

its opposite. The Trojan war, the many years away from Ithaca, and the long return trip 

home, all bring to the fore such issues in a rather dramatic and stark fashion, highlighting the 

very real problems that arise when men return home from a prolonged conflict. 

We will proceed topically, listing each shared element and discussing the examples. 

Finally, we will attempt an interpretation based on these shared elements, noting what is like 

and what is different and what those differences tell us. 

See, for example, Clay (1983) 125-32, Austin (1975) 132-78, and Vidal-Naquet (1996) 38-53. 
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All three groups abuse Odysseus 

From the moment we are introduced to Odysseus' companions they are uncompliant. 

On their very first stop on the return voyage home (9.39-66), intent on pillaging and pleasure 

they disregard Odysseus' advice to take the recently won booty and run. They pay dearly for 

this decision when the other Cicones rally to their defeated townsmen's aid. After several 

incidents occur, however, that call into question Odysseus' leadership skills or, at least, his 

judgment, real divisions begin to be seen between Odysseus and his men. Having suffered a 

considerable loss of comrades (Ciconeia, Cyclopeia) and most recently all of their ships and 

crew but one (Laestrygonian episode), his men begin to chafe under his command. 

While the abusiveness of the crew is largely limited to one outspoken individual, 

Eurylochus, it is clear, at least in the final incident on Thrinakia, that the other members of 

the crew share his sentiments. On the island of Aeaea, Eurylochus directly accuses Odysseus 

of poor leadership and faults him for the loss of the lives of his fellow crew members 

(10.435-7): 

cbc, rc£Q KUKACOI); £Q£,', ore oi \JLEOOCXVAOV IKOVTO 

T]|a£T£QOl ZXO.QOI, OUV 6 '6 QQCXOVC, £17X£T' 0&UCrC7£l3g' 

TOUTOU yaq Kai K£tvoi dTacr8aAirjaiv OAOVTO. 

Just like the Cyclops did when our mates entered his sheeps' pen, and with 
them went impetuous Odysseus. Those men died because of his folly. 

Here the crew does not rally behind Eurylochus, instead they side with Odysseus and plead 

with him to spare Eurylochus' life and leave him beside the ship (10.428-45). Odysseus does 

file:///jleoocxvAov
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just that, and Eurylochus, not wanting to be left alone on the beach, grudgingly follows them 

to Circe's lair. 

The most direct confrontation and one that clearly shows Odysseus' loss of command 

happens when they arrive at the island of Thrinacia (12.261ff.). Once again, Odysseus warns 

his men that they should not stop, and once again Eurylochus leads the abusive complaint 

(12.278: auxiKa 5' EUQUAOXO? aTuyepcp \x' rftxdfiexo [xvQcp), charging Odysseus with 

heartlessness and lack of concern for his men's welfare (12.279-93). This time we hear that 

not only does Eurylochus complain, but all his companions heartily agree with his rebuke 

(12.294: (be; £,dpax' EUQUAOXO?, £7X1 5' rjvsov aAAoi ETalpoi). We move, then, from 

individual complaints to corporate mutiny. 

The situation in Phaeacia, however, is quite different. Odysseus' stay there is notable 

for the generally good hospitality he receives at the hands of the Phaeacian nobles. Yet all is 

not perfect, and there is some indication early on that not all the citizens are so favorably 

disposed to visitors. First we hear from Nausicaa that Odysseus should avoid being seen 

with her for fear of meeting some of the insolent (hyperphialoi 621 A)m inhabitants of her 

m An epithet they share with Penelope's suitors and Polyphemus (9.106). For this epithet used of the suitors, see 

note 158 below. The only time in the poem that this epithet is used of a positive character is when the suitors 

express amazement and anger that Telemachus has arrived safely in Ithaca and avoided their ambush (4.663, 

16.346). This usage illustrates the importance of perspective. From the point of view of the suitors, Telemachus 

has accomplished something with possibly dangerous repercussions for them. For a discussion of the use of this 

adjective to describe the Phaeacians, see Rose (1969) 390, and 387-406 for a fine analysis of the quality of the 

xenia of these important hosts of Odysseus. 
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society. She adds that the sight of the two of them together might rouse some jealousy on the 

part of her suitors (6.273-88). And when Athena, in the guise of a young girl, gives 

Odysseus a brief history of the island's inhabitants, she informs him that not all of the 

islanders appreciate visitors (7.30-33). Nausicaa's concern about her fellow citizens' 

possible reaction to the stranger are realized in the course of the athletic games in Book 8. 

Here a group of young noble men are competing for prowress in a public arena. The 

instigator of the challenge to Odysseus is actually Alcinous' son Laodamus (8.132-157). His 

request seems innocuous enough, and Odysseus, while offended by the invitation to compete, 

politely refuses.144 The tension is almost instantly increased when Euryalus steps up and 

accuses Odysseus of being some sort of lowly captain of a merchant ship, a man concerned 

with the making of money and not versed in the noble arts of athletics (8.158-64). While 

Laodamus' invitation to Odysseus to try his hand at some athletic event is motivated simply 

by youthful exuberance, Euryalus' abusive comments stem from another motive. He, unlike 

Laodamus who is Nausicaa's brother, represents the hopes and jealousies of the other young 

men on Phaeacia for Alcinous' daughter. This scene, however, does not end in bloodshed, or 

even portend more trouble, for Alcinous agrees that Odysseus is rightly outraged by the 

wThough Odysseus'-response (Aaoba\xa, TI \J.£ xavxa KeAeuxe K£QTO|aeovT£g;) to Laodamus at 8.153 

implies that he perceives a slight against him in this request, too. Rose (1969) 390-1 sees this word choice 

(KEQTOfaeovTec;) as a deliberate attempt by the poet to indicate hostility, not simply teasing, as Rose notes that it 

can occasionally signify. 
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young man's comments, and he calls for music and dancing, revising his earlier comments 

about the pursuits (athletic and otherwise) in which his people excel (8.235-55).145 The song 

of Ares and Aphrodite is sung, followed by a virtuoso dance performance, and it is only then, 

when both parties to the offense have been entertained and humored that Alcinous asks 

Euryalus to make amends to Odysseus for his foolish comments. 

The instances of abuse heaped upon Odysseus by the suitors are too numerous to 

recount and discuss each one. This fact alone tells us something about the nature of the 

relationship of the suitors to the other two groups. The suitors are the most transgressive. As 

with the other two groups, it is primarily the leaders who are openly abusive towards 

Odysseus, yet the distribution of blame is greater and more developed among the suitors than 

with either Odysseus' men or the Phaeacian youths. This is, in part, because the story of the 

suitors of Penelope takes up nearly half of the entire poem, while the other two groups 

receive varying degrees of attention. 

In 8.101-3 Alcinous had just said that he wanted to demonstrate to his guest how the Phaeacians excel all 

others in boxing, wrestling, jumping, and running. Now, after Odysseus challenges any and all to compete with 

him in all contests but the foot race, Alcinous drops the first two categories, and adds new ones (to do with food, 

drink, dance, dress, and sleep) that could hardly provoke Odysseus. Rose (1969) 402-4 rightly questions 

Alcinous' ability as ruler and host here, noting that Alcinous does not ask Euryalus to apologize immediately, 

but that he only does so after Odysseus' complimentary remarks about the excellence of the Phaeacian dancers. 

Rose asserts that it is Odysseus who manipulates the situation and manages it so skillfully (by praising the 

dancers) that he actually ends up being the beneficiary of Alcinous' largess. 
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Aside from Melanthius, whose abusive languange and threats to Odysseus at the 

spring Neriton before Odysseus actually arrives in Ithaca proper (17.212-53), the suitors' 

initial response to his presence is kind and even compassionate when, at Athena's instigation, 

Odysseus makes his rounds asking for handouts from the suitors. They enquire into his 

origins and feel pity for his beggarly condition (17.367-8), and they give food to him 

without stint and complaint. The real hostility from the suitors is initially limited only to 

Antinous, who takes exception to Odysseus' begging at his table (17.375-9). Antinous is so 

incensed by the beggar's presence and persistence that he actually hits Odysseus with a foot

stool (17.462-3). Once again in this first instance of mistreatment of the guest, the other 

suitors somewhat surprisingly respond to Antinous' violence with outrage and concern, 

reminding Antinous that sometimes the gods travel among men in disguise and observe their 

behavior (17.483-7): 

'Avtivo', ou [aev KdA' £j3aAec 5u<7Tr)vov dAr|TT|v. 

ouA6|a£v', ei br\ not) xig inovqavioq, Qsoc, ioxi-

KCU T£ 6£oi £,£ivounv £oiKOT£c aAAobanoioi, 

navTOiot T£A£0ovt£g, £7ucrTQaxj)d)ai n6A\]ac;, 
dv8pd)7TCOV U|301V T£ KCU £l)VO|Jir|V £(b0P6JVT£C 

Antinous, you didn't do right to hit the wretched wanderer. You're a dead 
man, if he's some god from above. The gods take on the guise of foreigners 
from afar, all types, and wander about the cities and take note of men when 
they're violent and when they're good. 

ol 5' eAeaioovTEc biboaav xai e0d|a|3eov avxbv / aAAr)Aoug ^ ELQOVTO, TLC; eirj ical TTOGEV EAGOL 

"And they took pity on him and gave (food) to him and looked on him in wonder and asked each other who he 

was and whence he came." 
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As the scenes in Ithaca progress, however, the burden of guilt is eventually spread 

across a wider spectrum of the suitors.147 Eurymachus soon joins Antinous in heaping abuse 

on Odysseus, and here, too, Eurymachus is led on by Athena. First he makes fun of the 

beggar's bald pate (18.346-55), then when Odysseus' response irritates him, like Antinous he 

attempts to hit Odysseus with a foot-stool (18.394-6). He misses and hits a servant instead. 

The suitors' response is now slightly different. This time all complain that the beggar's 

arrival has brought with it an interruption of their pleasures in the dais (18.399-404). When 

Telemachus suggests they employ self-control and perhaps head home, Amphinomus stands 

up and seconds Telemachus' advice, and so the night ends peacefully (18.405-21). 

Finally, to these two, is added the scene in which Ctesippus also throws something at 

Odysseus (20.284ff.). Once again we are told that Athena has decided to goad the suitors on 

to brazen acts to further embitter Odysseus against the suitors 20:284-6: 

|avr]0"Tf|Qa<; 6' ou nd[inav dyrjvoQag £ta 'Adr\vr\ 

Acbfir\c, loxs-oQai BuiuaAyeog, ocbp' £TL jadAAov 
5ur) axoc, KQa&irjv AaEQxidbeco 'O&ucnfjoc;. 

Athena did not allow the arrogant suitors to entirely quell their heartbiting 
abuse so that pain might yet penetrate further the heart of Odysseus, son of 
Laertes. 

Compare the same type of progression among the companions of Odysseus, who initially rebuke Eurylochus 

for his complaints to Odysseus (on the island of Aeaea) and finally take his side against Odysseus on Thrinakia. 
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In a scene intentionally reminiscent of Polyphemus, 148 Ctesippus offers to give Odysseus a 

xeinion, and like Polyphemus before him, Ctesippus' offer is sarcastic. Unlike the first two 

instances in which the suitors as a group refrained from abusive behavior, now when Agelaus 

stands up and tries to check any further outburst they all break out in raucous laughter, which 

incites Theoclymenus' prophecy. And all are thereby implicated in this gross mistreatment 

of the beggar. 

Folly 

In the very first lines of the poem, the narrator describes Odysseus' companions as 

foolhardy and responsible for their own deaths (1.6-9): 

dAA' ovb' tbc, ZT&QOVC, kQQvoaxo, ie\xev6c, neq-
avxcdv ycxQ odpExiqr\oiv dxaoQaAir\oiv oAovto, 
vrjmoi, o'i Kaxa poug 'YTIEQLOVOC, 'HEALOLO 

f\oQtov auxaQ 6 xolatv dcbeiAexo v6axi|uov fj^iap. 

But not even so did he save his companions, though he longed to; for they 

perished by their own folly, the fools, who devoured the cattle of Helios 

Hyperion. Then he took from them their day of homecoming. 

The conjunction here of the two words vqraoc, (foolish) and axacrBaAir\ (criminal folly) 

are important. The primacy in the poem of the concept of deserved punishment (in this case 

148 - • 

The narrator introduces Ctesippus (20.287: f\v bi Tig EV |avr]C7Tf|Qaiv dvr]Q d8£[-ucn:ia SLSOJC) with 
the same words that Odysseus used twice of Polyphemus (9.189: dAA' dndveuSev EWV d8£|a(.gTiaf|5r]. and 

9.428: Trjo/ em KuxAonj; £u6£ rtMcug, d8£|aigTia £toax:), and Ctesippus' cruel offer of the ox's hoof as a 

xeinion is surely meant to recall the earlier scene in the Cyclops' cave; see also Reece (1993) 139 n. 22 and Said 

(1979) 31-2. 
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death) for one's own foolish behavior is made clear by the repetition of the same language in 

fewer than fifty lines. Zeus applies this term to Aegisthus' behavior in the matter of wooing 

Clytemnestra, when he says (1.32-5): 

O) 7T07IOL, OLOV br\ VV QEOVC, (3QOTOI aixLOOTVXCU. 

e£ f](a£cov y&Q 4>aat KOCK' £|a|U£vai- oi. bk Kal auxol 
gcj)f[giv dxacr6aAir)giv vnkq |LI6QOV dAy£' Ixouaiv, 
toe Kai vuv AtyicrSoc; U7t£p [aooov 'Axo£'i&ao 
yfiia' dAoxov larivcrxriv, xov 6' £Kxav£ voaxf|cravxa, 

* * * 

vuv 6' aQgoa ndvx' anixioev. 

Damn, look how mortals blame the gods. They say their ills come from us, 

but they themselves suffer beyond their fate because of their own folly, as 

even now Aegisthus beyond his fate wed me wife of the son of Atreus, and 

killed that man when he returned home.... Now he has paid all in full. 

If it were not already apparent that Odysseus' companions sowed the seeds of their own 

destruction, Zeus' musings on the fate of Aegisthus clearly link the two seemingly 

unconnected incidents on the level of culpability. 

While the killing of the cattle of the Sun is the most notable example of the crew's 

folly, the attribution of foolhardiness is applied to Odysseus' companions on several other 

occasions. As mentioned above, the first place they stop on their way home is the land of the 

Cicones. Their behavior here is not only insubordinate but also foolish, as Odysseus notes 

(£v9' f\ XOL |a£v kyco 5i£Qd) 7io5i 4>£uy£|a£V y]\xia(; / r)vory£a, xoi bk |a£ya 

vr]7UOi OUK £7u9ovxo [9.43-4])149, because by ignoring his advice they lose six men from 

'Then I urged that we high tail it out of there, but the fools, ignorant fools, did not obey." 
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each ship to the enemy.150 Finally, we encounter in Odysseus' retelling of events for the 

Phaeacians a more fully developed narrative of the events that lead up to the killing of the 

cattle of the Sun and the subsequent destruction of Odysseus' men. And here, Odysseus, 

warns them twice about the dangers associated with the cattle of the Sun, noting that they 

should eat the provisions given them by Circe and avoid the folly that would lead them to kill 

any of the island's herd animals (12.297-302): 

EUQUAOX', f] |adAa 5r| \JLE |3idC£x£ jaouvov eovxa. 
dAA' dye vuv jaoi 7xdvx£<; d\xoaaaxe KCXQXEQOV OQKOV 

EL K£ xiv' r)£ (3od)v dyiAr]v f\ ncbv \xiy' olcov 
EVQOO\JLE\, (arj TCOU xt<; dxaaGaAirjai KaKfjcnv 
f) |3ouv r]£ XL |af)Aov dnoKidvr]- dAAd £KT)AOI 

£Cr0l£X£ PQOJjarjV, XT]V ddavdxT] 7TOQ£ KlQKT]. 

Eurolochus, you really overpower me, since I'm alone here, but come now all 
of you swear a mighty oath. If we come upon some herd of cattle or great 
flock of sheep, no one in their witiess folly will kill either a cow or any sheep; 
but restrain yourself, and eat the food that the goddess Circe gave us. 

To be sure, Odysseus' companions fail to heed this warning only after their food supplies run 

out. Whether it is fair to accuse Odysseus' companions of the same sort of bad behavior as 

the suitors is not the point here;151 it is clear, however, from the language the poet uses 

Seventy-two men (we learn later [9.159] that there were twelve ships that accompanied Odysseus home) is not 

an insignificant number. There is also the incident with the bag of winds from Aeolus (10.28ff.), which both 

highlights Odysseus' distrust of his crew and their lack of trust in his honesty to them as a commander. 
151 For more on the ambiguity of the evidence against Odysseus' crew, see below. Nearly all would agree, 

however, that the failures of the crew are less extreme than those of the suitors, who controvert the laws of 

hospitality and actively seek to kill the poem's hero and son. But the suitors themselves, while they are a 

dangerous group of young men, are incapable of carrying out the threats that they make. As Odysseus gains 

more power in the household, the suitors inversely become less effective in pursuing their goals. The best 
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throughout the Odyssey that he is setting up a pattern of behavior and reprisal that meets its 

ultimate fulfillment in the punishment of the suitors. 

On the island of Scheria, there is really very little to mention in the way of overtly 

foolhardy behavior, with the exception of the behavior of the young men. And here, as with 

Odysseus's men, only one individual represents the group. Odysseus is, after all, a possible 

suitor for the hand of Nausicaa, at least in the eyes of the young men assembled here. They 

have not all been privy to Odysseus' refusal of the offer of marriage from her father, but 

they have noticed his priority of place in the palace of Alcinous. Their feeling of envy and 

rivalry concerning Nausicaa may account for this one serious flaw in the otherwise 

exemplary hospitality afforded Odysseus by the Phaeacians. Nausicaa herself wishes to 

have such a man as Odysseus for her husband (6.244-6), and she even mentions that the 

locals might think that she has brought this stranger from afar as her husband (6.275-84), 

snubbing the local suitors' advances. Euryalus' treatment of the guest, though, is considered 

example is Amphinomus' suggestion, after an eagle flies by with a dove in its talons, that their plot against 

Telemachus will not prevail so they might as well turn their attention to eating (20.240-7). The suitors voice no 

objections, immediately drop the matter, and turn happily to slaughtering animals for their upcoming meal. 
152 Alcinous' offer (7.311-5) is somewhat odd and foolhardy, if we are to take him seriously. He offers and nearly 

dismisses it in one line. For more on Alcinous as a host and ruler, see below. 
13 That is not to say that the Phaeacians do not falter initially in their behavior towards Odysseus. It is noted 

quite early on that there are hostile people among the citizens, and that Alcinous is not the best host (Echeneus 

has to remind him that a guest ought not be left sitting in the ashes on the floor). But this oversight seems 

primarily motivated by an attempt to heighten the narrative tension in scenes that will prove the Phaeacians a 

hospitable people, especially when we consider the juxtaposition of Odysseus' treatment here vs. that which he 

receives in Ithaca. 
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inexcusable, an action that he will repent of later. But it is Odysseus' response to Euryalus' 

challenge that we need to focus on for a moment. Odysseus chides the young man, claiming 

that his mind is not commensurate with his looks (8.166-8): 

££iv', ou xaAov ££L7X£g- dxaa6dAa) dvooi £oiKac. 
ouxax; ou ndvxeooi 0£ol x«QL£VTa 5i&ouo"iv 
dvopdcriv, OUT£ cbuf|v OUT' do cj)Q£va<; OUT' dyoorjTUV. 

Friend, you have not spoken properly. You seem to me to be a foolish man. 

Thus, the gods do not give charm to all men, neither shapeliness, nor wits, nor 

the ability to speak well. 

Odysseus' choice of words here is key; he says that Euryalus is like a foolish man, using the 

same marked term (dxdcrGaAoc;) that the narrator uses so often of Odysseus' crew and 

especially of the suitors. Odysseus does not stop here, however, but proceeds to accuse 

Euryalus of appearing noble while actually being base. Both the language and the 

circumstance is repeated in Odysseus' later rebuke of Antinous when the young nobleman is 

the only suitor to refuse to give the beggar any food (17.454).154 Fortunately for Euryalus the 

incident ends without any violence and the offender makes public amends, offering an 

apology and a gift to Odysseus. 

A similar rebuke of Antinous by Penelope is made at 16.418-20. Ironically, while Odysseus makes the claim 

that the gods do not distribute good looks and good speaking skills evenly to men, he is admired for exactly both 

of these qualities among the Phaeacians. 
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In the first scene that we witness the actions of Odysseus' men, albeit through 

Odysseus' account, they clearly display a lack of self-control. After successfully sacking the 

city of the Cicones, they break out into drinking and eating and ignore Odysseus' warnings of 

danger (9.45-6: kvQa be TIOAAOV |U£V |U£9U rcivero, 710AA& be [xf\Aa / eacbaCov 

naqcs. Olva KCU eiAlnobaq eAiKac, (3ou<;, "There much wine was drunk straight, and 

they slaughtered many sheep by the seashore, and many shambling, spiral-horned cattle"). 

This is not the first time that the army has been too much given to wine and excess. Nestor 

tells the story of the return of the army from Troy, and he notes that the Atreidae called an 

assembly when the men were drunk and unruly (3.137-40): 

TW bk KaAeooa^ievco ayoQf]v kc, navxac, 'Axcuouc;, 
\xcv\>, axaq ov Kaxa K6a|aov, £<; fjeAiov Kaxabvvxa, -
OL 5' fjA6ov oivcf) |3s|3aor)6T£c vhc, 'Axaicov, -
|au9ov lauBeiaGriv, xou £iv£Ka Aaov dyeiQav. 

The two summoned all the Achaeans to an assembly, recklessly and not 

properly, as the sun was setting—the sons of the Achaeans came drunk with 

wine—the two made their proclamations, why they assembled the people. 

And then there is Elpenor, whose death in Circe's palace is a result of his excessive 

drinking (oivopaQeuov, d0£<r4>aTOc; oivog [10.552-61, 11.51-65]), which may be taken to 

represent the general behavior of the men during their stay at Circe's, where they are said to 

eat and drink abundantly for an entire year (10.467-8: £v0a |U£V r\\xaxa ndvxa 
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TEASCTCJJOQOV eiq, eviauxov / f\neda, 5aivu|Lt£VOLKO£a x' aonexa Kat |a£8u 

Finally, at the island of Thrinacia, we observe in Eurylochus' words a crucial 

difference between Odysseus and his men with regard to endurance, a form of self-control 

(12.279-83): 

oyexAioc, ek, X)bvoev, neqi tot |H£voc, ou&£ TL yvia 
Kd[av£ic- f\ qd vu aoi ye cri&r|pea ndvxa X£TUKXCU, 

6c, Q' ixdoovc, Ka\xdxa) dbr\KOxac, f\bk Kai vnvcp 
OUK edcxc, yotirjc; e.ra^r\[xevai, evda K£v avxe 
vrjaco £v d\x<piQVXT] Aarjov x£TUKoi(a£0a boQnov 

You're harsh, Odysseus. Sure, you beat the rest of us in endurance—never 
get exhausted. You've got to be made entirely of iron, not letting us, your 
companions, racked by exhaustion and teased by sleep, to disembark where 
we could make a fine meal on a sea-splashed island. 

Eurylochus harps on Odysseus' steely nature. He is able to endure exhaustion and 

sleeplessness far beyond that of the rest of his men. Eurylochus has a point: the men are 

exhausted, and the dangers of the future are often easily disregarded in favor of present relief 

from hunger and tedium; they lack the self-control that will be so necessary to Odysseus' 

survival among the suitors.157 

'There for an entire year we sat, feasting on boundless meat and sweet wine." For more on this theme of 

drinking to excess, see Louden (1999) 38-40. 
135 Of course, Odysseus does happen to fall asleep at the most inopportune times, and both occasions harm him 

and his men (after their departure from Aeolia, and here again on Thrinacia). 
157 Much-enduring (noAuxAa?) is, in fact, one of Odysseus' distinctive epithets. For a discussion of this aspect 

of Odysseus, see Pucci (1987) 45-9 and Cook (1995) 60-65. 
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The Phaeacians as a whole rarely exhibit lack of self-control,158 and this principally in 

the person of Euryalus, who taunts Odysseus, and is unable to restrain his feelings of rivalry. 

He is, the narrator tells us, the best and finest looking of the young men after Laodamus 

(8.115-7), which may account for this one overt failure in the Phaeacians' initially awkward 

but eventually excellent hospitality: that is, he sees in Odysseus a potential rival for 

Nausicaa's hand. 

The suitors on Ithaca, on the other hand, constantly exhibit excessive behavior. 

Words used to describe them and their actions are often prefixed with hyper-.139 They share 

with Odysseus' men a lack of restraint with regard to food and drink. On several occasions, 

some of the most offensive things said and done by the suitors are accompanied by exessive 

drinking. 

All of the above examples demonstrate how the three groups of young men are linked 

together. In the following examples, the lines that connect the groups of young men are clear 

but not inclusive. That is, there are numerous elements that Odysseus' crew shares with the 

Again, this depends on how one reads the Phaeacians' manner of living. The reading favored as early as our 

scholia and adopted by Horace (see note 1 above) accuses these people of hedonism, a charge not completely off 

the mark since, in Alcinous' own words, the Phaeacians excel the rest of men in dining, dancing, dressing, 

bathing, and sleeping. 
ffiun£Q(3aa-: 3.206,13.193,22.64; imerj|3i-: 1.368,4.321,14.92,14.95,16.315; unEorrvoQeovT-: 2.266, 

2.324, 2.331,4.766, 4.769,17.482,20.375,21.361,21.401,23.31; vnsQfyuxA-: 1.134, 1.227, 2.310,3.315, 

4.774,4.790,13.373, 14.27, 15.12,15.315,16.271,17.481,18.167,20.12,20.291,21.285,21.289. 
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suitors but not with the Phaeacian young men, and conversely there are some features that the 

Phaeacian young men share with the suitors but not with Odysseus' crew. 

Leaders cannot control their charges 

Odysseus' crew clearly offers its leader some resistance over the course of the return 

trip home. For the Phaeacians, however, things are very different. Alcinous is honored by 

his people and rules them with fairness.lffl It is worth noting that on the one occasion that 

Alcinous overtly fails to act appropriately (i.e., his delayed response to Odysseus' original 

supplication), Echeneus quickly reminds him of the proper guest-host behavior. This is 

important because Echeneus, a Nestor-like figure, represents the wise older councilor whom 

the king obviously reveres and honors for his sage advice.161 In other words, the hierarchical 

status of age and wisdom and kingship is quite intact on this remote island nation. 

It is true that Arete presents something of a problem for Alcinous. Nausicaa tells Odysseus to bypass her 

father and supplicate Arete to be sure of a homecoming. Arete speaks out of turn in the intermezzo, and, only 

after Echeneus reminds the queen that she is not the decider (11.335-53), Alcinous clumsily reasserts his 

authority as king. Nevertheless, the largely tranquil and peaceable society on Scheria does not show many signs 

of internal trouble. 
B For another way of reading this exchange between Echeneus and Alcinous, see Rose (1969) 395. Rose recalls 

the conversation between Menelaus and Eteoneus from Book 4 (20-36), in which the king corrects his 

subordinate's suggestion that they dismiss rather than host the recently arrived strangers, Telemachus and 

Peisistratus. While I agree with Rose that Menelaus here represents the importance of the king in establishing 

proper xenia, Echeneus' age and wisdom puts him in a different category (more like a Nestor figure) than 

Eteoneus, who is truly a subordinate (QtQdncov) of Menelaus and not his counselor. 
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The suitors, even more than Odysseus' men, have no regard for authority, which 

highlights their transgressive nature. At first glance it looks as if the suitors have no leaders 

and, therefore, that they should not be included in this discussion of the relationship of rulers 

to ruled. But in the power vacuum created by the absence of Odysseus, the elder men of 

Ithaca, the very fathers of many of the suitors themselves, should control their sons. As the 

assembly convened by Telemachus in Book 2 makes clear. Aegyptius, the old man who 

inquires respectfully into the occasion for the assembly, has four sons, one of whom was 

killed by Polyphemus, two work on their father's farm, and the fourth is one of the suitors 

(2.15-24).162 When Mentor stands up to register his complaint about the suitors' behavior, he 

blames the people of Ithaca for not putting a stop to their excesses (2.239-41): 

vuv 5'dAAo) br][xco V£|a£0i£o|uat, olov dnavxec, 

f)CT0' dvecjj, dxaq ov xt Ka6cmx6|a£voi £7t££aai 
navQovc, \xvr\oxf\Qac, Kax£QUK£X£ rcoAAoi. EOVXEC;. 

But I'm actually angry with the rest of the people, since all of you sit here 
silent, nor do you, though you are in the majority, rebuke and restrain the 
suitors, who are but few. 

Leocritus' response to Mentor is as abusive and dismissive as Eurymachus' was earlier to 

Halitherses' augury. Clearly here the suitors neither respect religious figures (Halitherses), 

nor elder statesmen (Mentor), nor even their own fathers (Aegyptius). 

^The narrator's brief introduction to Aegyptius serves at least two purposes: 1) it shows just how much the 

Ithacans have suffered directly and indirectly at the hands of Odysseus; 2) it also clearly links the suitors with 

Odysseus' crew. 

file:///xvr/oxf/Qac
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Divine warnings 

The warning to Odysseus' crew not to eat the cattle of the Sun is repeated on several 

different occasions. As noted above, they decide under the pressure of extreme hunger to 

disregard this warning, killing and eating the cattle anyway. 

Poseidon's warning to the Phaeacians via Nausithous, however, is a very different 

type of warning.164 It is more of a statement about Poseidon's jealousy of the Phaeacians' 

effortless travel over the sea as they ferry strangers to distant destinations (8.564-71). No 

clear reason is given why Poseidon begrudges the Phaeacians for their ferrying services 

except that in some way this may lessen his time. How this is so is unclear, but perhaps they 

threaten with their ships to tame the untameable sea.165 Furthermore, this warning that 

Alcinous has heard has is only tangentially related to the group of Phaeacian young men, 

who happen to be the ones selected to transport Odysseus. Moreover, the Phaeacians, unlike 

the suitors, have not treated their guest in an outrageous fashion nor disregarded the gods. 

Clay (1983) 213-39 reviews previous opinions of the culpability of the crew and the theodicy of the Odyssey 

in general; Cook (1995) revisits the topic; most recently Newton (2005) 135-46, through an investigation of the 

Ciconeia, cornes to the conclusion that Odysseus himself might be as much to blame as his men for their 

ultimate demise. 
m It does, however, fit into the pattern that whereever Odysseus goes he causes or suffers pain, and most of his 

victims have been forewarned of his eventual arrival. For Odysseus as a source of pain to himself and to others, 

a reflection of the meaning of his name, see Clay (1983) 54-64 and Dimock (1956) 52-70 and (1989) 256-60. 
185 For a different perspective on the Phaeacians vis-a-vis Poseidon, and an argument for Poseidon as a 

representative of wild and uncivilized nature, the antithesis of Athena, see Cook (1995) 128-39. 
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Instead, they find themselves in an awkward position: to ferry strangers home may incur the 

wrath of a god, but to deny safe passage to Odysseus they run the risk of incurring the wrath 

of the gods for ignoring the needs of their guests. 

The suitors receive two different divine warnings. The first has already been 

mentioned (the augury of Halitherses in the assembly in Book 2). The second is spoken the 

evening before they die (20.351-7). Theoclymenus, Telemachus' guest and a prophet, 

suddenly sees the suitors as they will appear the next day, and describes an eerie scene in 

which the suitors are likened to shades of the dead, their food and the walls spattered with 

blood. Their response to his prophecy is to deride him and drive him out of the palace. 

Punished by the gods 

The theme of divine punishment is necessarily connected with the category of divine 

warnings. Once again, Odysseus' crew have much in common with Penelope's suitors: both 

are given divine warnings, both ignore them, and both are punished with complete 

destruction. The Phaeacians, however, are not destroyed. In fact, one of the oddest things 

about the Phaeacian episode is that we leave them in mid-verse and never learn their fate, 

whether Poseidon will choose to cover their island with a mountain or not (13.162-87). It is ~ 

as if they dropped off the face of the poetic earth. And perhaps that is the point.166 

165 For more on the role of Phaeacia in the poem, see below. 
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Some additional elements that link one group to another 

One of the most obvious shared features that links the suitors with the young 

Phaeacians is that they are both suitors for the hand of a princess/queen. More important, 

perhaps, is Odysseus' position vis-a-vis both of these competing groups; in each instance the 

band of young men either mistake his intentions or his position among them. The Phaeacian 

young men, for example, think Odysseus is a potential rival, when he is not, and so treat him 

accordingly; the suitors think Odysseus is merely a beggar, and mistreat him, but do not 

consider him seriously as a rival, which he actually is. 

Another point that links the suitors to the Phaeacians is Odysseus' boast that he can 

handle a bow better than any man of his own time save Philoctetes and would be the first to 

shoot his man even in the midst of the enemy (8.215-8): 

£i) |a£v TO£OV oi&a eO^oov d|acbacf>dacr6cu' 
nqcbxdc; K'dvSpa pdAoifu oioxevoag ev 6|UIACL> 

avbgcbv bva^iEvecov, ELKOU |udAa 7roAAol kxaigoi 
dyx1 naqaaxalEv KOX xo^aCoiaxo 4>and)v. 

I know well how to handle a nicely crafted bow, and in the midst of enemy 
men I would be the first to shoot and hit my man, even if very many 
companions should stand beside me and be shooting at the men. 

The mention of the bow seems unmotivated in the immediate context, since Alcinous does 

not bring up archery at any time before this, and every other competition to which Odysseus 

challenges his young opponents is one that has been described previously. Furthermore, the 
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true aristocratic fighter would use a spear not a bow to fight his enemies. Nausicaa, 

however, did mention archery to Odysseus (6.270) when she was describing the Phaeacians 

and their city to Odysseus, but only to dismiss it as an item of interest to her people. The 

somewhat strained inclusion of the bow motif here is evidence of the poet's desire to link 

these two groups of young men. Perhaps in the world of Phaeacia, where the way to win 

honor is through athletic competition and not in battle (8.147-8), this less heroic instrument of 

war is a more apt choice for our hero to focus on. On the other hand, by emphasizing his 

prowess in archery, of which the Phaeacians are not practitioners, he is making a boast that 

will not likely meet any challengers. 

In antiquity commentators already noted that Odysseus' boast looks ahead to the 

mnesterophonia in Ithaca. Odysseus not only mentions the bow, the instrument of revenge 

that he will employ against the suitors, but he also mentions, albeit in passing, the spear, the 

other weapon that he will wield in Ithaca (8.229). And as the bow in Ithaca takes priority of 

place, so, too, here it receives greater emphasis than the spear. But through the successful use 

wDanek (1998) 151-3 argues that the Odyssey here is claiming for the bow a heroic status that is not true of the 

Iliad. This is to miss the point of the contrast between the two modalities that these weapons represent. See 

Edwards (1985) and Chapter Two above. It is clear from the songs of Demodocus that the Phaeacians are no 

strangers to tales of heroism in war and would, presumably, be familiar with the spear as the hero's weapon of 

choice. 
m QT scholia (Dindorff [1855] vol. 1, 373); cf. Kirk (1962) 290, Lang (1969) 166, Hainsworth (1988) 359 n. 

215-18, Cook (1995) 149, Louden (1999) 16. 
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of both Odysseus is able to defeat his enemy.1® Odysseus' brief outburst, then, creates a 

connection between the Phaeacian young men and the suitors of Penelope. 

In the opening scenes of the poem, the suitors of Penelope and Odysseus' crew are 

closely connected by their actions and the poet's use of vocabulary. The suitors are 

described as sitting on the skins of cattle that do not belong to them and that they themselves 

have killed (1.108). Their actions link what Zeus has just said about man's suffering beyond 

what is fated to the narrator's comment in the proem that Odysseus' companions died by 

their own folly because they devoured the cattle of the Sun (1.7-9: oi Kaxa (3ouc; 

TTCEQIOVOC, HEALOIO/TJCTSIOV). ™ Not only is the word that will be so important for this 

poem (dxaaGaAir)) repeated by Zeus, but the slaughter of the cattle, a deed emblematic of 

the folly of the companions of Odysseus, is a feature they share with the suitors. This series 

of interlocking repetitions forms the narrative net that will eventually ensnare the young men 

who court Penelope. 

The suitors and Odysseus' companions are linked again with regard to what they eat. 

The grotesque description by the narrator of the blood-stained food that the suitors eat 

(20.348: aL|aocb6QUKxa bi br\ KQEO. f\oQiov) finds its counterpart in the equally disturbing 

18 For the importance of the combination of the bow (weapon of the lochos) and spear (weapon of the promos 

aner) in the vengeance of Odysseus, see chapter one above. 

™ A similar expression is used several times of the suitors to describe their 'excessive' consumption of 

Odysseus' herds and goods: 2.76-7 v\iiaq, iaQi^tvai Ktv\xr\A\A TE nrjopaaiv xz'I ei x u|a£i<; y£ cj)dyoLT£; 

3.315 and 15.12 \<axa navxa dpaycom. 
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picture of the feast on the cattle of the Sun, in which steaks bellow and moo in protest at their 

treatment and as a sign of divine wrath (12.394-6)17!: 

TOLCTIV 5'aUTLK' £7T£txa 0£Ol T E Q a a TCQOUCJXXLVOV' 

£lQ7XOV |U£V QIVOC KQ£(X b'd|acb'6^E\ol&£(Ll£jai3>C8l, 

onxaAia t£ Kai co\xa (3ocov 5'cog yiv£xo cpcovr) 

And immediately then the gods made appear before them omens: the hides 
crawled, the meat on the spits bellowed, both the cooked and the raw meat. 
And the sound was just like that of live cows. 

While the immortal cattle of the Sun, although dead, continue to act out in their several parts 

what they had done as whole animals previously, the suitors are described by what their 

individual parts are doing while they are still whole, which perhaps looks ahead to their 

imminent death and physical dissolution. Athena has knocked them out of their wits (20.346: 

nagirxAayiev bk vor]|aa). Their eyes fill with tears, they laugh with other men's jaws, 

and their hearts lament; yet they are completely unaware of what is actually happening to 

them (20.347-9). It is as if they have been stripped, momentarily, of all volition. This 

description of Athena's intervention is immediately followed by Theoclymenus'ominous 

prophecy, in which the suitors are said to be covered in darkness and surrounded by spectres 

of the dead in a room whose walls and pillars are splattered with blood (20.351-7). Thus, 

both scenes function as a warning, but a warning that comes too late. 

Louden (1999) 32-5. 
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Finally, in at least two places, a character in the poem links the suitors with 

Odysseus' crew.172 In one of Odysseus' Cretan Tales, in this case recounted to Antinous, 

Odysseus describes how his sailors gave into their own folly, despite his advice, and so were 

destroyed (17.425-41). While these sailors are not, strictly speaking, Odysseus' crew, the 

story is certainly modeled on his actual crew's behavior among the Cicones. In the second, 

after the death of the suitors, Antinous' father, Eupeithes, notes that Odysseus not only 

destroyed the men he sailed with to Troy but now, upon his return, has killed many of the 

best men from Ithaca (24.426-9). 

Interpretation 

Now if these three groups are similar and ought to be considered together, several 

questions arise: why does the poet link them and what is gained from this connection? How 

are they different, and how might that help us in formulating answers to these questions? 

While each of the three bands of young men interact with Odysseus in some fashion, 

the relationship of each to Odysseus is quite different. With the suitors it is one of 

unmitigated antagonism toward an apparent intruder and outsider; with the crew, a 

sometimes healthy but ultimately failed interaction between a military leader and his men; 

with the Phaeacian young men, a brief antagonism and rivalry toward an outsider and older 

172 Olson (1995) 63 cites these two passages and comments briefly on the link between the two groups. 
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rival for the hand of a young woman. Odysseus' arrival, absence, or presence is a cause of 

some turmoil or uncertainty in each group, and this disturbance brings to the forefront in each 

case questions of governance; that is, the relationship of the ruler to the ruled. We will 

examine, then, the various ways in which this topic is handled and what it might suggest. 

It has been said that the Apologoi of Odysseus to the Phaeacians prepare the audience 

for what is to come on Ithaca, and that it also offers "a powerful initial comment on the 

question of how men behave (misbehave) in groups and how they must be handled as a 

consequence."173 Olson argues that the average man generally makes poor decisions and that 

subjection of the will to the good leader results in life and success, even when all the facts of 

a situation are unclear. This he claims is evident from what happens to Odysseus' crewmen, 

who obviously make some bad decisions, while Eumaeus, Philoetius, Eurycleia and 

Telemachus, all of whom only know partial aspects of Odysseus' plan and yet submit freely 

to his leadership, fare quite differently. 

While I agree that the relationship between Odysseus and his men is primarily 

political (i.e., one of a leader to his men) rather than personal, the importance of the 

wandering tales lies in the situation that Odysseus and his men find themselves, a situation 

which also is at play on Ithaca. The current status of Odysseus' crew and the people of Ithaca 

m Olson (1995) 63. He also remarks (61) that Odysseus' tales of wandering describe a "series of political rather 

than personal developments, as Odysseus' relationship with his men slowly deteriorates and they bring about 

their own ruin." 
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are both the direct result of the Trojan War. The crew no longer belongs to a social group 

that contains fathers, mothers, wives, siblings and children. They are freed from the social 

constraints that can act as natural curbs to their youthful appetites. Its behavior among the 

Cicones, Lotus Eaters, and cattle of the Sun, for example, show that the crew is constantly, 

though it wishes to return home as strongly as its leader, in danger of losing its homecoming 

because of its pursuit of immediate pleasures. Not even Odysseus is completely immune to 

the allure of rest, food, sex, and wine, as his prolonged stay with Circe demonstrates.174 

Similarly, on Ithaca, with the removal of the king and in the absence of any governmental 

structure,176 the suitors have assumed the role of soldiers on campaign, which is to plunder 

and pillage other men's property, above all, in relation to eating and drinking. In the midst of 

these two negative portraits of the results of war, Phaeacia appears to be an ideal land, with 

an ideal political structure, a place where peace and order reign supreme. One of its poetic 

purposes is to emphasize the chaos and upheaval that characterizes Ithaca in Odysseus' 

absence. But it is a mistake, I think, to treat Phaeacia as a goal or a template, as Olson does, 

that the poet wishes either his hero or his audience to strive towards. 

mThe one occasion on which his men had to remind him of the importance of the return home (10.472-4). 
re Who, if we credit Olson's reading of the suitors, is like a father figure of the state. In fact, numerous 

characters (Athene, Telemachus, Mentor, Penelope, Eurycleia) describe Odysseus' rule as gentle as that of a 

father. 

^They have not had a public assembly in twenty years (2.25-7). Their fathers are present, but, without the 

authoritative presence of the 'father' of the state, they appear unable to restrain their sons. 
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There are several key elements of the Phaeacian episode that tie into some larger 

themes in the poem that should cause us to rethink the 'idyllic' nature of Phaeacia. First is 

the relationship of Arete to Alcinous: every couple that we meet in the poem offers us a point 

of comparison with Odysseus and Penelope, the couple that represents true homophrosyne, a 

1*77 

goal that Odysseus asserts is the happiest state. First we hear of Clytemnestra and 

Agamemnon, a woman mismatched with her husband, and one treacherous to boot. We also 

witness the interaction of Helen and Menelaus, who on the surface appear to have a happy 

relationship, but over the course of Telemachus' stay we become aware of a sort of 

miscommunication and disparity between Menelaus and his queen.178 Helen, in at least three 

scenes (die recognition of Telemachus [4.138-46], the stories of Odysseus in Troy [4.241-89], 

the augury for Telemachus [15.169-78]) appears to have an intellect that is superior to her 

husband's, who seems a bit unsure and occasionally slow. There are several reasons to 

consider that this is also true of Alcinous and Arete. Odysseus is told by Nausicaa and 

Athena (in disguise) to bypass Alcinous and seek out Arete for surety of a trip home (6.310-

12,7.75-7). Arete is said to be honored by her husband and the people of the city like no 

other woman (7.66-74). Odysseus appears to construct the first half of the Nekyia in such a 

way as to appeal particularly to his female host, whose appreciation of his efforts is made 

177 In his first conversation with Nausicaa, Odysseus claims that the best thing to hope for is a like-mindedness 

between husband and wife that results in grief to their enemies and joy to their friends (6.181-5). 
raThalman (1992) 44-6 contains a nice description of this lack of communication between the husband and wife. 
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clear by her outburst that Odysseus is her guest and that the people should not be so eager to 

send him on his way without more gifts (11.335-41). When the Phaeacian elders all leave the 

palace for the evening, it is Arete, not Alcinous, who asks the most perceptive question of 

Odysseus (7.234-9): if you came here from elsewhere, who gave you the clothes that you are 

wearing? And on Odysseus' departure from the island, his last words are not directed to 

Alcinous but to Arete, blessing her, her family, and her home (13.56-62). Finally, when 

Echeneus praises Arete's comments but censures her forwardness, Alcinous clumsily asserts 

that such decisions belong to him alone since he is king (11.348-53). The phraseology of his 

assertion is reminiscent of Telemachus' fledgling and bungled attempt to assert his manhood 

for the first time with his mother in Ithaca: compare Alcinous' words (no[xnr\ b' av&Qeom 

|a£Ar]CT£i/ naai, \xdAiora 6' £|uoi' xou yaq KQ&TOC, lax' £vi br\\xcp [11.352-3]) to 

Telemachus' response to Penelope (pu0og 5' avbgeooi \xeAr\oei / naoi, \xaAvoia b' 

i\xoi' xou ycxq KQCLTOC, eox' evl OLKCJ ([1.358-9]). Both characters appear to lack real 

1*79 

authority and attempt to overcome this deficiency by strong verbal assertion. 

Alcinous himself adds to the sense that he is not necessarily as astute as his wife or 

daughter. After a brief conversation with the stranger, he actually offers his daughter's hand 

to a man whose name he does not even know (7.311-15). One may argue that this is merely 

rhetorical, since Odysseus had just asserted that he wanted conveyance home, and this offer 

m A point also made by Martin (1993) 236-7 and reiterated by Lateiner (1995) 144. 

file:///xdAiora
file:///xeAr/oei
file:///xaAvoia
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of marriage is a safe way to honor this unexpected guest.180 But surely there are ways to 

honor a guest that do not involve the possibility of social upheaval. We have, after all, just 

heard from Nausicaa how the Phaeacians would be quite angry if they saw Odysseus walking 

back into town with her (6.273-88). A concern for the rights of suitors and their feelings is 

important; and yet Alcinous is ready to dismiss his subjects' claims to his daughter's hand 

without any hesitation or concern for what social chaos might ensue if his guest takes him up 

on the offer. The brief but potentially disastrous altercation between Odysseus and Euryalus 

in Book 8 illustrates what hostility these young suitors harbor against this honored guest. 

If Phaeacia is supposed to be a model society, then its leaders should represent 

model behavior, but, as this brief review of Alcinous' behavior shows, his leadership skills 

are at least suspect. This is a leader who invites Odysseus to watch the young men compete 

in athletics so that his guest can later relay the greatness of the Phaeacians to the Ithacans 

(8.102-3). There is nothing amiss here, but once Odysseus throws the discuss and all the 

Phaeacians cower at the mere sound of this whirring disc, Alcinous backtracks rapidly, drops 

boxing and wrestling from his list of Phaeacian aristeiai, and now insists that his people are 

the best only in dancing, eating, dressing, and sleeping (8.246-9). From his behavior here, 

it is likely that were he to to meet the suitors in his house, he would simply relinquish the 

183 As do Ahl and Roisman (1996) 62-3. 
181 As, for example, Olson (1995) 184-223 sees it. 
182 Compare Dickie (1983) 237-76, especially 252-4. 
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palace to the young men. After all his father Nausithous did just that when his people 

suffered repeated attacks by the Cyclopes (6.4-8). They have opted for a peaceful and 

secluded existence, and one that necessarily precludes heroism. 

Then there is also something about Scheria that is sterile, despite Alcinous' 

flourishing gardens.183 Aside from one named individual, Rhadamanthus, the just judge in 

Hades, no one ever appears to arrive on the island or to leave it.184 And, as on the island of 

Aeolus, the noble family on Scheria is very closely connected; Arete is, after all, Alcinous' 

niece.185 Like Aeolus and his incestuous children, whose perfectly even numbers of male and 

female allow for no increase or decrease in population, this circularity of existence on 

Phaeacia, broken momentarily by Odysseus' arrival, is certain to return whether Poseidon 

surrounds them with a mountain or relents and leaves their island as is. For after Poseidon 

turns the ship that ferried Odysseus to Ithaca to stone, Alcinous urges his people to pray to 

Poseidon for mercy and no longer to offer escort to anyone who arrives on the island 

(13.180-3). The result, then, is that Scheria will eventually become, albeit on a larger scale 

^Even the guard dogs in Phaeacia appear to be both immortal and, hence, non-generative (7.91-4). 
m7321-4. Presumably, therefore, this escort took place many years before. 
185 7.54-5 and 7.63-8 seem to contain a contradiction: the first passage appears to say that the Alcinous and Arete 

are children of the same parents (ei< 5e TOKTJCOV / twv auxwv), while the second clearly indicates that Arete is 

Alcinous' niece. For one discussion and resolution (that TOKT)O;V must mean here 'ancestors') of the problems 

of this passage, see Hainsworth (1988) 324-5. Vidal-Naquet (1996) 51, would like to press the point of possible 

incest a bit further and notes that there is in the ancient tradition some evidence that Alcinous and Arete are 

brother and sister; he adduces the scholia (B.P.Q.T., Dindorff [1855] vol. 1, 325) to Odyssey 7.55, where Hesiod 

is said to have thought the two were brother and sister. 
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than Aeolia, a society wholly turned in on itself.186 As such, the people of Scheria and their 

government, while both appear perfect in their home environment and serve as an indictment 

of the suitors' treatment of strangers, can not really be a functional model for kingship or the 

king's subjects in a world such as Ithaca's that is not only exposed to war but also to the other 

constant of human existence: change. Change in polity, change in status, change in welfare, 

change in war. 

We return now to the crew and the suitors, whose stories bookend the Phaeacian 

episode. As mentioned above, the two groups are both inextricably linked to the Trojan 

War.187 While the crew labors without homeland and seeks to return to it, the suitors bring the 

elements of war to the homeland. That is, the latter's consumption of the house of Odysseus 

is described in terms similar to the pillaging and plundering done by the crew among, for 

example, the Cicones.188 We will look first at the crew of Odysseus. 

For a discussion of Aeolia as a circular and endogamic society without decrease or increase, a stagnant state, 

see Clay (1985) 285-91. Both Clay and Vidal-Naquet (1996) 51-3 comment on the many similarities between 

the two peoples and their situations. For a different view of Aeolia, one that interprets this lack of increase or 

decrease as the representation of the twelve winds, see Austin (1975) 133-5. 
87 Again, this is most clearly exemplified in the narrator's description of Aegyptius' four sons (2.17-22). 
188Compare, for example, these lines describing the suitors' behavior ((3ouc; IEQEUOVTEC; ical dig Kai movag 

a lyag / EiAaruvdCoucnv 7iivouc7t TE alQona olvov [2.56-7,17.535-6]) with these applied to the crew of 

Odysseus among the Cicones (evGa 5e TIOAAOV |aev |a£6u ruvEto, rroAAa bt |afjAa / E'CTCJXXCOV noted 

9lva Kat eiAino&ag EAUCCK; (3ou<; [9.45-6]). For a discussion of this language and the suitors' conflation of 

the elements of the banquet and the distribution of booty, see Said (1979), especially 23-4. 
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The tale of wanderings can be read as a description of the social dissolution that 

results when men are removed from the steady constraints of a society. In order to keep his 

men in line and bring them home safely, Odysseus must take on the roles of king, father, and 

homeland all at once (10.406-21), an impossible task despite his heroic nature. On the island 

of Aeaea, for example, Odysseus' companions are momentarily relieved at the return of their 

commander, who is, in fact, likened to their homeland (10.414-6). But their joy is only 

temporary. Just as they all, including Odysseus, face the temptation to forget their nostos, so 

does the crew forget that Odysseus is their 'home' away from home. This is no surprise 

when we consider that Odysseus is no longer surrounded by the trappings of society to 

buttress his authority: there are no parents on the ship to stress the importance of obedience, 

and no wives and children present to urge restraint.189 What the men do on these all male 

forays is to plunder, pillage, and feast; this is, after all, the only payment that they would 

receive for their efforts. 19° The relaxation of many of the normal rules of society for such an 

extended duration surely had to have an effect on the men's subsequent behavior. 

w See 2.64-9 forTelemachus' appeal to just this sort of public shame and divine censure in his attempts to 

persuade the Ithacans to oust the suitors from his home. 

^They complain about the fact that they are coming home empty-handed (10.34-45). This is likely an 

exaggeration, but the disparity between commander and crew still remains an issue. They do say that Odysseus 

has brought much booty on board from Troy (his share of the spoils would presumably be greater than theirs; 

Sarpedon and Glaucus' discussion [Iliad 12.309-28] of their privileges and responsibilities as leaders supports 

this 'unfair' [from the crew's point of view] division), but Odysseus asserts that they divide the booty up evenly 

after they defeat the Ciconians (9.41-2). What spurs them on to look into the sack now is their suspicion and 

assertion that he gets many a guest gift (xeinion) from all the people that he meets (these belong, evidently, to 
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The gradual191 dissolution of order due to the suspension of societal norms may be the 

larger problem that our poet is attempting to discuss in the story of the wanderings and the 

men's disobedience to their leader and their eventual death. That is the poem examines, 

among other things, the difficulties that men face when away from home. On the other hand, 

one could attempt simply to fault Odysseus as leader, 192but his intentions toward his crew 

appear to have been honorable, and for the most part, if we can believe his and the poet's 

version of events, he did what he could do to protect them, even when he put their life in 

danger because of his own recklessness, as he did in the Cyclopeia.m The evidence for 

him alone), which may explain his acquisitiveness and why he insists on staying in Polyphemus' cave in 

anticipation of axeinion. The greater the host, the more magnificent the gift. 
81 While the crew is disobedient on its very first stop (Ciconeia), on the second (Lotus Eaters) Odysseus appears 

to regain his ability literally to whip his men into shape, binding them under the benches despite their complaints 

(9.98-104). Odysseus, however, undermines his authority by disregarding his men's sage advice to leave the 

Cyclops' cave as soon as possible (9.224-30). Odysseus begins to show signs of distrust toward his men after 

Aeolia (10.31-3), and his men reciprocate that distrust when they open the bag of winds (10.34-47). Next his 

crew make another equally foolhardy decision to anchor themselves in a bay with a very narrow inlet (10.90) 

when they arrive at the land of the Laestrygonians. Finally, it is in this atmosphere of mutual distrust that the 

crew mutiny on Thrinacia. 
82 As, for example, Newton (2005) does in the events among the Cicones (see note 162 above). 
83 In the proem the narrator vouches for Odysseus' desire and efforts to save his crew (1.5-6), and his exchange 

with Circe about the danger of Scylla illustrates Odysseus' wish to protect his crew from danger. His response to 

Circe's assertion that six will have to die is to ask if there is a way to save his crew, perhaps by fighting the 

monster (12.112-4: ei 5' dye 5r| |aoi TOUTO, 0£d, vrnaep/rig evianeg, / ei nwc, TTVV oAofjv [xtv 

uneKTtrjocbuc^oifu Xdrju(3&iv, / tf]v 5e K' d^iuvai(ar]v7 OTE |aoi oivoiTO y Exaioout;, "Come now, goddess, 

tell me this truly; is there some way I could avoid the destructive Charybdis, and fend off that other one when 

she tries to harm my mates?"). Later, when Odysseus first espies Scylla and Charybdis, he exhorts his men to 

maintain order and keep rowing despite their fear; he adds that he did not tell them about Scylla (12.223-5: 

EKuAArjv 5' OUKET' £|au0£6|aryv, d7iQr]KTOv dviiyv, / |ar) ncog |aoi bnoavxeq, anoM.r\E,£iav ETCUQOI/ 

eifJECTLT)?, EVTOC; &E rtuKdCoiEV CTcj>£ac; avxovq, "But I did not go on to speak of Scylla, an impossible trouble, 
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Odysseus' culpability in the loss of his crew is clearly ambiguous.m Just a brief look at the 

Aeolian episode will illustrate the ambiguity of the evidence.195 On the initial departure from 

the floating island, Odysseus does not share the duty of controlling the sail on his ship (he 

goes without sleep for nine days) and finally falls asleep as a result (10.31-3). This very lack 

of trust and secretiveness on his part is what leads to his crew's decision to open the bag of 

winds. Perhaps this all could have been avoided had he informed his men what was in the 

skin, but if we look ahead to Thrinacia, when his men were forewarned of the dangers of 

killing the cattle of Helios, we see that they did not heed his words even then. Though there, 

too, Odysseus appears to withhold some of the details about the extent of the danger that his 

men will suffer if tiiey ignore Circe's warning (12.271-6,297-302, 320-3). There is also the 

story of Menelaus' return (4.351-592), which is strikingly similar to Odysseus'.195 He, too, is 

stuck on an island, his men are starving, he walks off alone. Unlike Odysseus on Thrinacia, a 

god (Eidothea) pities him and ultimately leads him to Proteus who gives him information that 

lest somehow my mates, in their fear, cease rowing and bunch all together inside"). This is clearly an example of 

a leader who does not want to accept the fact that he can not save all his men. Thus, his decision to arm himself 

when he approaches' Scylla's cliff despite Circe's advice to the contrary (12.226-30). In the end, he does accept 

the loss of a few to ensure the survival of the majority. 

""•For a discussion of the poet's desire to promote a more positive view of Odysseus than the traditional material 

would suggest, see Clay (1983) 34-8. 

^Despite the arguments of some, for example, Cook (1995) 114-27 and Louden (1999) 20-3,98-103, who 

indict Odysseus' men. In support of the evidence on behalf of the crew as either exculpatory or at least 

ambiguous, see, among others, Heubeck (1954) 85-7 and Focke (1943) 247-54 [exculpatory], and Fenik (1974) 

212-3 [ambiguous]. 
KPowell (1977) 55-6 and (1970) 419-31. 
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will save him and his crew. Menelaus and nearly all his men make it back home late but safe. 

Perhaps we are supposed to think that Menelaus is a better leader. Hardly likely. The 

difference in the two episodes is the intervention of the gods: they help Menelaus, they do 

not help Odysseus and his men. Furthermore, Menelaus' men had no temptation of 

forbidden food to induce them to commit sacrilege. Odysseus, by walking off alone to pray 

to the gods for some way out, follows Menelaus' pattern. This appears to shift the blame 

upon the crew: if they had been more longsuffering, Odysseus may have prevailed upon the 

gods' mercy. But, ultimately, the evidence is inconclusive. Odysseus obviously makes 

mistakes as a leader: too suspicious of his men (Aeolia); too curious about the Cyclops' cave 

and then too concerned about his boast to Polyphemus, which follows heroic protocol but 

endangers his companions' lives (Cyclopeia); too forgetful of his nostos for a year (Circe). 

His men, also, as subordinates make many mistakes: they disregard his advice (Ciconeia); 

fall prey to the sweet oblivion of the Lotus Eaters' fruits; are suspicious of their leader and 

open the bag of the winds; apparently ignore their commander's hesitation and lay anchor in 

the harbor of Laestrygonia; insist on stopping, despite Odysseus' warnings, at Thrinakia. 

War fosters and even demands a different set of morals or at least behaviors that are 

antithetical to those of a society at peace. This reversal of normal controls perhaps 

encourages unruly behavior. With victory comes pillaging and the enjoyment of those items 

plundered from the defeated, which can also lead to excesses in behavior. Nestor's 
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recollection to Telemachus of the final assembly summoned by Agamemnon after the sack 

of Troy offers another vivid portrait of just this sort of thing (3.137-40): 

tcb bk KaA£0cra|Lt£vco dyoorjv £<; ndvxac, Axatoug 

|ad\^, dxdo ou Kaxd Koaiaov, kc, fjsAtov Kaxabvvxa, 

015" fjA8ov oivcu |3£|3apr)6T£c uiec Axaiarv, 

\jivQov |au0£ia0rrv, TOU EIVEKOC Aaov dytiqav. 

The emphasis here is on the the poor judgment of the leaders who try to call an assembly at 

this time, the disorderliness of the men, and their drunkeness. This theme of drunken 

behavior is pervasive in the descriptions of the activities of the crew on its return trip home.197 

And one of the crew, Elpenor, even dies from overindulgence in alcohol (10.551-60). 

Though the suitors are also known for this behavior,198 Antinous himself actually lectures 

Odysseus on the dangers of overdrinking (21.287-310).w 

It is even possible to see in the crew's progressively disobedient behavior the result 

of time spent without even the limited restraints of the army as organized in Troy.200 As we 

w For the theme of excessive drinking by the crew and the suitors, see Louden (1999) 32-40, especially 38-40. 

^For example, 2.57-8, 20.252-5,21.69,21.263, 21.270-5. 

Certainly meant to be ironic since the one who needs to heed his own words is the speaker not the beggar to 

whom they are addressed. 

^For example, in the Iliad (2.185-211) we witness Odysseus' extraordinary ability to bring to a stop the almost 

disastrous flight of the army to the ships. And there, importantly, he wielded the scepter of king Agamemnon, a 

symbol of power and authority. This outstanding action of Odysseus proves the point that even on campaign 

there remain some communally recognized emblems of authority—in this case, the royal scepter. Odysseus here 

was also not acting in complete isolation. While he singlehandedly began the process of stopping the men from 

deserting the battlefield, his action was ultimately supported by the other leaders of the Achaean army, some of 

whom were aware of Agamemnon's intentions (those at the meeting of elders with Agamemnon [2.53-75]), and 

some not. 

file:///jivQov
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saw above, the crew is disobedient in its very first stop in Ismarus. Its disgruntled attitude is 

again present in the bag of the winds incident.201 When Eurylochus confronts Odysseus on 

the island of Aeaea and points out their leader's rather poor decisions which cost many men 

their lives, the crew, though Eurylochus' opinions may have been representative of the others, 

falls in line and rejects, at least in Odysseus' presence, Eurylochus' negative assessments of 

their commander's ability to lead. Finally, on Thrinacia, once again at Eurylochus' 

instigation, they concur with Eurylochus' complaints, and their actions here rise to the level 

of mutiny (12.297: f] \xdAa br\ jae |3tdC£X£ |aouvov iovxa). While at this point they 

are not yet fully apprised of the danger that lies on the island, they are informed that both 

Circe and Teiresias have warned Odysseus to shun the island: 

K£KAl)X£ \XEV |UU0COV KOCKd TIEQ n&OXOVTEC, ETaiQOt, 

ocbp' u|alv Einco \xavvr\ia Teigeoiao 

KtQKr)<; x' Aiairjc;, fj |aot \xaAa rcoAA' ETtexeAAe 
vfpov dAevaaQai x£Q^Lfa|3Qoxou HEALOIO' 

evBa yaQ aivoxaxov KaKOV £|a|aevai d|a[aiv etyaoKev. 

Though you are hard pressed, comrades, listen to my words that I may tell 

you about the oracles of Teiresias and Aeaean Circe, who greatly insisted that 

I shun the island of Helios, giver of joy to men; for there, she said, lay our 

most troublesome danger. 

The Laestrygonian episode may also be included here. There is no mention that they disobeyed Odysseus by 

entering the harbor, but the possibility remains. 

file:///xdAa
file:///xavvr/ia
file:///xaAa
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Though Eurylochus' arguments are persuasive, mentioning as he does the hazards of travel 

by night (12.284-90),m the crew had no reason at this time to doubt the goodwill of Circe's 

advice. Whatever, if anything, the crew may have learned from this incident about the value 

of listening to one's leader is lost with their destruction by the thunderbolt of Zeus. 

The situation on Ithaca is really the obverse side of the same coin: instead of 

watching the 'inevitable' breakdown of command in a body of young men meandering their 

way home, we witness what happens when the command structure is removed from a society 

and its remaining authority figures (primarily the suitors' own fathers [2.51, 24.455-7]) are 

not willing to restrain the young men who, as young men, naturally wish to assert themselves 

in opposition to the older generation.23 Nowhere is this generational conflict more evident 

than in the assembly summoned by Telemachus in Book 2. Here, both Halitherses, Mentor, 

and Telemachus appeal to both the suitors and their elders to stop this abuse and to be 

checked by their mutual shame before their own citizens and even neighboring peoples 

Cook (1995) 114 has objected to the idea that travel by night was dangerous in the Mediterranean, noting 

Telemachus' nightime trip to and from Pylos. This is to overlook the fact that Athena-Mentor was on board the 

ship on the outgoing voyage, and on the return trip Telemachus was in a hurry to return home and trying to avoid 

an ambush: dangerous circumstances call for risky decisions. Furthermore, when Odysseus describes his arrival 

on Goat Island (9.142-8), he insists that some god must have guided them through the moonless night, which, 

among other things, includes the notion of danger since their ships beached before they saw the land. If the coast 

had been rocky or contained hidden shoals, they would have been in real danger. Finally, though Cook objects 

that Odysseus spent ten days and nights at sea on his voyage to Phaeacia, he again ignores the fact that Odysseus 

had no alternative since we hear of no islands at which he could put in for the night. 
23 For intergenerational conflict in the Odyssey, see, inter alios, Olson (1995)169-77. For more on this theme, 

see chapter one above. 
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(2.64-6). Antinous, however, responds to Telemachus' accusation with the counter claim 

that Penelope is to blame for the suitors' continued presence in Odysseus' house, and 

Halitherses and Mentor are verbally abused and dismissed as dottering old fools (2.84-259). 

Finally, the suitors themselves dismiss the assembly and the people without any further 

discussion. They have taken charge of the city. 

In effect, then, the suitors have turned the political situation into a private one, 

locating their games, feasting, and entertainment by poets at the house of the king. 

Lowenstam has argued convincingly that the suitors have here inverted the spheres of agora 

and megaron, and that it is Odysseus' place to reestablish those distinctions once again.20* I 

would add that because of their residence in Odysseus' house the suitors have, by conflating 

the two spheres, rendered a public reconciliation or recompense that much more difficult; 

they have combined public wrongs with personal ones in such a way as to leave the offended 

party little choice but to defend and protect his honor and his home. This is most evident 

immediately following the death of Antinous (22.45-59). There Eurymachus appeals to 

Odysseus to spare the remaining suitors and to consider a possible compensation from them 

and the people to him. His language is surprisingly political, emphasizing both Antinous' 

intention to rule Ithaca,205 Odysseus' relationship to the suitors as their king, and their promise 

2)1 (1993) 201-7. 
215 This assertion of Antinous' intentions deemphasizes the personal rivalry that Antinous engaged in as suitor of 

Penelope and brings the matter back to politics. 
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to go throughout the kingdom and bring him satisfaction for the food and drink wrongly 

consumed by them: (ocbQ' WdK.r]C, Kara 5fj(aov £UKTi|a£vr|<; pacriAeuot / avxoc,... cru 

0£ <J3£t6£o Aaarv aarv ... dxdiQ a|a|a£<; oniaQev aQ£crad|a£VOL Kara bf\[iov, "So that 

he (Antinous) could rule the people of well-built Ithaca.... But you spare your own 

people.. .and aftewards we'll go about the land and pay you back"). The phrase, 'to spare 

your own people', is the most pointed and persuasive. Odysseus' response (22.60-7), 

reminiscent in its harshness of Achilles' merciless rejection of Hector's plea to return his 

body to his parents for burial (Iliad 22.344-54), puts the matter squarely back in the realm of 

the personal. No compensation would be enough to make amends for the outrage they 

inflicted on Odysseus and his household. 

If the suitors represent Odysseus' struggle to regain his household, the families 

represent his struggle to retake possession of his kingdom.207 The poem's final scene with the 

house of Odysseus arrayed against a large number of Ithacans is both a picture of the glorious 

This reading of the relationship with the suitors as personal and private vs. public is perhaps further bolstered 

by Olson's argument (1995) 176-7 that the suitors can be viewed as almost surrogate children of Odysseus. 

They have, after all, usurped the power from their fathers in the first assembly, and they continue to do so now. 

Odysseus must, then, in the role of father/ruler set aright this wrong, to put the father back in charge of the sons. 

The assertion that a king is like a father is made in the poem itself on several occasions. Telemachus (2.47), 

Mentor (2.234), and Athena (5.12) all claim that Odysseus ruled Ithaca as gently as a father (naxr\Q b' cix; 

f]nio<; r]£v). This fatherly connection to the suitors is further bolstered by the recollection of Eurymachus that 

Odysseus used often to dandle him on his knee and feed him roasted bits of meat and offer him red wine 

(16.442-4). 
3)7 Another argument for the integrity of the lines following 23.296 usque adfinem. 
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return of the king and an image of internal strife created by the absence of that same king. It, 

too, conflates the public and private. The fathers and brothers of the dead suitors must 

'YX> ICQ 

avenge their slain family members, a typical and even laudable sentiment. The family 

members of the suitors meet in the place of public assembly to discuss the action they should 

take to avenge the personal/familial wrongs done to their sons. And, of course, Odysseus 

and his family, while private, are also members of the royal and public family. 

While Odysseus clearly has the upper hand at the poem's end, there are some 

indications that this is no simple folktale ending. True, the poem does end neatly with the 

hero in charge, the wicked punished, and the good rewarded,210 a sentiment succinctly 

summed up in Odysseus' words to the herald Medon and the poet Phemius, who both just 

barely escaped death at his hands. As witnesses to the punishment of the suitors, they can 

now tell others: KaKoeQyLTjg £U£Qy£a(.r] [xs.y djaeivarv, "Good behavior is far better than 

bad behavior" (22.374). But some issues arise after the death of the suitors, up to and 

including the final scenes, that should give an audience a sense of unease. First the treatment 

of the disloyal maids: Odysseus' orders to kill them were harsh enough (22.440-5), but 

^Eupeithes mentions the need to avenge these murders or this will be a source of shame for them in the eyes of 

future generations (24.432-5). 
28 As the example of Orestes makes perfectly clear. 

^Thalman (1992) 134 suggests that "'the poem seems to open up questions about [kingship] but then closes 

them off with the ideal solution of the righteous king, whose ruler makes the people and all of nature flourish." 

Despite this observation, Thalman (135-7) also recognizes that just as Odysseus is an ambiguous character so is 

the poem centred on him, and that the poet has left many tensions unresolved in its ending. 
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Telemachus' decision to extend their suffering (22.461-73) by hanging them does not bode 

well for the future of the kingdom.211 The mutilation of Melanthius, too, again carried out by 

the king's subordinates, is horrific and disturbing: Eumaeus, Philoetius, and presumably 

Telemachus cut off his nose and ears, hack off his hands and feet, and rip out his genitals and 

feed them raw to the dogs (22.474-7).212 Finally, in the battle scenes with the suitors' family 

members, the description of Odysseus' actions seems inappropriate to a man who was 

formerly described as ruling as gently as a father. Even after Athena's voice routs the 

Ithacans, Odysseus gives a war cry and swoops down upon his own people like an eagle after 

Fulkerson (2002) 335-50 takes the rare position that the slaughter of the maids by Telemachus is actually more 

apt a punishment for them than death by sword. While she certainly makes some excellent observations, 

particularly about gender roles in the poem, her argument is ultimately unconvincing. Her basic thesis is that 

death by sword is more appropriate for men (as a sign of honor) to suffer than for women, and that the murder of 

the maids by hanging is more in line with female suicides who take their lives by means of rope. She asserts that 

Telemachus' decision to change his father's orders from death by sword to death by hanging shows the young 

man's greater understanding of the type of punishment that should be applied to the unfaithful maids. 

First, the one male character in the Odyssey that appears to have had the most success with and 

understanding of the female gender is certainly Odysseus. To assert that Telemachus here outsmarts his father, a 

young man who clearly lacks his father's foresight and capabilities (see chapter one above), in the area of gender 

politics is in itself a stretch. Second, if death by sword carries with it notions of purity and/or penetration (with 

its sexual overtones) as Fulkerson insists, why do we witness in the poem itself the death of Cassandra by a 

sword (11.421-3). Perhaps Clytemnestra used the wrong instrument? Moreover, in subsequent literature there 

are examples of faithful and unfaithful women who die by the sword: Deianira (Trachiniae 929-31) and 

Clytemnestra {Eumenides 592). The latter was surely unfaithful, and one would think that Orestes would want, 

at all costs, to avoid anything that would suggest sexual penetration with regard to his mother. Finally, if 

Fulkerson's interpretation is correct, then we would expect that other poets, when meting out punishment to 

unfaithful women, might have followed the pattern that Telemachus so wisely established. 
7X2 Said (1979) 27 argues that this is a surrogate cannibalism. 
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his prey (24.537-8). He comes perilously close to killing all his own citizens, despite the fact 

that they have been completely routed. 

Now we can return to our original question about the value of comparing and 

contrasting these three groups of young men. The companions of Odysseus play an 

important part in the poem as a model of poor behavior and its punishment. But while this 

reading is certainly valid, there are other ways to view the importance of the crew in the 

poem vis-a-vis the other two groups. I have suggested that we read these interactions 

through the lens of politics: how war affects those governed and governing. While 

Odysseus' companions and me suitors are very different and have a very different 

relationship with Odysseus, nonetheless they share this one very important feature. The 

Trojan War and its aftermath permanently changed their lives. We saw that the crew, 

perhaps under the long influence of the 'lawless' conditions of war, never took well to 

obeying their commander, and, eventually, that they turned upon him en masse. This is not 

to suggest that me poet portrayed their errors as worthy of death,213 but rather that he showed 

the slow breakdown of law and custom on the long voyage home that is a 'natural' result of 

so much time spent away from the beneficial controls of society. While Odysseus did make 

The majority of Odysseus' men were dead and gone before Thrinacia. And regardless of one's opinion on the 

guilt or guiltlessness of the crew on that island, nearly everyone would admit that the poet's description of their 

pitiful attempts at sacrifice is intended to arouse some sympathy for them (12.352-65). 
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mistakes as a leader, and Eurylochus' complaints about him were often justified,214 

Eurylochus failed in one important respect: he forgot about the importance of their nostos. 

Though his arguments at times are persuasive and his complaints fairly just, he does the one 

thing that Odysseus almost never does,215 lose sight of the homeland, specifically at Thrinacia, 

where he asserts the primacy of the needs of the moment over the greater goal of a return 

home. Odysseus has the long view, which his men appear to have lacked; that is, he has the 

ability to endure (polytlas) even at times when he foresees no relief from trouble, as he does 

on the island of Thrinakia. 

The Phaeacians, although somewhat different from the other two groups in their 

relationship with Odysseus, function as an indictment of the suitors' treatment of strangers. 

But, in the political arena, they also represent a sort of ideal land that even a mediocre king 

can control. As a place where everyone appears to live in relative prosperity and harmony, 

Phaeacia offers little practical political advice to Odysseus or to Homer's audience since their 

experiences border on the Utopian. We did discover, however, that despite Alcinous' 

occasional lapses as leader, his insistence that Eurylaus publicly apologize to the stranger 

34Shay (2002) 60-1 and 236-7 takes a very critical approach to Odysseus' leadership qualities. Shay, however, 

tends to take the side of the common soldier throughout his study, as this quotation makes clear: "If I am 

unforgiving about Odysseus' failures as a leader that caused the deaths of his men, I am mirroring not only the 

angry criticism of enlisted soldiers who pay the butcher's bill, but also the demanding standards of the current 

American officer corps" (61). 

With one apparent exception: on the island of Circe he is accused by his men of forgetting their homeland. 
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emphasized the importance of a strong social structure and adult censure as necessary tools in 

curbing youthful excesses. Youthful excess can also lead to heroism, but the Phaeacians 

have opted out of contact with the outside world where heroism can be displayed on the field 

of battle. 

Finally, the situation in Ithaca with the suitors and their relatives offers an analysis of 

what it means to be king in the real world, a place in which revolt and wrongdoing happen on 

a regular basis. Odysseus has to assert his control over both the private and public sphere in 

order to regain his kingdom. But these gains come at a cost. While he recovers his land, his 

long exposure to war and his desire for personal revenge almost lead him to destroy the very 

people that make him king. A strategically placed adjective at 24.528 links the crew of 

Odysseus to the people of Ithaca (KCU VT3 KG bf\ navxac, oAeoav KO& Qf\Kav dvocrxouq). 

Now the theme of nostos is rife in the poem,217 and Odysseus and his companions are 

constantly faced with the threat of forgetting or losing their homecoming. By the end of this 

poem, to hear a word affiliated with nostos inevitably brings to mind the companions of 

Odysseus. This one adjective (anostous), then, joins the lives of the Ithacans to the 

216 While curbing youthful excess also means discouraging heroism, the poet of the Odyssey is primarily 

concerned not simply with heroism gained through war but with the return of a war veteran to his home and how 

he is to regain this home successfully without destroying either himself or his people. Odysseus' kleos is 

inextricably linked with his household; see Edwards' (1985) 79-93 discussion of this aspect of Odysseus' kleos 

vis-a-vis Achilles'. 
27 Nostos and its cognates occur 170 times in the Odyssey (per TLG search). 
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companions of Odysseus. Hie former almost suffers the fate of the latter, and yet both 

groups are subjects of Odysseus. 

In the post-heroic world of Ithaca, the qualities that are needed for an Odysseus to 

regain his home and kingdom are not necessarily those that qualify him to be a good leader. 

Ruthlessness and cunning surely enabled him to defeat the suitors, but when he faces the 

assembled people of Ithaca it takes the combined efforts of Athena and Zeus to recall him to 

his former metis. The man who knew how to rule, appeal to, and care for the common 

soldier at Troy, has spent perhaps too much time trusting solely in his own cunning and 

power. His battle joy and rush upon the Ithacans is a perfect model of heroic behavior, but 

this is no longer an heroic arena, these people are not Trojan enemies, they are his own 

subjects. 

While poetry's primary goal is to please, as Phemius' patronymic (Terpiades) 

makes clear, it can also instruct. On the surface, the Odyssey pleases us and teaches us by 

showing how wrongdoers are punished and the faithful rewarded.221 Athena-Mentor ties up 

218 In the Diapeira of Book 2, for example, he controls the common soldiers with forceful language, he shuts up 

Thersites to the joy of the general soldiery, and when in Book 19 Achilles wants to rush into battle, Odysseus 

insists that the men must first eat if they are to fight all day. He evinces an understanding of the common man 

that is unusual for a hero. 

^Compare Dimock (1989) 334-5. 
22 Apparently 'son of Terpis' or 'so of Terpius', rendered by Fernandez-Galiano (1992) 278 as 'Giver of delight'. 

See also Pucci (1987) 195-208 for a complex analysis of the role of Phemius and his songs in the Odyssey. 
221 Austin (1975) 132, for example, remarks on this two-fold nature of the story of the Odyssey, noting that the 

poet has used the "simple fairy tale—that the good are rewarded and the bad punished—as but the surface for 
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all the loose ends, making peace between both parties. And we know from Teiresias' earlier 

prophecy that Odysseus will grow old and blessed with his people flourishing about him. 

That is the happy ending, but the description of Odysseus' successful return is fraught with 

problems that are not so simply resolved. Our poet offers us a complex portrait of the nature 

of war: its effect on men, on government, and on individuals at home. The dark tones that 

creep in, the murder of the maids, Melanthius' mutilation, the final scenes with the Ithacans, 

all suggest that the return of war veterans is difficult for both those who fought and those 

who stayed behind. The peaceful reintegration of the war hero into his homeland is 

problematic at best. There is no simple answer, and a great poet does not simply state one. 

Instead, he weaves into this hopeful and pleasant story truths about the world in which we 

live, truths which bring us, like Odysseus from Phaeacia, back to this world and not away 

from it. 

another poem which is on the nature of order and the interconnection of different kinds of order, moral and 

psychological, natural and physical." 
222 For a fresh and unique perspective on the Iliad and the Odyssey, how both poems accurately depict many 

elements of modern combat trauma, including PTSD, see Shay (1995 and 2002). While his work is enlightening, 

Shay often presses the comparison between modern and ancient combat too far. 
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My goal has been to investigate the use of narrative repetition over long distances in 

the Odyssey. While repetition in all its forms is a very common feature of epic poetry, and 

not every repetition is meaningful, my approach has been to examine specifically those forms 

of repetition (scene, motif, theme, speech, and action) that recur frequently over the course of 

the poem and are inextricably interwoven into the larger plot. I have focused on those 

repetitions that function almost as mirrors, reflecting back on past events and anticipating 

future ones. These repeated scenes and motifs are the structural elements in a poetic 

argument: each new repetition refines, reshapes, or questions previous images, ideas, or 

actions. While many scholars have examined the role of repetition on this or that element in 

the poem, most, until recently, have focused on how repeated elements highlight the 

similarity of the items being compared. The comparison of the suitors to the Cyclops is one 

such example that relies solely on die repeated similarities and ignores the differences. My 

approach, on the other hand, has been to follow both Lowenstam and Louden, who look 

more closely at the differences in the things that are repeated rather man simply the 

similarities those repetitions contain. This approach has yielded some very interesting results. 

In Chapter One, for example, the position and function of the Telemachy in the 

Odyssey, when viewed from this perspective, offered several new insights. Since father and 
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son both make a sea voyage and face many similar trials, the most common interpretive 

approach is to assume that the poet is attempting to show that Telemachus resembles his 

father. That the son resembles his father in certain aspects is true, but the substantial 

qualitative differences between both their travels and their experiences en route should not be 

overlooked. While Odysseus' trip comprises the entire known world and beyond, including 

a trip to Hades, Telemachus' trip remains firmly fixed in the geography of the Mediterranean 

littoral. We also witnessed this same difference in Telemachus' relationship to the gods, who 

never appear openly to him in the poem, nor to any other mortal of his peer group. From 

these differences, I have argued that the Telemachy has such a prominent position and 

narrative scope because the poet wished to emphasize, from the very beginning, that the 

world of Ithaca as Telemachus sees it is the post-heroic world that Homer's audience 

inhabited. In other words, by beginning with the non-heroic world of Ithaca and ending with 

the same, the Odyssey poet has, through the youthful and naive character of Telemachus, 

represented the end of the age of heroes. 

The Cyclopeia of'Odyssey 9 has captured imagination from the moment it was first 

sung. It is a showcase for Odysseus' cleverness against the sheer might of the man-eating 

ogre Polyphemus. Besides adding humor to the story, the themes on display in this episode 

(the mistreatment of guests, patience and heroism/identity and its loss, brain vs. brawn, etc.) 

are replayed again on Ithaca. Here, too, most scholars have focused on the similarities 
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between the Cyclops and the suitors, how the latter in Ithaca reprise Polyphemus' reversal of 

the norms of xenia. 

These similarities are surely meant as a condemnation of the suitors, but we have 

shown in Chapter Two how it is actually Odysseus who becomes Cyclopean in his own 

home. He returns to Ithaca only to find men eating his flocks. He locks up the suitors in his 

house, keeps them from alerting the townspeople, and slaughters the suitors as mercilessly 

and with as much force as the Cyclops destroyed his own men. Odysseus, however, is not 

simply like the Cyclops either. He combines all the cunning of his own mind with the force 

of that monster in such a way as to completely overwhelm the comparatively small and 

Epimethean suitors. 

This reprisal of the Cyclopeia by Odysseus is also connected with another important 

character in the poem: Achilles. We demonstrated how Achilles, Odysseus, and the Cyclops 

form a narrative web, connected by repeated elements in relatively close proximity. That is 

the character of Achilles as an advocate of force (bie) appears immediately preceding (in the 

songs of Demodocus) the story of Polyphemus, in which Odysseus plays the role of cunning 

(metis), and again shortly thereafter in the first Nekyia. Likewise, in the second half of the 

poem, nearly all the parallels between Odysseus and Polyphemus occur immediately before, 

during, or immediately after the mnesterophonia (Books 20-22). The differences between 

Achilles and Polyphemus, on the one hand, and Odysseus on the other, emphasize the degree 
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to which Odysseus combined within his person both the might of Polyphemus and the 

heroism of Achilles. From these differences, we suggested that our poet is making the claim 

that his hero rather than Achilles deserves the title of "Best of the Achaeans." 

Finally, in Chapter Three, we discussed the importance of three groups of young men 

in the poem, all of whom share several significant similarities in their interactions with 

Odysseus. These are the crew of Odysseus, the young noble men of Phaeacia, and the suitors 

of Penelope. Once again, many have seen similarities between the crew and the suitors, and 

some even between the Phaeacian young men and the other two parties. The crew and the 

Phaeacian young men have been viewed as models of bad behavior that find their fulfillment 

in the punishment of the suitors in Ithaca. In this interpretation, the first two groups function 

as a sort of prelude to the final crescendo when Odysseus slaughters the suitors in his halls. 

Yet, on closer examination, it became apparent that these three groups do not function as 

mere substitutes for each other. Their relationships with Odysseus, despite some important 

similarities, are quite varied. The crew do not wish their leader dead, nor mistreat him as a 

guest; they are merely attempting to return home but fail on several critical occasions to heed 

the advice of their leader. The Phaeacian young men, while they challenge Odysseus, and 

Euryalus abuses him verbally, do not as a whole mistreat the guest. Odysseus is, after all, 

seen by the young men on Scheria as a rival for the hand of Nausicaa. Finally, the suitors do 

abuse Odysseus, do wish him dead, and mistreat him as a guest, and plot the death of his son. 
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These similarities suggest that they be compared, but the differences present some 

difficulties of interpretation. We suggested that each group of young men pose a challenge to 

Odysseus as leader and offer both Odysseus and the audience insight into the difficulties of 

controlling the young. Moreover, the importance of the Trojan War must be taken into 

account, particularly as it relates to the crew and the suitors. The crew fall prey to the 

temptations of immediate pleasure and/or needs and an equally dangerous lack of trust in 

their commander and the authority that he represents. Odysseus must be the sole 

representative of the command structure that was reinforced at Troy by the presence of other 

commanders, and at home by the institutions of rule as embodied in parents, city elders, and 

kings. The suitors literally besiege the traditional center of authority in a city currently 

without a ruler. The Phaeacians, who have no intercourse with strangers, have opted out of 

the change that both the crew's return trip home and Ithaca represent: exposure to new and 

possibly dangerous experiences. Consequently, among the Phaeacians the exuberance of 

young men is relatively easily kept in check since the structure of command appears to be 

firmly in place, even when a stranger has entered their idyllic and non-heroic world. On the 

other hand, Odysseus' charges and their failure to make it home safely present the dangers of 

war that occur not just in battle but on the return home, especially the loss of one's identity. 

The situation of the suitors and their parents offers the audience not only a neat moral tale 

about the dangers of abusing strangers and not restraining the youth, but also a further 
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reflection on the difficulties that a soldier returning from war faces as he attempts to 

reintegrate himself into his society. Odysseus' total slaughter of the suitors, his complicity in 

the killing of the maids and Melanthius, and the near destruction of his own people form a 

very striking and disturbing portrait of the problem of the return of the hero. 

This study has by no means exhausted the many similar types of repetition that occur 

in both epics. For example, I intend to investigate further the relationship of Odysseus' 

Apologoi to the Cretan Tales. There are clear repetitions of material, but with significant 

changes. Both sets of stories told by Odysseus function on many levels. All of Odysseus' 

speech in the poem is polysemous, and even a moment's glance at his exchange with 

Nausicaa in Book 6 illustrates how he uses speech for far more than the simple 

communication of facts. His manipulation of language is superb, and the Cretan Tales 

embody his skill in adapting stories to each individual he encounters. The Cretan Tales, then, 

may serve as a sort of reverse interpretive key to the various stories that Odysseus recounts to 

the Phaeacians. There is also still room for investigation into both the numerous couples in 

the Odyssey and the couplings of Odysseus with Circe and Calypso. That the two goddesses 

represent a threat to Odysseus to forget his home and his wife hardly needs mentioning, nor 

that the various couples in the Odyssey serve as a foil to Odysseus and Penelope. A closer 

examination, however, of the differences between these couples may take us beyond merely 

pointing out that all other couples in this poem fall short of our ideal couple. 
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Another topic closely related to repetition and mentioned in my Introduction but 

which I did not have the opportunity to investigate is the use of juxtaposition. By 

juxtaposition here I mean the poet's practice of placing two scenes together to compare and 

contrast the two without overt comment or judgment. The sudden scene change at Odyssey 

4.625 from Sparta to Ithaca is one such example. The poet clearly invites his audience to 

compare the situation in Sparta to that on Ithaca. While many scholars have commented here 

and there on the topic as it relates to their particular argument, I know of no work that 

attempts to examine the role of this important feature in the Odyssey or the Iliad as a whole. 

Finally, this dissertation has shown how closely interrelated to one another scenes 

from vastly different portions of the Odyssey can be. And our examination of the use of 

narrative repetition has not only demonstrated once again the artistic unity of the Odyssey, 

but has also served as a reminder of the importance of repetition in the arsenal of the oral 

poet. Repetition, then, is not simply a crutch for the composition of poems; it is a powerful 

tool available to the poet as he composes his poems not only to please his audience but also 

to invite their active participation and learning. 
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